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November 5, 1974

Yr. Rafael Salas
Executive Director
United 14ations Fund for

Population Activities
405 Lexington Avenue
New York, .Y. 1017

Dear Rafael:

In paragraph 3.33 of the Report of the Lth Session of the UNDP
Governing Council there appears a statemient about UFPA's coordinating
role that we feel is risleading. The statement reads as follows:

"One member requested that the Executive Director prepare an
oral statenent for the nineteenth session, and a written
report for the twentieth session on how UNFPA was carrying
out the role assigned to it by the Economic and Social Council
to coordinate activities among all the institutions active in
the poulation field." (eophasis added)

Actually the Governing Council eport is not a true reflection of the
debate on this point. The sammary record presents the matter much *ore
accurately, and as it indicates, the "mber" referred to in the report is
Ar. Stafford Aousky of the U.S. delegation (DP/SR.43i, pp.16-17). The com-
plete text of his re-arks on this point read as follows:

"UFPA should also, in conafor-ty with the instructions of the
*coomaic and Social Council, promote and facilitate cooperation
in and the coordination of population activities, particularly
in countries where it was undertaking - or intended to undertake -
large-scale pro3rarmes. In particular, it should more effectively
coordinate those large-scale programes with TMRD programmes, the
bilateral programies of some donor countries, those of WHO and of
certain private foundations and, in particular, those of the
beneficiary countries, where the latter had tnemselves taken the
initiative at the local level. The Executive Director should make
verbal report to the Council at its nineteenth session and a
written report at its twentieth session, possibly within the frame-
work of his annual report."



Mr. Rafael Sales - 2 - November 5, 1974

Thus, while Mr. Mousky's actual remarks are consistent with the
ECOSOC instruction to UNPA "to coordinate projects supported by the
Fund" you will immediately recognize that the statement on this appear-
ing in the Governing Council report is not.

We bring this to your attention now in the hope that, in preparing
your response for the 19th and 20th sessions of the Governing Council,
you will be able to move away from the inaccuracies of the report and
thus avoid any possible misunderstanding on this point.

With regards,

Sincere

K. Kana aratnam
Director

Population and Nutrition Projects Department

cc: Mr. Hoffman V
Mr. Riley

VRiley/KK:bli
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Mr. M.P. Hoffman

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION

FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST

INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY

INITIAL RECOMMENDATION

NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE

REMARKS

BANK/UNFPA DRAFT AGREEMENT

For information and hold - Revised draft
incorporating your changes. We will
withhold further action on this until
after the Board discussion.

FROM OOM NO. EXTENSION
K. Kanagaratnam D928 5431
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August 7/74

JOINT MEMORANDUM

between

THE PRESIDENT OF THE WORLD BANK

and

THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED NATIONS FUND
FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES

ON POPULATION ACTIVITIES

The following paragraphs are intended to clarify the relationship between

the Bank and UNFPA and to guide their staffs in planning and carrying out

their respective operations in the population sector.

1. The World Bank and the UNFPA have a common interest in assisting

member governments, on request, to develop and carry out effective

population programs within the context of their national economic and

socia' development programs. The two institutions also have a common

interest in making the system of international assistance work as

efficiently and harmoniously as possible in order to economize scarce financial

and manpower resources and to minimize inconvenience, and delays for assisted

governy ents. They are agreed that international financial assistance should

be ex: n2ec on as favorable terms as possible and that every effort should

be m.- t- -t;vide an adequate flow of funds for population activities and

-rmp ove the effectivenuess of international assistance to the sector.

7 e Bank's concern with population stems primarily from its interest

7reducing the retardation to economic and social progress imposed on

developing countries by excessive rates of population growth. The Bank believes

a assistance can most usefully take the form of financing projects

0 - programs that express and provide the means to carry out

broad natio al po'icies designed to achieve widespread understanding of and
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access to fertility control, both as an individual human right and as a

means of bringing population growth into a better relationship with each

country's economic and social potential for increasing human welfare. The

Bank will not, as a general rule, finance activities unrelated to a

consistent national program no matter how meritorious they may be. It

believes that population programs, if they are to be effective, must be

broad and must include many mutually-supporting components. Thus, the Bank

has an interest, which it believes is shared by UNFPA and other donors, in

the full spectrum of population and related health services, information,

research, evlauation, demographic and data collection etc. necessary to the

achievement of a maximum feasible impact.

J. The Bank's financial assistance will normally involve substantial

hardware components for which grant funds are limited. However, such Bank

financing will only be provided as part of a sound project/program. The

Bank will want to be satisfied that important project/program components

which it may not finance itself are receiving adequate attention from the

government and, if necessary, arranging financial support from other sources.

To this end, the Bank will want to be assured of government commitment to

such components and to be informed of their status.

4. The UNFPA shares many of these concerns and purposes of the Bank.

It has, however, the following special interests and responsibilities:

(Draft to be suggested by UNFPA)

5. In view of the above considerations, the World Bank and the UNFPA

agree that:

(1) They will in all cases make special efforts to coordinate their

activities in every country where both institutions have, or are
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likely to have, major operations. To further this objective,

each agency will notify the other of its intentions and

ascertain if the other has observations or proposals; where both

are agreed that it is mutually beneficial, staff members of one

agency may participate in a sector or program review mission

for which the other agency has principal responsibility to the

government of the country concerned.

(ii) Whenever one agency is represented on the other's missions as an

observer the participating individual will be treated as a member

of the team and will be accorded the same opportunity to participate

in the writing of and commenting on the draft reports as other mission

members enjoy. Such a member would normally be expected to make

appropriate technical contribution to the work of the mission

based on his background and experience. The final responsibility

for the report will of course remain with the institution which

has principal responsibility to the government concerned.

(iii) Each agency will send to the other copies of its draft reports

not later than the time at which they are submitted to governments;

(iv) The Bank and the Fund recognize and respect each other's methpdologies

and procedures for developing and extending their assistance.

Through a timely and full exchange of information both agencies

will attempt to take maximum advantage of work done, ,or planned to

be done, by the other in order to minimize inconvenience to

governments and unnecessary work for themselves; such exchange of

information will normally take place in the context of the reviews

referred to in para.(v).
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(iv) The Bank and the UNFPA will, wherever feasible, seek to arrange

their financing on a cooperative basis, bearing in mind the

ultimate right of governments to choose the sources from which

they wish to receive financial or technical assistance. The

particular forms that such cooperative financing will take will

be worked out on a case-by-case basis. They may include joint,

parallel, or completely independent (but coordinated) arrangements.

Every effort will be made to achieve coordination through the

full exchange of information and the design of projects to avoid

overlapping elements;

(v) The Bank and the UNFPA will at all times seek to keep each other

fully informed of their activities in countries in which they

have mutual operational interests. Bank population missions

visiting countries in which there is a Population Coordinator in

the office of the United Nations Resident Representative will be

instructed to meet with the Coordinator in the field and to brief

him fully on Bank activities, on-going or planned. UNFPA

Coordinators will give appropriate information and assistance

to Bank missions. At the headquarters level, senior representatives

of the two institutions will meet to review their future work plans

at least once a year, both in general and on a country-by-country

basis, and to discuss and resolve any problems in making this

Agreement effective. Other meetings to review specific operations

will be held as mutually deemed desirable between the technical

staff concerned.



(vi) Within three months of the signature 
of this document the

Bank and UNFPA will arrange for a review of the documents

to be exchanged routinely on each other's operations. Such

document reviewwi.ll be subject to updating as required.

Signature 
Signature

Date Date



July 25, 1974

Mr. H1alvor Gille
Deputy Executive Director
United Nations Fund for
Population Activities

485 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Dear Halvor:

I have pleasure in sending you the simmary of the main points discussed

at our meeting on May 1, 1974, here in Washington D.C.

Sincerely,

George B. Baldwin
Deputy Director

Population and Nutrition Projects Department

Enclosure (2 copies)

cc: Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Zaidan
Miss Husain/Mr. Jones
Mrs. Domingo.
Dept. Files - UNFPA
Div. Files

LDomingo/jim



UNFPA-IBRD REVIEW MEETING
MAY 1, 1974, WASHINGTON, D.C.

In attendance for the UNFPA: Mr. H. Gille and Dr. N. Sadik

for the IBRD : Dr. Kanagaratnam, Messrs. Zaidan, Jones and Gould

Summary of the Minutes

1. Indonesia

a) Mr. Jones briefed those present on the latest developments in
the Indonesia project. He reported that the Government's recent ban on the
importation of sedans and station wagons has caused difficulties in the
procurement of vehicles for the population project. There were indications
that Bappenas has produced a series of procurement instructions which
conflicted with the Bank's procurement policies. A working group within
the Bank, which was studying the matter, felt that the Bank could not reimburse
the Government for vehicles under broken contracts. For other vehicles for
which bids have not yet been invited, the Bank might be prepared to waive its
procurement requirements. This recommendation would be submitted to the
management for its consideration and as soon as a decision is reached, UNFPA
would be informed accordingly.

b) A full supervision mission is scheduled in September 1974 and UNFPA
would be invited to participate.

2. Philippines

Previous problems in conjunction with the project have already been
satisfactorily resolved and both agencies were generally pleased about the
project.

3. Bangladesh

Mr. Zaidan reported that a Bank mission was in the field for dis-
cussions with the Government on project composition. At Dr. Sadik's suggestion
it was agreed that any discussions on the matter between Miss Epstein, who was
also in Bangladesh, and the Bank mission members would form part of UNFPA's
comments on the Bank's report.

4. Tunisia

Mr. Zaidan reported that the sector report on Tunisia was expected
to be finished within a few weeks. A copy of the report would be sent to
UNFPA, for its comments.
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5. Malaysia

Dr. Sadik reported that the Government, in view of prevailing
conflicting political views on population planning, has decided to adopt a
low profile on family planning. Posters on family planning have been banned.

6. Latin America

a) Each organization briefed the other on activities and plans to
date. The main operations which the Bank might have in Latin America include
a nutrition project in Brazil, a second population/nutrition project in
Jamaica and a population/nutrition project in Colombia. No firm plans have
yet been crystallized on Ecuador. The Bank is closely liaising with the
USAID on the Dominican Republic and an identification mission was scheduled
to leave at the end of May.

b) Dr. Sadik reported that the UNFPA has program activities in the
Dominican Republic, St. Vincent and Barbados. UNFPA is now funding the Family
Planning Association in Mexico and has also received a request for financial
assistance to Mexico's national family planning program.

7. General Program/Policy Matters

a) Mr. Gille shared Dr. Kanagaratnam's observation that specific
country consultations between the two agencies have been most useful and help-
ful, and that they be continued whenever the need arises.

b) . Mr. Gille noted that the Bank has entered into a memorandum of
agreement with WHO and raised the possibility of the UNFPA and the Bank drafting
a similar joint agreement to guide the staffs of both agencies in carrying out
their respective operations in the population sector. Dr. Kanagaratnam took
note of the suggestion for further discussions with the other Bank officials.

c) There was a brief discussion on how to achieve the most efficient
way of exchanging documents and improving the existing informal consultation
between the two agencies. Mr. Gille suggested that an exchange of roster
showing staff members and their country assignments might be helpful in this
respect.

d) The next review meeting was scheduled for November 1974.



Dr. K. Kanagaratnain March 6, 1974

L. Peter Chatenay, IRD

UN Population Comission; Third Special Session; March 4-15, 1974

1. I folloued parts of thu Coaliion's meetings oa March 5 and 6
in thi. special se o in viIh tie Co is ioa acts as the preparatory

bo y or the World Pop- aion Conference.

2. Aside from the item on the World Plan of Action to be discussed

later, the Commiissiou faced es e t wa wita iou e-keepit ubje:tS,

e.g. tie rules of p :edre and the i _table for t Conferesie aid the

allocation of item mo the coi&tees~ of tae Conference. In effect,
nothun of stsanc o. aterost to cheF .

3. One of he Co i sion' pro t ;s ta t "aint p ,, :s
assential role--namely to give the 'onc-r:er to the basic documents of

the Cofer. e. The reason £ sraply that thsese documents are eithe just
issued in a preimary .ec i Easit niy or at yet ready ia any

laatuaae. The Drctor, UN Population D isica, pleaded for aother 15

to 20 days to produ ce a ceen ial raft of al Eur ocumets. There-

after. the- mut be editad and traslatea. Ic - naiely they will be

ready 90 days before tae Couferen-ee as as sppused to be ::he case.

4. The delrata of Sweden pe set ery iard o this basic flaw in

th working o the Co ,.sio . Her purp.e A any is to get th Co-

alissiaa to meet oace iaore to ao the job of ris lag the basc >cuinet.

Other dele.ate -- in iun the US rep. t t --say thet th xpe t.

Who ha sen the it, re ati ied. A I eft, t resolutin ;f this
problem was uncear.

.The Coimi, a reed to the er s thatin atio to the

Conference be ca out var ouL irter uov ru tai orban z tion'. But

formally, thes 1i m i wia ft oe ter the E-owmo c ai

Social Conneil has approm Lhe Comiasi's deio.

cc: Mr. M. Hoifftn, IRD
Mr. E. Franca-Ro u , IRD
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO; Files DATE: January 21, 197}4

FROM: W.S. Humphrey

SUBJECT: PHILIDCN3S - Conversations with Dr van Arendonck
of UNFPA

1 spoke to Dr van Arendonck of UFTPA on the telephone trice last
week and ne discussed a number of issues related to the forthcoming

populaJtion project.

Tnformatioi Education and Lo Ericatons(IE)__Co' onent~

I told Dr van Arendonck that the Government had now agreed to the
addition of a committee to advise Popcom on IEC matters. With this
addition the proposal for the IC division of Popcom as presonted to

UNFPA was acceptable. Dr Von ArendonA and I agreed that it would be
useful if some of us from here visited Now York shortly to discuss
the datail. of the rest of our project in order that UNFPA could be
fully informed. Pr van Arendonck said he would telephone about a
convenienz time once he had consulted Mrs Sadiq who was returning from

the Philippines about January 17, 1974.

UFPA meoranidum of Understanding with the Government

On December 20 we had cabled UNFPA suggesting that the draft
merorandse of understanding betsaen UAFPA and the GoverrmenL shoAld be
postponeid until complete agreement was reached on the substance o. the
propoped project, particularly the. 1E component to be financed by
UFPA. Dr van Arrdonck had told Mr Gocdman in the Philippines that

after complete agreement on matters of substance was reached ii might
be possileo o amend some parts of the memorandum of unfersrAding
which referred to other donors. On January 11, 197h, 1IFA had cabled
back that it would not be possible to postpone signing Line the

Philippine Gocrrnt wantcd UNFPA to continue processing projects.
Althugh thns cable implied that the draft memoranCum had not yet been

signed, Dr van Arendnnck told me on the telephone that the momnoranduml
had been signed b the Gvernmgent in early Decembe r sent to UN-FA and
signed by them on December 10. He said the Government had put great

pressure on UNPAA to do so in order that funding of UNFPA projects
would not be hel d up. He did not accept that therp had been any
understanding with us thyt the signing of the memorandum should be
delayed substan tially. He had merely said that it might be possible to

amend the memorandum once agreement had bean reached in substance.
He added that he could not see anything objectionable about the
miemoraldumw as it stood since the conditions were the mininum which UAFA
could accept in any situation. He pointed out that the memorandum did

not restrict consultation with other agencies with projects proposed by
the Gornment to UNFPA. It merely said that projects shoold not be



submitted to any third party for their approval. He could not see how

we could object to this, since the only parties who could approve a

bilateral agreement were the parties concerned i.e. UMA and the
Government.

I told him that the main 'problem foreseen by Mr Goodman and myself
had been a proposed understanding with the Government that no subsequent
agreement which the Government might enter into with other donors should
in any way alter or affect the relationship or conditions spelt out in
the draft memorcndum of understanding. We had been particularly
bothered by the word "affect" in this context. Dr van Arendonck told
me that the words "or affect" had been deleted from the final version.
Otherwise the memorandum remained'as we had seen it in anila, and is
attached to this memorandum.

The memorandum as signed was subsequently reviewed by Mr Tenley
Jones of the Legal Department. In his opinion it would not pisent us

with any legal problems in the context of our proposed population project.

cc: Messrs Goodman
Kanagaratnam
Zaidan
Rileyv
Tenley Jones
Hasal

WSHumiphrey/dp
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be coonsidered as &part of tese projectl for Rhich additional fundin; ma7

be made available.

~no Ur agrees to a;srt additi onvA projects Submitted for approva

throuh the normal channels nd in oneral - acrd e with the A'reenent,

up to xi;m of five million dollars ovar the five xnar perico specified
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ovr one milion dollars by the Governing Council of Q

3. The maintenance and safeguardirg by the Covernment of the full

and proper viability-of the Planning Divirkn of the Co- ission
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Gozarnment an "fPA to 1nge t it bil th U o
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January 8, 1974

Mr. Halvor Gille
DeputY Executive Direc :or
United Nations Fund for

Population Activites
433 Lexington Averue
New 'York , N.Y. 10017

Dear Halvor:

This letter 1a in response to yours of last December 10"% askingus for co-cnts on thi first Irft of the Funzvs PC onrer, " Role ofInrernational sistanc in the Ponulation rieid3" (sic),. We !isve reac naper, 7ivlin; sonnThat clos3r attention to those sections i Ichrof direct inter-st to nk activitf.3, and ere ±d to send a
corments on rtest -'ri

-- -af usace 41c'h we 'op,ili be helpfl i u r,a fiIl draft. have not made any onrely eoitoral coz:m.ents nor cncdany of tie fizures (indeca, mont of tha tu3 rf-ferred to in cweze aot Included In tne Clnnarv 7no yu h-d sent). Aitn
t~ Cst of z' qubne corrents will be critical, a reque- ted, let r,t iat .n n 1 raaa strikes uzs a7 a useful and well-wditte, contri-butior. to the WC Cocunntarion.

he r are a few zpeclfic coments for you to consider when red.ingthe draft:

()t i zc ane, or re e nr co.~~)r fccs r.e ~fi- rt~9 r.l -i-rarr,'h at-t- e~±op.4 o ~~- ~ia hcr•; cO a t un rrt~t ~ r~-d t ne a

p. C

3411. ,

t

o'~ tc- t:

actv
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perhaps even stronger than the demographic irmpact of "direct" population
activities. I would myself exclude tie "indirect" activities from mir
definitioa of "population activities," and would taus not count as .tancs
to other sector, as3 "population assistance" no matter what its su acted
demogranhic inact may be. But if social rsclearch on fertility atervinants
ever shows us a convincin rouze to lowring frtility that lead s an
pathn not o covered by "populaion tiiies" thea I would 4:!t -: a
wholesale 3s:itch of the latter int toese new fieldn. Thus our preoent
definition of the field (and of internatioaal assi3tance) is a reflection
of our present n (or a3sluntions) as to what types of activities
are effective in achievin, our ponulation objectives. This point is related
to the noi-nt ade on p. 57 of the draft Where it is suicested thiat economic
and social change tav have to occur before fanliv planninn program7; can have
a sinificant demoranhic effact. If this hytesis could be etablished
as a fact, and tie specific catnes needed could be secified, then the
best route to fertilityi control ricot be throu"i national
planning and not thro-uh te ext2nsion of family rlnning networks. But not
enough Is vt known -about t necessary "l measures
to provide a new strnateiy for national population planniag or for inter-
national aslistance.

(III) The pa;cr n7ht mal.e mora expliciL acknowledgemnt of the differing
moti-vations unrIing population actvrities, enecially h 1eyt ' act vitv
of family plnin . This come*2nt apies to donors and racioiont al1ke.
Some believe family planning i:;iortant to prevent -crld population from
getting- out of hand; some want it to make possile faster rotrth in t t

per capita incones of certain contries or -rs within countries se
are concerned primarily with : th health status of won and their offonring;
Some are alost qually conernedl '.ith all ties motivcs Thal exitence,
amount, and I. n of as3istance are soeims affected by differences in conor
and recipient motivatiuns or by assuned differences in otivations.

(IV) Althoun the first sentnce in the middle >ra. n 4 ores clear
t'at the ;at er is o narned nita a. f inacial *qnd tech nical
this istica: 'or not rcoo Cn i -.1t n:hio I Itr :3t1. eti :j I
Of Che pa; ar, for ~i~n*rtru oS'~ Oa fteir ~tu cv

t., i1 1 -- 1. 1- i

it 1-3 t r! i intL' 4 ~o

z: ~t r~~ uL

z-,-

I ~L oC C U 0.
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CoMissions or 'inistri, of Pinance can make a mijor contribution todonor coordination; failure to a suna ths resaonsiblit en oranet
undesirable forns of competition (and cannot really e replaced from out-side).

Ind Oan p. 45 there is a reference to jnternajionj assistance on theIndianT proura as ein of the order of 1 Z (premably around .1370-71?).TO Pu this sob atbl fiUre ih n ah rspectiv, you r: t want to note thatuthis is nrobabl soenyh t h he= than the proportion of aid -" total re-sources in most ather s ctor3 (I.e., ftreion raid rarely provides more than5-1P% of a country' s total Jevelopmen resources).

(E1) Fro. ne 47 onward3 the paper draw3 rather extensively on theOECD 71eve"I~ t Center meeting of December 1972. Te-nunber of r1,ientcountry reoresentatives and their postI and one-ationa reion pibietin their governmnts tended to reflect rather oaroniial vireswos ie would
urge you to use the conclusions of that meeting wir *one caution.

e tThe ecthn on -orld 2nk as31stance (p.21) does not accuratelyreflect the obj ~ctive5 aad onerat ions of th Ba3 nk. I halve enclo ;d analternative treatment (see Annex 1) whf kq . Iohats efncl deanrve
coverage; feel free to une it or to ad at It as you epo it Afins, rvep. 37 the paper iaken iaccurate reference -to ihat s finnced f rom oror IDA ftins. Thk matter is covered most explicitly in the article on"Tse Pofultuion 1,ol ore1te o an%" Whic appeared in th~e Novemb1er, 1973,text o(Annex) e 1 (T t ifn, an alternatIve drafttext (Annex 2) -1 encLiosed for yrour considerat~oa.

these are tie arinci-al comnments we want to submit. We hope youand others wjill fini the= helpful.

Sincer- I7y,

K. Kanagaratnam
Drector

PopulaLion and :ltritica Projects Department

cc: Mr..

ec: s uh
Mr. T in

Mrs Dein o



ANNEX 1

(To replace para on IBRD - page 21-22)

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

The decision in 1968 for the World Bank- to -enter the field of

population assis-tance was based on -the -conviction that rapid popilation

growth is-a major barrier to the economic and social progress of most

of its member countries. The Bank uses a three-step program which begins

with an assessment-of the implications of population growth on development

as part of the Bank's periodic economic reviews; it then undertakes, on

request., sectoral analyses; finally, it provides financial assistance

to specific projects on conventional Bank terms or, to especially weak.

economies, on highly subsidized soft-loan terms (no interest, 50~-year

repayment period). To date Bank or IDA assistance has been extended to

Jamaica, Tunisia, Trinidad, Indonesia, Malaysia, India, Egypt and Iran.

Some of this Bank/IDA financing has been done in cooperation with other

donors. Up to the end of 1973 the Bank has committed $71 million for

population activities.

1/ Including its soft-loan affiliatc the International DevCopmen

Association (IDA) .



ANNEX 2

Page 1 of 2

(To replace paras on Grants/Loans p. 36-37)

(ii) Grants and loans

ki the early period population assistance was given in the form

of grants. As with other development assistance, it was sometimes given

as tied aid, but this practice,-never popular with recipient countries,

has declined. Nowadays untied aid is the usual form for population

assistance.

Since the entry of the World Bank to the community of donors, it

has extended its conventional "Bank" and "soft loan" assistance to the

population sector as well. Loan assistance from the Bank was $34.4

million in 1972 and is projected to be $133 million for the period 1972-75,

becoming a substantial component in the total volume of population financial

assistance. As in any sector, there would be a preference for outright

grants. World Bank projects are required to meet the necessary appraisal

criteria applied -by the Bank in its project assistance. Population projects

designed to achieve a predetermined set of pcpnlation objectives are usualiy

broader than the components which are financed from Bank funds. Joint or

parallel financing, as in other sectors, is undertak-en by the Bank where

suitable opportunities present themselves. Bank financing is extended to

a variety of areas and includes "hardware" elements such_ as buildings,

vehicles, furniture and equipment; machinery for contraceptive ianufacture,

etc.; and software items which include training, preparaton of materials,

demographic re;arch, technical assistance or, occasionally, additional

operatnrg costs arin from rap id program ear-nsiLon Frdm its experience



ANNEX 2
Page 2 of 2

to date the Bank finds no additional delays in getting projects under

way because of credit financing rather than grant aid; it regards a

recipient's general administrative capacity and detailed project planning

as the critical factors affecting the pace of project implementation.

It is likely that in the future a growing amount of population

assistance will combine grant and loan funds in ways that will permit

larger, more flexible, and better coordinated programs of external assistance.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R O U T I N G
OF CABLE: ' 1974

OG 4 TM/ MR. MR. KANAGARATNAMLOG NO.: ACTION CDPY:

To.. H07714&N
TO: IINFORMATION

COPY:
FROM: YODECDDED BY:

TEXT:

82 KAMAGARATAM

RE OUR 80 PROPOSE SCHEWLING OE 13RE DAY FOR IACC SESSION FROM

27TH FEBRJARt TO FIRST XARCH IN 0RDER :SCUSS ON TECHNICAL LEEL

30:-E COUNTRY PROGRAMMS ANW/OR PROJECTS INDEPTH. TO FINALIZE AGENDA

WE INTITE YOUR SUG3iGESTIONS ON COUNTRIES AND FERSNINEL YOU WISH TO

INCLUDE IN YOUR REPRESENTATION AT MEETING.

UNFPA UNATIONS =EW YORK

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING INCOMING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE CCMMUNICATIONS SECTION, EXT. 2021

DUPLICATE
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DATE
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TO HANDLE NOTE AND FILE

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL PREPARE REPLY

COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION
FULL REPORT RECOMMENDATION

INFORMATION SIGNATURE

INITIAL SEND ON

REMARKS

For information - especially sections

sidelined.

FROM K. Kanagaratnam
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FK Mi hlEvMORAN'UM
TO: Mr. Zaidn DATE: December ¾,

FROM: M. N. aavig1

SUBJECT: PUTLIPPT - rq, + le York

1. 'Today I called Mr. van Arendonk in New York to ge L his roaction
to the cable dated November 21 sent by Dr. Kanagaratnam to Dr. Aldaba Lin

(POP'coIs Chairan) with copy to Mr. Salas. Dr. van Arendonk told me that
although only two issues of disagree ment between the Bank EC proposal andthe IFPA version were mentioned in that cable, there were many more. 'Theonly specific instance which he mentioned, however, was the financing of 11mobile vans with comimxiunications equipment, in the Bank project. He consideredthat these vans were not needed since there were already 58 mobile vans ownedby the Department of Information, whh could also be borrowed for family plan-ning. I explained that mission findings during field visits had been that thefamily plnnning staff seldom had access to those vans, since they are multi-purpose and priorities for use by the Government are often in conflict withthe needs of the family planning program. At the time of the mission inApril, POPCOM, the Department of Public Information, and several agenciesdoing communications work in family planning, had welcomed this conponent.

However now, according to Mr. van -.edn, the PDFCO ha ready sinedan agrcee ment with the Japanese to obtain loose cormnunications equipment toform a.sort of equtipre;nt bank in each PO72OM regional office. This he said,is another component for which Bank assistance would not be needed by theFilipinos.

2. 1 thon asked him his views regard possibiscKangos in the wordin.
of the UNPA Memorandum of Agreemnt. He r answered th nUNFP
had no intIention of chaning~ the warding of the Fasrndam~ of Agreement withthe Phwilipins as long as an underst~anding0 was notw reache-I betiween the Bankand the UanA in nocall/i substantiv, _ suva of t :3 cnesnent. He went
on to say that they ( 2 wod hwe to h vrC-'y clco thtrtr Gntdoes not x aKL io3 (now o: in the uxe) fre oher sources, in esf c WeNe T s oronld 0 as v' '' ut p c:e v' on ih tieTL cy Wa, A do thi to ensure that other' exera 2 ' s do not im-

pos5 o -th G- a- 1' o 'i" t -JIow a 'et eric that ould be in cona-,di3i ~ wit Qa 0, f!", i i vV ; -vmets Ths he Wd a S, would
hold fo'r the~ p,) Eim .s- Or vnn Ion ' -ul- ca Th C'''NTY i s planning,~ to
005o ' ''OW 60P tin Wi WICN ofl f-El pLI ~ t ie -5 nricatLns' ena I~ on, n''- no Vi y ' ear- now in d1' i ant. co) rn WareLee's 2 ic al U-dto foris~ c N.lU I an exap _'' & p TaI~ini ' veto &31- n' ratza acct~ to 'u ,- n, with-rrJe

roi -~ n7 f'~ f ho Ph Wbu , 4 - i 1" VI in Won -f '.4 :I S -
ny.1-154' Liz porn iity of~ in-

too.~ nq d avi thi )ysec

:oo al ''9 i 5~' '0



Mr. Zaidan -2- December 14, 1973

3. The conversation was cordial. I purposely avoided entering into
any argument on the above issues.. I informod him that we would call them
to set up a mecting to discuss the technical aspects of the communications
component soon.

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam
Mr. Baldwiin
Dept., Div.,Files

MNMIar avi gli a/mm



JOIHT M4EMORAWDUi

between

THE D)RECTO-GENERAL OF THE WORLD HLALTHL ORGANIZATION

and 7

T13E PRESIDENT OF THE i -1LD BANK

ON POPULATION ACTIVITIES

The following paragraphs will guide the staffs of WHO and the World
Bank in carrying out their respective operations in the population sector,

1. The World Bank and WHO have a corrion interest in assisting member
governments, on rcquest, to develop and carry cut effective population
programmes within the context of their national economic and social deve-
lopment policies and plans.

2. From the viewpoint of the World Bank, a population projcct or pro-
grame is only one aspect of the broader range of problems affecting its
Teember countries' economic and social development with which the Bank ih
concerned. In particular, the Bank has a special interest in all rteasures
that can be undertaken to achieve fertility decline in the quickest and
most effective vay consistent with the realization of national socio-
economic development objectives. Towards this goal the Bank's work in the
popuzleion field will involve- a broad stretegy of cross-sectoral activi-
ties using both established methodologies and practices and the use of
inovative approaches and bold policies beyond family planning. U2O,
while it recognizes that a population project or progamme generally
requires a multi-sectoral approach, is aware that the iajor responiblity
for the planning and delivery of family planning services generlly falls
on Ministries of Uealth, 20 considers that family planning projects/
program.es are an integral part of exitin and future health services;
eny popultion sector revino uviettaken by the Bank, therefoie Oil
necessarily include some enmination of aspects of the health e el
ted to Polly planning serviecs, and recomendetions in the Bank's sector
report could have major irplicacions for the health sector. 00 ;jas a
cortinuiy, cnd active concern at the intererm:ental level with all
aspectn sT the development of health.

- of each 6gency, Dank or _0ill ca:ider pulnaticn Pro-
jOt :: 77=0s00 in the contet of tho rEsp: K0 atY >r r
bilitie d reponsibilitisc, buL with due respec foj the concrrns 07
the ol a for the policies of numbcr connwrip,

7n: T'\,-I Yvn sh VIC h~ a'r~
assio1 &d of W LhrcnriS vralhat -ut 0

n~oj :mth, Q&nL f 0 2 n~wral cwh~nc a labv. 1v ool

sy "jWyfi, u,0 ih0: n G .. r L



In the light of these consultations, UHU will endeavour to provide,
h request, experts in the health field for Bank population sector and

PToCCL missions, it being understood that any WHO personnel will be

prt. of a team under the direction of the Chief of Mission, and will.

prticipate as appropriate in the preparation of the mission's report,
drawinE on other resources of WHO as needed. The Bank staff will res-
pect WHO's judgements on health structures and needs, and as to the pro--

husional qualifications of individual members proposed for Bank missions,
but WHO will not assign individual staff members to Bank missions if such
.ndividuals are unacceptable to the Bank.

$. WHO will instruct its Regional Offices and country representatives to

provide the Chief of Bank Missions with all assistance and information of

relevauce to the mission's work.

6. -The Bank staff will request WHO to review and comment on sector
reports and on preparatory or pre-appraisal reports dealing with popula-

tion projects, whether or not WHO personnel take part in the missions con-

Crned. Such reports will be sent to WHO not later than the time at which
they are submitted to governments. WHO vill provide its coments pro:ptly

uinder deadlines to be agreed between the two staffs. The final responsi-

bility for the contents of the reports and any recommendations contained

therein will rest with the Bank.

7, After a bank project becomes effective, WHO and the Bank staff will

entain contact and exchange information on the project/programme through-

out its implemLentation phase. This will be done in the context of the
regular reviews referred to in paragraph 8.

8. The responsible staff officers of WHO and the Bank will meet regularly,
l principle twice a year, to review country by country, the operational

ogra::es of the Bank and of kGO in the population ector in countries in

whc th agencies have cngoing or planned proje cts or other operations in,
o1 sig ficantly affecting that sector. It is understood, however, that in

dIm to holding programe review sessions, the two staffs will in prac-

t ic beh in continuous contact on natters of co on interest and concern.

rec tor Generl

D T H ' RG Tt
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hfTtRNATk- :AL D-VE! 'L NT INTERNA!ONAL BANK FO INTM/A O A'

i C O RECONSTKUCT!OJ AN D DEV EO rNT CORO T

OUTGO NG W!E

TO: r DATE: CT7B TLP 21, 1973

CLASS OF

SERVICE: pgLL win

COUNTRY: PILIP T3

TEXT:
Cable No.:

AFTER MY TAT7S WITH L7):'ZO ATD liF1PA FF-ICI ALS TIN IANILA AID WT H "V C( OTGLEGI

HER IN WA Um!GTON COTAEYE BEIV TIE DTFFEo :cE BE:EEN us lD U<T" A U1 Q

LARGEY OJZG TO :MISTE'MSTEDIN0S O'i YBOTi SIDES 10D CAD QUTCKLY BE3 RETU! 2 00.

E CAB3LED IL.70 TDJA AS P' Y LlY AlD jILL B IN TOUCI 'T UNFPA I2LY EX

WEE

QUO0TE ALPHA FOLIO:JIN YwKR IDSCUSIOrS WITH~ MR GOODMA.: :IN fLI NID 0U00M2

T ELlPHON7; CONVERSATTON HAVE REV77ED THE IS3UES THAT Y1 A'IE ?J D IU '

IE7 CO'ONT STOP YOU :VPRESSED PRTICULA. CONERN ON T.o IDCUES CTP P !T

CC~ -A AUTHORITY AID C OTI Of AD' )IORY COTCIL STOP AGREE TOT

COUNCILto ';.WD POVIDE~- SPTAZ -ECHDICAL ADVICE TO CO"NOICATION D

ABL: EXETIVE DRor : TO IMPLEZ<T A SOUiD IE0 PROORAM 1) WOU

OLumIKTAL, RESPONSIBILITIES STOP 1E HAVEO FIaED VIo! ON TrE L13 A "'

,.UNCL2 111D C LTATOLY WOULD NOT! WAPT TO CO TMVENEU PRESEI'7'T IiST

-0 C OST T OP, BBB 01 QULLIFICATIOS AID ITCTUIO S : 5 I, FA.;?, ~~~~~~ 0 IT y~ ~ ~O( TWL~ 1,~PMCI~~TpC j,_~ i'-m~i4~ T '

H WOULD HAVE(f ONLY.. ADVISRY, RESPONSB ILITIES AND NOT LOT INE

AR0 FPBARED TO REVIEC NEED FOR A SINL0E ADVISOR PUT IN ANY CAST

CLE."RANCES AND COPY DiSK '>'T .
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(370)-
'E Ji E ONM BANK FOR -

as C RECON SFTRUCTIO A.> DES O-ENT

QOUTGOINGM WIR~E - -

TO: LOR3ZO PAGE 2 DATE: j

CLASS OF

SERVICE:

COUNITRY: PHITLD-PIS

TEXT:
CabL No.:

RDEFLI T TION OF !IS QUALIFIATIO:S TO uI§KE CLEAR THAT FILIPTKOS CULD) B3 ELIIBLE

F0Ri COSIDERATION STOP AS S"ON AS TH1E GOVER3NMETS i13 PROPOSAL EDOYRS.D BY POCM 0

IS REGElrED W.E BILL BE ABLE TO GIVE YOU V RE DEJTAILED REICTOS STO? BETA READE_

BANK LOAN A.GREEK"T OUR 0 U DyR 3?AUINC vS THAT in:>TER THE CX17 GC)Z- L ?- -32

O3JET1 TO THE TNLUSION OF 1C COMPOIENT IN112 BANK PROJECT) DEERPTICK &2E THE

PURPOSE OF IDCLUDrEG THEIs CO1PNET I 1A7 PROJECT DESRiPTION IS3 TO ASS U I THAT

BANK 111LL B-- FULLY B'F0731 ' GOVFTRNET ON ACTIVITTES Wlf.IC !11-nE >ITATL C;rLEinITS

TO BANKY ASSISTED) COPON'ITS AN) ON PROGRESS OF THEIR IPIZNTATIM STOP T S 1370

S0 X0 AS1! L AS 71 VAl ARKD C(,K IND CTO ETD TO R G ODM THAT U IPPA WI -fT

THE DRAFT AGRET` NT STOP NIE AiE COPYTR THIS CABLEU TO UKFPA P, Y IRK AND 1E 2POS

TO DIS2USS THIS FURTHER WITH UNFPTO O REACH EARLI URD1SIATim 0N THIS >ATTER UT UOT

BEST REGARDS

GOODMANi

I~~OTC qO ODT TNI~E~

-CE-ARXCFS 
AN CCOPY D>&TR

~ .r~ffl ~ '-~-cc: Dr. Kanagaranam
NlRa:Ycond J. 'G0l ")I

r. .. o
Daq a East Asia and Pac Mr. Ch;eetha
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SALAS NOVEMBER 21, 1973RG 2;rT:E NATION'S DEVEOPMENT PROGRAM!
485 LLTS EU
ffW YORK N.Y.

USA

POPULJ!ATION
REGARDING PHIIPI 1PJECT 7MTHER TO OUTr DISCUSSIONS IN cENEVA AS YOU VILL

BE AWARE DISC-;JPS AT OCCUrRED I u LA AI GOy uhirr CO>LIA UNFPA
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SALAS NOVFMEMBE 21, 1973
UNITED NATIONS VOPMEN PROGRAM
485 LEXI:r .03 AVEIUE LT
NL~7 YORK 1 Y

USA

- PAcr T.O -
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NOVwMBER &k 21, 1973ra coM
LAJIUTI

FUIL PJiL

KILIPPINES

ALrKA FOLLOT y YOUIR DISCUSSION WITH MR CO)OD:NAN li1 IAILA AND OUR SUBSEQUENT

TLLEPHONE CONIVERSATON WE HM rAVE EVIZ 7 THE ISSUES ThAT YOU RAISED ABOUT ASPECTS

O IEC Co 'sM NT STOP YOU -E'RE"SED PARTICULAR CONCERH ON Wi) ISSUElS STOP AA

0N SIZE COMA AUTX"ITY AND COMPSITIO. OF ADVIS0BY C1UCIL STOP UE AlE 7T AT

Ti:E' A)VISORY COUNCIL WOULD PROVIDE SPIALZElD TECNICAL ADVICE TO C :ICATIO2S

DmSION TO EmtE7 ElcTVr DCTOR TO IMPLEU11iT A sOUrD IEC pr,:IAh

1"72~O. TI IBLIIUO AMAYKAASIA EPONSIBLTE STOP WE /E N pE VIES"S 01N THE SIly

AWD CW SI ION: OF COUNCIL ANf CERTAI7.EfY UTOULD NOT UANT TO CO TAEE PID >L

U AS Tl l"3 C', TION STOP &,1 1 .L)CATI~dS AD FUNCTIONS 07

C> WCATION ADISO UE irL r.E wOuLD HAXT L DVIO . ESONS I TI AND

I AUTITY !T7 1 i ! Ak"F PREPARo TO ThEVI7 N E FOR. A ,INGL: AUDIS -U2

12P C7 1VIAIT1T QUAL7 4CATIO3' TO MAKE CL AR TRAT

AI Ty GA! 1 A LOX I A TT
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MAKATI
FULL ATZ

-PAG7E TJO-

IN THE BANZ Pj2ECT DESCRIPTIOl SINCE Tm PURPOSV OF iNCLUDIN3 THS COMPONENTt

IN BARK PROJCT SITXtU IS TO ASSUXE TA 1A WILL 3E FULLY -TNmD BY

ER i ACTivITIES WICJ ARE VITJ. COfLET TTS iO BANK ASSISTED CSPO2~V;S

odiD O rOGRESS OF T'I1T TLErENTATI STOP TDiIS BING SO UE ASSUVE AS D2VAI
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INTERNATIONAL DEVLLOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 'NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 20, 1973

FROM: George C. Zaidan, Pop. & Nutr. Proj.

SUBJECT: PHIT.TPPINES: Population Project - Telephone Conversation
with Dr. Lorenzo

1. Following the meeting we had with Mr. Goodman on November 19
(attended by Messrs. Street, Cheetham, Young, Kanagaratnam, Baldwin,
Zaidan and Mrs. Maraviglia), I telephoned Dr. Lorenzo, Executive Director
of the Population Commission, to discuss the technical aspects and next
steps on the Information-Education-Communication (IEC) component of the
population project. I asked him his reactions to Shanmugam's draft and
he raised the points he had earlier discussed with Mr. Goodman in Manila,
in particular (a) the size, composition and functions of the proposed
Advisory Council and (b) the responsibilities and qualifications of the
communications adviser. At several points in the conversation I empha-
sized that the Shanmugam proposal was only forwarded to the Government
as a basis for discussion and not as a final "Bank position".

2. With respect to the Advisory Council, I emphasized that its
objective was to provide advisory technical support to the communications
division and the Executive Director and that it would have no managerial
responsibilities. I said we welcomed his views on the size, composition
and advizoory responsibilities of the Gouncil. On the question of the
conunicatizn adviser, I emphasized that he would have only advisory
responsibilities and would not have line authority; also that the quali-
fications we suggested were guidelines (subject to discussion) to insure
that he was suitably qualified; the important thing was his qualification,
not his nationality. Generally, I emphasized our view that we should be
able to reach a quick understanding on the technical aspects of the IEC
component.

3. At that point, Dr. Lorenzo asked me for our reaction to the
Government proposal; I indicated to him that we had not seen that document
and that the only document in our possession was the draft Helms proposal
that was sent to us by Mr. Harding on August 17. Dr. Lorenzo emphasized
that thc Population Commission had endorsed the Government proposal which
differed from the Helms proposal and that he felt this should bethe basis
for our comments. I agroed and asked him to mail a copy of that proposal
as quickly as possible; he said he would put a copy in the mail for us
today. We would respond promptly to both the Government and UNFPA.

4. After our discussion on the technical aspects of the IEC coipo-
nent, I reiterated to Dr. Lorenzo our view that the Bank would include in
its project description tho IEC component agreed to by all parties; he
had agrd to this duoring his visit to Washington in May and had subsequently
confirmed this in a cable to us dated June 13, 1973. He said that this was
perfectly acceptablc to the Government and asked to have our comments on
the substance of the Government proposal quickly. He told me that UIFPA was
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applying considerable pressure on him by making the funding of other UNFPA
programs contingent upon reaching agreement .on the IEC component as spelt
out in the draft GOP-UIFPA agreement. I indicated to him that, in response
to the Government request, we were reviewing the language of the draft
GOP-UNFPA agreement; I said we had had some difficulty with some of the
legal language which seemed to restrict the flexibility of the Government
with respect to agreements it could subsequently enter on with the Bank
or any other donor. I emphasized that this should be a matter for both
UNFPA and the Bank to resolve among themselves in the first instance and
hoped that we would be able to do so quickly; We fully appreciated and
shared his concern for moving rapidly and we would try and respond quickly
to both the technical and procedural aspects.

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam, Director, PNPD
Mr. Goodman, Director, East Asia and Pacific
Mr. Hoffman, Director, International Relations V
Mr. Street , Program Coordinator, Asia
Mr. Cheetham, East Asia and Pacific
Mr. Young, East Asia and Pacific
Mrs. Maraviglia, PNPD

GCZaidan:om
Philippines/PNP
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Aldewereld, Vice President, Finance DATE: November 16, 1973

(through Mr B m, Vice President, Projects)
FROM: ,

Michael L. Hoffman, Director, IRD

SUBJECT: Bank/UNFPA Issues

I attach for your signature a letter to Mr. Rafael Salas, Executive
Director of the United Nations Fund for Population Activities. This is
a fairly tough letter. We think it should be sent, and quickly, to pre-
vent deterioration in the situation in a very sensitive field that could
occur unless some basic issues are settled at a high level.

The UNFPA is a young financing agency, with all sorts of mandates
from U.N. bodies to become the "lead" agency in the population field.
It does not know much about how things are actually done in development
finance; and it has a thin headquarters staff.

We have close and frequent contacts with UNFPA, and, as you know,
have several project in which they are participants in joint or parallel
financing arrangements. Relations at the operational level are friendly
and, on the whole, good, though sometimes rather frustrating. But the
UNFPA has this thing about not having projects, or pieces of projects,
that it finances "approved" or "supervised" by the Bank or any other
development finance agency. We have had numerous discussions with the
staff and the Executive Director attempting to explain how thingsreally
work in joint or parallel financed projects but we obviously have not
succeeded in getting our message across. The situation in the Philippines
has brought matters to the point at which it is clearly necessary that
we should spell out for UNFPA some of the ABCs of development finance.
Thus the attached letter.
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REMARKS

From K. Kanagaratnam
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This was drafted before we
received Mr. Goodman's cable, and
will be useful to keep on record
as an outline of the sequence of
events. We do not propose taking
any further action on this letter.

FROM
K. Kanagaratnam



DRAFT
GZaidan/rb
November 15, 1973

Mr. Rafael Salas
Executive -DIrector
United Nations Fund for

Population Activities
485 Lexington Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Re.: Philippine Population Project

Dear Rafael:

It was good we were able to meet for some time once again in Geneva

and discuss at some length and off the record the UNFPA and Bank activities

of mutual interest and concern. Since we discussed at some length the

Philippine situation on which we agreed there should be official follow-up

action I am summarizing my understanding of o ur discussion and will give you

some more background about the evolution of the Philippine project activities

at the Bank end; such a brief review may be helpful in coord±nating ou-r

activities more effectively in future.

The issues that the Government of the Philippines raised with the Bank

recently -- parallel vs. joint financing and Bank "supervision" of UNFPA

components -- took us somewhat by surprise in view of the listory of this

project. The Information, Education and Communication Component was developed

by a UNESCO consultant (UNFPA financed project man - Mr. Shanmugam based in

Manila) as a member of the Bank appraisal mission which visited the Philippines

in March, 1973. While in Manila, this mission met with the UNDP Mission and

the UNFPA Coordinator (Mr. Eastwood) and briefed them on the content of its

findings and recommendations. It was our understanding at the time that the

Bank would finance this component (and this had the agreement of the Government).

Subsequently, when Dr. Lorenzo, the chairman of the Population Commission, visited

us in Washington on May 11, 1973;; Dr. Sadik, Mr. Eastwood and Mr. van Arendonck

of UNFPA were also present in Washington and participated in some of the meetings
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with Dr. Lorenzo and also in direct discussions with Bank staff on this

project. Dr. Lorenzo indicated during those meetings that the UNFPA .had

expressed strong interest in financing the Bank proposed IEC Division at

the Population Commission under the reasoning that this Agency would be also

financing several other IEC programs in the Philippines. The Bank staff's

response was that if the GOP decided to request financing of that component

from another source the Bank would readily agree; however, it was made clear

at the meetings that the component would still be included as a component

in the Bank project, independent of the source of financing. Dr. Lorenzo

agreed with the contents of the IEC package which had been developed by the

UNESCO consultant as appropriate. We emphasized to the Government that the

Bank's concern to the particular component was critical to the total program

activities as well as to what the Bank was financing; we would welcome other

financing so long as commitment was given by the Government that the activities

fiianced and)
intended would in fact be uandertaken satisfactorily. To this end, the project

would be financed in parallel with this other donor (i.e. UNFPA) and be included

in the project description of the Bank. Concurrence to this was given by Mr. Gille

and Dr. Sadik in a meeting. in Washington in July 1973. This would

be done by including these components in the agreement between the Government

and the Bank in order to commit the Government to their implementation. Following

these discussions with Dr. Lorenzo, cables were exchanged last summer between

the Bank and the Government in which agreement on this approach was reached (copies

of the relevant cables are attached).

This is where matters stood when Mr. G. Zaidan visited Manila in July, 1973.

To our surprise, we found that, as a result of a UNFPA initiative, a Mr. Herm

from DSCS was in Manila in the Philippines developing an Information, Education

and Communication component. This came as a surprise to us because it was our

understanding that the Information, Education and Communication component, which



UNFPA would finance, had already been developed and accepted, in broad outline,

by the Government. That a consultant with similar terms of reference should

be developing a similar component seemed at best confusing and at worst counter-

productive. In the discussions which Mr. Zaidan had with Mr. Harding and

Mr. Eastwood in Manila the point was made to him that "UNFPA could not finance

a project which it did not itself prepare", but even at that stage Mr. Harding

explicitly said that UNDP and UNFPA would agree to include this component in

the Bank's project description as already accepted by the Government of the

Philippines; hence our surprise when we received the attached cable from

Secretary Virata raising this issue onee again with us. We were also concerned

at the broad reference from the Government to "bad experiences working with

the Bank."

As I told you during our discussions, we do not feel that there are

any substantive disagreements on the activities which need to be carried out;

the first draft of the proposal prepared by Mr. Herm is in fact very similar

to the project prepared by Mr. Shanmugam. Furthermore, a draft description

of the IEC component as it will appear in the Bank appraisal report was sent

by our Department to Mr. van Arendonck (by hand through Mrs. Aurelius) on

October 18, requesting comments. No reply has been received so far, so we assume

that there are no objections on UNFPA's part. In view of the complementarity

of the various inputs we feel it important to seek Government commitment to

undertake these activities and we believe that this is to the mutual benefit

of the Government, UNFPA and the Bank since all three parties agree on the

content of the IEC activities. There is no question of the Bank "supervising"

UNFPA's performance; we do feel it important, however, to obtain information

from the Government on the progress of these activities as agreed to between

UNFPA and the Government in view of their complementarity. Financing would be

on a parallel basis and so any analogies with the joint financing experience
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in Indonesia with4 which we know UNFPA is not happy does not arise. Quite

frankly, we are surprised that this approach should have caused such diffi-

culties within UNFPA; the arrangement would beio different than the

arrangement of the Bank and UNFPA in Malaysia or of the arrangement's agreed

to by the Government of the Philippines with the Bank in other sectors.

Be that as it may, I am glad that I can assume that as a result of our I
talks there are no basic differences of approach. Since my return I have met

with Mr. A. Locsin, Deputy Director from the National Economic Development

Authority who was here in Washington last week, and have conveyed to him my

understanding of the lines on which a resolution of this can be effected.

Mr. Humphrey from the Bank is now in Manila and is conveying the substance

of this understanding to both Secretary Virata and Dr. Lorenzo. I am convinced

that any problems that have arisen between our respective agencies are now

behind us but I nevertheless thought is useful to go into some of the background

in the hope that we can work more harmoniously in the future in coordinating

our activities; in the final analysis this will benefit the Governments concerned

which we all agree are our primary and ultimate concern.

With best personal regards.

Yours sincerely,

K. Kanagaratnam
Director

Population and Nutrition Projects Department

Attachments

cc: Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Baldwin
Mr. Zaidan
Mrs. Maraviglia.
Mr. Humphrey,Mr. Young
Div. Files
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UNITED NATIONS D1E LOPUENT PROGRAMM1E
OFFICE OF THE RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE

IN THE PIUHPPINES

METROPOLITAN B4ANK bUILDING POSTAL ADDRESS:
ST. ADDREsS: 6813 AYALA AVE, MAKATI RIZAL P. O. BOX 1(64 MANILA

TELEPHONE: 86-40-11 To 25 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * MANILA

TELEX - RCA 7222250
REFERENCE, EASTERN 3557

12 November l573

Dear Dr. Lorenzo:

On the basis of the discussions which Di. van Arendonk and
I have had with yourself and other officials in the government and
after reading the draft of Annex TV of the appraisal report; of the
IBRD on coi.nnunications, I am nfrai tnat we will not be able to
recommend to the Executive Directo. of the UUFPA to conatnu ap-
praising reuests which the gover-. mt might like to send to the
Fund in those areas which'one way , L the other might be effected
by the future IBRD project. This recommcndation is based on the
fact that the past policy of the Population Commission and UNFPA
has been to build up over a period of time cmpetence and capabi-
lity in the field of population ac.ivities through providing as-
sistance in specific areas at the time when the government felt
that it was ready to undertake such activity. The draft proposal
which is now being suggested by the World Bank wants to establisn
a highly centralized 5-year National Family Planning Plan. As the
IEC Unit of the Population Comission will be seriously affected,
by this proposal, it would be in my opinion unwise for the Fund to
commit itself to funding this activity without having a full under-
standing as to the policies which the government wants to pursue in
the future in regard to the National Family Planning Program. I
therefore feel obliged to recomnend that UNFPA continue programming
of further assistance to the Philippines only after the governmentc
has taken a decision on the World Bank' s project proposal and the
policies which such would entail. In order not to jeopardize the
activity of the Population Commission, Dr. van Arendonk is willing
to approve an additional six months salary payments of these staff
of the Population Commission's PER, Unit for which we have taken
responsibility under the PER project, assuming that this period
will give the Government of the Philippines sufficient time to
decide on the questions mentioned above.

I would like to point out that the terms cf the draft

Dr. Conrado Ll. Lorenzo, Jr.
Executive Director
Cormission on Population



Mmc~orancum of Areemnt which we have given to you for cosidera-
tion arehan cond~ition umier which could reco)rinend to
the Executive Director to cTinueorogran of new activities.

Yours sincerely,

Tristram Eastwood
UNFPA Coordinator

TE/alj



Office of thn Resident R-Presentative,
in the Philippines

This memorandum of agreement has the purpose of clarifying and

extending the relationships, undertakings and obligations of the parties

signatory to the Project Agreement on Family Planning between the

Government of the Republic of the Philippines and the United Nations Fund

for Population Activities dated January 14, 1972.

In the course of time since the signing of the said Agreement, the

Government has seen the need for further assistance from JUN"A, and UNFPA

has agreed in principle, under Article 1.3 of said Agreement and subject

to certain conditions, to make available up to one million dollars per

annum over the five-year period July 1st 1973 and June 31st Oic7 19?3.

This amount of five million dollars shall be for projects additional to

those specified in Annex I of the Agreement, (with the exception of ProjectVIT,

funds for which have been reallocated for other Purposes) and additional to

Projects Number 4, 5 and 6 in Annex IT of the Agreement (Assistance for

Research in law and Population, Assistance to the Programme of the Responsible

Parenthood Council, and Asian Social Institute respectively) as well as for

extension of those projects already operational. While the project proposal

for assistance to the Commission on Population's Programaing, Hraluation and

Research Division which was originally submitted for UNFPA approval is included

within the commitments already subject to the existing Agreement, the revised
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be considered as a part of thes- rojets for whioh additional Wunding may

be made available.

The U'W71A agrees to support additional projects submitted for approval

through the normal channels and in general accordance with the tgreemrent,

up to a maximumi of five million dollars over the five vear Period specified

above, as agreed upon between the IUNFPA and the Government of the Philippines

in May 19?3, subject to the following conditions:

1. The availability of funds.

2. Approval of each project by UNFPA after technical appraisal by

appropriate Executing Pgencies as required, and, for those of

over one million dollars by the Governing Council of! UDP.

3. The maintenance and safeguarding by the Government of the full

and proper viability of the Planning Division of the Commission

on Population.

4. The maintenance and safeguarding of the right and freedom of the

Government and UNFPA to negotiate bilaterally the terms of

assistance and technical and rDrograime details of the proposed

project to establish ar Information, Education and Communication

Division within the Commission on Population, and any other

project as the Government may from time to time wish to submit

for UNFPA assistance, without any obligation for either of the

two parties to submit such proposals to any third party for

their approval.

5. The undertaking by the Government that no subsequent agreement

which they ray enter into with other donors shall in any way alter

or affect these relationships and conditions.



Tn rcogntion of these conditions, and destrrso, of continug and

exte~nding: the reli onhip esLabl ished in the Agreement of O92 the

Govcrr-nent herch agres and undertakes:

1. That the. Planning Divisi-on of the Populati.on Comnssion will

prepare the long term develonment plans and the annual development,

programmes of the Population CoT nssion in close consultation with

the other divisions of the Population Comission. it will be

responsible for the Comission's programe targets and the alloca-

tion of resources for the various progranme activities. It is also

responsible for the strategy of the Population Commission. The

Planning Division has the responsibility periodically to evaluate the

national prograrne as well as the individual project components.

2. In order to fulfill and observe the conditions set out in 4 and 5

above, tlo consult with UIPA on any proposal for organisational

changes wnich might in any way affect the programmne and projects

assisted by UNFPA, the organisational arrangements made for their

aiplcmentation, and agreenents signed for this purpose. In par-

ticular, any proposal for the establishment of new units within

or iming ng upon the organisational -structure of the Commission

on Population, which may be made by other external donors will be

referred to UNFPA for consultation, in the interests of maintain-

ing the viability of the joint POPCO'!/UTNTPA programe and the terms

of this and previous agreements signed.

FOR TLE GOVERNMET OF THE PHILIPPINES FOR THE UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR
POPULATTON ACTIVITIES:

/s/E. Aldnba-Tim Date
MSTAFAIAAL -. L

Chairm~an, Commission on Population Date
RAFA EL SALAS

Date_ Executive Director
CESAR VIT{Ar

Secretary of Finance

Date

Dire-tor GgplNtoaon1m , ar ,_ JeAllmn- AUhori ty



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCP
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMOR ANDUM CONDEN

TO: Departmental Files DATE: November i2,19Q
FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: Conversation with Dr. R. Ravenholt - Brighton, England - October 26, 1973

1. I had a 45-minute discussion with Dr. Ravenholt in Brighton on the
afternoon of October 26. The discussion ranged around a number of old

issues related to Bank operations; substantive points were with reference
to Kenya, Indonesia and Tunisia. In each case Ravenholt took the position

that the Bank was responsible for implementation delays of US AID and other
donors and he cannot allow this to occur. I attempted to put across to him

the sequence of events in the development of each of these projects. Much

old ground was covered, including the fact that US AID tied themselves into

the Tunisia project long after Bank approval of the credit - he still
insists that the Bank sent the Tunisians to US AID for counterpart funds
and that as a result of this they had tied up about $3 million in "PL 480

dinars" in that country which was therefore not being expended rapidly
enough. He also stated that he understood from Jarret Clinton, and from

figures he had seen some time back, that the Indonesian project was progres-

sing badly mainly because of the Bank's complicated procedures and there
were no disbursements on the Indonesian project. Finally, the Bank should

not have attempted to coordinate all the donors in Kenya since he understood

from Mr. G. Owuor that it had, together with the Ministry of Finance, made
very strenuous efforts to do so.

2. In each case I made a recapitulation of the events as we saw them

occur but this was useless as it made no impact on his views. I added that

in Tunisia and Kenya, US AID already had their own arrangements with the
Government long before any Bank involvement and there was no reason why he

should not have done what he wanted before or after the Bank started working

in those countries. In any case, at no time had the Bank suggested that

arrangements with any other donors should be delayed and this applied
especially with regard to actions that did not need over-all Government

planning. I emphasized to him that program managers with whom his own field
staff dealt, and finance ministries, may not look at the development of

long-term plans in the same light; finance ministries may well want to see

an over-all plan together with specific financial arrangements and the
implications before undertaking commitments, while operational managers may

well accept short-term projects.

3. He was particularly emphatic that he did not wish to be "coordinated
by the Bank." He followed this with a sweeping statement that neither did

UNFPA or SIDA wish to be coordinated by the Bank. I replied that aid coordina-

tion was a role the Bank played for governments in many sectors on request of

governments, and in association with donors who wished to participate. In the

specific cases of Kenya and Indonesia, the actions were taken at the specific
request of the Governments, and in Kenya both he and Dr. Sadik participated in

a lunch with us at the Bank and urged jointly working with the Bank in early
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1972 aimed at giving Kenya a health delivery network that would also serve
as a family planning network. He compalined about our slow rate of dis-
bursements and I had to remind him that the long-term sectoral association
and strategy planning for the Government was in our view an important part
of the Bank's contribution - and as important as our fiscal contribution.
Moreover, we recognized that we were dealing with new entities of the
borrowing governments that were not used to project methodologies and
operational procedures of the Bank, and time is needed to build and develop
the relationship. Moreover, disbursement patterns that substantially involve
the provision of physical facilities would be expected to be slow compared
to disbursement of funds used for commodities etc., which would be quick-
disbursing.

4. He emphasized that in his view the Bank's work in population would
be judged by the extend of resources transferred, not by the amount committed.
In jest, but with some feeling, he said "Why does the Bank want to get into
countries where we work and complicate things for us? Could it not go to
Chad and develop a project and leave us where we are?" He said he regarded
the Bank's entry into a country always slowed down things for him and
UNFPA,

5. In the course of my discussions with Mr. Salas (October 28 -Geneva)
I raised the question of Ravenholt's pressures on UNFPA and made reference
to the Indonesian project. He said he had heard "rumors" of Ravenholt's
complaints that the Indonesian program was not moving; he had called in
Wagener, the UNFPA man in Indonesia when he was in New York in early October
for the coordinators' meeting, to get the facts; he was satisfied that there
were no major problems in the project and that it was moving as planned. I
met General Draper at the opening session of the Population Coummission on
October 29 - he had just come back from the Far East after travelling with
some Japanese parliamentarians - and his first remarks to me were "Things are
going well in Indonesia." I also took the opportunity of checking with
Dr. Soewarjono, the Director of the Indonesian program, at the ICOMP meeting
in London a few days later as to whether he felt there were delays or hold-ups
in the Project that could be expedited and particularly if there were any for
which the Bank was responsible. He said there were none and he was satisfied
with the progress. He said some of the earlier difficulties were caused by
learning new procedures but that this had largely been overcome.

6. When I returned to Washington I discovered that Dr. Kieffer,
Ravenholt's superior in US AID had received a report of the discussion with
Ravenholt directly from someone there. He called to assure me that despite
what Ravenholt may or may not have said, US AlD wishes to work with the Bank
and to examine case-by-case those areas where w can profitably cooperate,
and also determine those areas where US AID can move independently of the
Bank. He said he recognized that the Bank takes time in planning its operation-
al strategy and, given the nature of Bank investments, he accepted this as
proper. He emphas ized that he hastened to call me because he did not want to
leave any wrong imprssion about US AID's official position following any
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remarks to the contrary that Ravenholt may have made. (Off the record, he
made some observations which clearly indicated he disapproved of RPvenholt's
actions!) Dr. Sodhy (who formerly worked for the Department and is now in
Malaysia) also mentioned in Brighton that he heard from a group that the
Bank project in Indonesia was not moving, but said that as far as he knew
when he was at the Bank he knew all was well. While he did not or was not
able to identify who were in the group, it was clear that Ravenholt's
unsubstantiated statements are being spread around freely. Mr. Gille,
UNFPA Deputy Executive Director, told me so and said the Bank should take
appropriate steps to counter these wrong impressions - e.g. giving out the
correct picture, more aggressive posture when these allegations are made.
This view was reinforced by Rafael Salas, who described Ravenholt as a
"Bank-hater" and said in his view he is doing damage to the Bank's work by
his loose statements, and also suggested we seek to correct these impressions.
He confirmed that Ravenholt has distributed privately a chart showing UNFPA,
US AID and Bank disbursements in population activities, backed up by his
famous statement "There is no evidence that loans for population can achieve
results. "

cc: Messrs. Warren C. Baum
M. L. Hoffman
Baldwin/Zaidan

KKanagaratnam:bli



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT R NTERN r ONAAN D OP INTERNAT F
ASSOCIATI;j RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT COTRPATION,

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dr. K. KanagA*.n I DATE: November 12, 1973

FROM: Huw M. Jones

SUBJECT: Visit to UNFPA: ddendum to Back-to-ffice Report

During lunch, Dr. Sadik remarked in the course ofa general conversation that she could not have UNFPA fundeaprojects supervised by the Bank or any other agency. De. Sadiksaid that the Bank and tIFPA are cooperating very well inIndonesia and that in Malaysia satisfactory arrangements hadbeen worked out for the parallel project; only in Kenya andthe Philippines had this question of supervision arisen.

HJones/dlf

cc: Messrs. Hoffman, International Relations
Riley, International Relations
Lee, V.P. Ofc., Projects
Burney, V.P. Ofc., Projects
Armstrong, V.P. Ofc., Projects
Ebstein, Information & Public Affairs
Gould, East Asia & Pacific
Bennett, Controller rs
Baldwin, PNPD
Kang, PNPD
Zaidan, PNPD



INTERNATIONAL DEVRLOPMENT ! NTERIAVlONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOC!AT!ON ECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dr. K. Kanagarat1 DATE: November 9, 1973

FROM: Huw M. Jones

SUBJECT: Visit to UNFPA, New York, November 7, 1973 - Back-to-Office Report

1. In accordance with terms of reference dated 6 November, 1973, I
visited the UNFPA in New York to discuss the last supervision mission report
of the Joint IDA/UNFPA population project in Indonesia. The meeting was
informal and cordial and attended by Mr. Paul Micou, Acting Chief of the
Implementation Division, Mr. S. Tomita of that Division, and Dr. Nafis Sadik,
Acting Chief of the Program Division.

2. The UNFPA staff members welcomed the report as an objective statement
of project progress. Mr. Tomita's report was not complete but a copy would
be sent to the Bank once it was ready. Mr. Micou noted that the next super-
vision mission was tentatively scheduled for January 1974; he thought that
the UNFPA coordinator in Jakarta, Mr. Wagener, would be the UNFPA staff member
associated with the mission. I heard subsequently from Dr. Sadik that she will
be in the Philippines in January and proposes to visit Indonesia as well.

3. The discussion turned to reporting requirements and the recent
reporting proposals made by UNFPA for its projects. The Bank supervision
report was described as a good example of the type of report that UNFPA wanted.
UNFPA did not want to receive additional reports, unless there was a difference
of say two to three months between Bank reports and the end of June and
December each year when UNFPA reports were required to be submitted. In such
cases, UNFPA would only want updating information in respect of disbursements
and financial projections.

4. The question of a successor to Dr. Lyle Saunders was mentioned. I
said that Dr. Soewardjono had indicated that he wanted an effective program
administrator to help him and had asked for possible nominations. The Bank
was considering candidates and would welcome suggestions from UNFPA. Mr. Micou
promised to forward the names of candidates.

5. The question of international reaction to the Indonesia project was
raised by the UNFPA. UNFPA shared the Bank's concern that rumours were circulating
of slow project progress but which were not based on facts. Dr. Sadik said
that at a meeting of UNFPA donors on 6 November she had had to refute sharp
criticism from the German delegate about slow disbursements. Mr. Lubin of
the IPPF had asserted, somewhat vigorously apparently, that Dr. Ranganathan ts
departure from Jakarta would slow down project implementation. Dr. Sadik
said that she had explained that Dr. Ranganathan was on the Bank's resident
staff ana not a project staff member. The UNFPA officials said that they were
satisfied with the project's progress and would take steps to rebut rumours.

6. Referring to the suggestion (para 3.09 of the report) which had
been mooted of making available UNFPA funds as advances, Mr. Micou agreed
with the Bankr's position that such a course would only be a palliative and
not solve the fundamental problem of ineffective Government financial procedures.
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7. Mr. Micou said that reports on specific projects were not circulated
to donors and the possibility of a joint report for this purpose, mentioned in
our letter of October 10 to Mr. Salas, did not arise. A summary might be prepared
for use within UN{FPA by Mr. Salas and others in their efforts to counter the
rumours mentioned in paragraph 5 above.

8. I heard from d.ifferent sources that there are plans to re-organize
the UNFPA in January. The final organizational form has not been determined
but the objective appears to be the elimination of the somewhat fuzzy distribution
of responsibilities between the program and implementation divisions.

HJones/dlf

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Zaidan, PNPD
cc: Messrs. Hoffman, International Relations x

Riley, International Relations
Lee, V.P. Ofc., Projects
Burney, V.P. Ofc., Projects
Armstrong, V.P. Ofc., Projects
Ebstein, Information & Public Affairs
Gould, East Asia & Pacific
Bennett, Controller' s
Baldwin, PNPD
Kang, PNPD



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 'TERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 7, 1973

FROM: K. Kanagaratnamt l- <

SUBJECT: PHILIPPINES - My memorandum on UNFPA Financing for Communication Component,
dated November 2, 1973-------ADDENDUM

1. Subsequent to my meeting with Mr. Salas in Geneva, I met briefly
with Mrs. E. Aldaba Lim, Secretary of Social Welfare and also Chairman
of the Philippine Population Commission, in London on October 30. I
explained our position on the project and the Information, Education and
Communication component as set out in the notes of discussion with
Mr. Salas. Mrs. Lim was relieved and said that she considered that the
position taken by the Bank could provide a basis for reconciling UNFPA's
present position and will enable the Government to process its request
to UNFPA without in any way embarrassing the Bank project. I assured
Mrs. Lim that we were as anxious as the Government not only to get the
project moving but also to ensure that actions needed for the overall
success of the program should be proceeded with without delay.

2. If there are still any difficulties we would hope to iron them
out either before or, at the latest, during negotiations with both the
Government and with UNFPA.

cc: Messrs. Hoffipan
Goodman
Humphrey
Zaidan

Mrs. Maraviglia

'K:bli



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I'KTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT | CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 2, 1973

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: PHILIPPINES - UNFPA Financing for Communication Component

1. During a meeting which I had with Mr. Rafael Salas in Geneva on
October 28, 1973, we discussed matters related to the problems of the
financing of a communications component in the Philippines, which had
initially been proposed for Bank financing in its project.

2. I reviewed the history of the proposal; that such a component
had been developed as part of the Bank's preparation mission, by a
UNESCO consultant (Mr. Shanmugam) who is working for the GOP in a
UNFPA-financed project in the country. Technically, the component has
been agreed upon by the GOP (POPCOM), UNESCO, the Bank, and in substance
by an independent consultant sent by the UNFPA. The GOP, it would appear,
at the insistence of the UNFPA coordinator stationed in Manila and sub-
sequently escalated to UNFPA Headquarters, had requested financial assist-
ance for this component from the UNFPA. The Bank had agreed to this
arrangement with all parties concerned, indicating that the usual proce-
dure, namely including such component in the project description and
excluding it from the financing table, would be followed. (It should be
added that the GOP had accepted the Bank financing of this component in
April, 1973, but changed their mind after a visit by Dr. Lorenzo to
New York in May, 1973, when he was told that TNFPA would restrict future
financing to the Philippines if they did' not accept UNFPA financing of
the component (see attachment 1). However, subsequently, the GOP had been
told that UNFPA did not want to have a program financed by them being
"supervised" by the Bank and they had stated to the GOP that they would
condition all other present and future UNFPA assistance to the GOP to the
satisfactory solution of the mentioned problem.

3. I explained to Mr. Salas that the Bank's position was that the
component was considered essential. to the overall success of the Bank
project and therefore it would need to be included in some way in Bank
covenants such as in the project description or other appropriate means.
We would not, I made it clear, try in any way to "supervise" UNFPA work,
but rather would want to get the Government's commitment that this critical
component would be properly executed. This, in substance, was agreed to
in July, 1973 by Mr. Cille and Dr. Sadik of UNFPA at a meeting in the Bank.
In the course of the discussion it was apparent to me that Mr. Salas was
uneasy because he was informed by his staff that the Bank was attempting
to work out an "Indonesia-type" joint financing arrangement taking re-
sponsibility away from UNFPA for the component and indirectly getting in
the way of their relations with the Population Commission of the GOP. He
saw no difficulty in working out a suitable formula for parallel financing
of this component.
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4. Mr. Salas and I agreed on the following points:

a. The Bank would inform the GOP that they should seek UNFPA
financing for the component, and that the component would
be financed in parallel by UNFPA. The Bank regards this
component as complementary to the items financed by the
Bank in its project and essential for overall results.

b. The GOP would be expected to keep the Bank informed about
the details of this component as agreed with UNFPA; the
language that would be used in the loan docyments would in
no way indicate any "supervision functions" for the Bank as
regards UNFPA's work, but assurances and arrangements for
satisfactory execution of the component.

c. The GOP would be assured that any further clarification or
discussions to resolve this matter will be taken either
before or during negotiations and in discussions between
the Bank and UNFPA Headquarters. The GOP will be assured
that as long.as the Bank was assured this component is viable

- in its final form and appropriate financing obtained and the
job is done, it would be satisfied.

5. On November 2, 1973, Mr. Antonio Locsin, Assistant Director, NEDA,
visited my office and we discussed the'above points with him. It was agreed
Mr. Humphrey will further assure Mr. Virata, Secretary ot Finance, about
the position we have arrived at on thes'e issues, during his visit to Manila
next week. (It has to be emphasized that Mr. Salas was speaking without
prior briefing and without papers and did not wish to be committed finallv
until he had a chance to discuss the matter with his staff.) It is likely
that some confusion may still exist as Mr. van Arendonck of UNFPA who was
visiting Manila at the time of my discussions with Mr. Salas was acting
on prior instructions from his Headquarters, but Mr. Salas felt this could
be worked out. At the same time he will carry a copy of the communications
component, as prepared by the UNESCO consultant, to give it to POPCOM, so
that it may be used as a basis by the GOP for submitting the request for
assistance to UNFPA. The Bank will be prepared to discuss this and other
components with the GOP at the moment of negotiations.

Attachment

Mr. Hoffman
cc: Mr. Goodman

Mr. Humphrey
Mr. Zaidan
Mrs. Maraviglia

MNMaraviglia/KKanagaratnam/rb

PHIL/PNP
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- INTERNATIONAL DEVELOF T INIERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSIRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 11, 1973

FROM: M. N. Maraviglia

SUBJECT: PHILIPINS - Meeting with POPCOM Executive Director and UNFPA
Representatives - May 7, 1973

1. A meeting was held at the PNPD attended by Dr. Conrado Lorenzo,
Executive Director of the Commission on Population (POPCODM), Government
of the Philippines, Mrs. N. Sadik, Mr. T. Eestwood and Mh. van Arendonk
from U2FPA. Bank staff present were Mr. Humphrey and Mr. Young from-the
Asia Department, Mrs. Foulon from International Relations Department and
Dr. L. S. Sodhy, Mr. J. Durfield, Mr. J. de Vries and myself from the
PNPD.

2. The purpose of the meeting was to exchange information on
inputs that will be provided by the Bank and the UliFPA to the popula-
tion program in the Philippines. Mr. Eastwood informed us that the UNFPA
was prepared to extend assistance in this field beyond the US$ 3.3 million
agreement signed in 1972. Although no accurate figures were yet available,
it was estimated that projects adding up to a total of US7 - 8 million for
the next five years (including the earlier agreement) would be financed
through a UNPiA grant to be sined probably within this calendar year.
Amnng the projects to be added to those included in the -existing agree-
ment he mentioned assistance to the HO1 maternity centered hosoital rro-
gran to increase it to over 100 hospitals, a Taylor-Berelson scheme pro-
ject in Pohol province (anounting to US$ 1.5 million), block allocation
of USl 140,000 for fellowships, assistance to the Bureau of Census and
Statistics to analyze the 1970 census; a study, with E7HO as implementing
agency, to assess present status of midwifery and nursing training and
necessary changes to make that training more relevant to family planning
work; assistance to inceaso the capacity for production of the National
Media Production Crnter aL Regional levels; and population-related projects
with the Bureau of Agricultura ExLension, the Law Center of the University
of the Philippines, the Rcsponsible Parenthood Council, the Asian Social
Institute Lnd the Department of Socil Welfare.

3. The discussion, however, centered around an issue brought up by
the UFPPA goup, conureing Wh Bak's proposed finnacing of operations
within !PCOD. The UP roup -.,,as particularly concerned by the fact that
a new Comnications Division would be financed by the Bank. The initial
argument was that the UAPA is now financing a communications project in
the Univrsity of t Ph lippines and plming to extued the financing in
this field With seveanl ovher prcjec (Us D ;Bad G' are at this point
funding- ost of the cormnications uativities). They therefore argued that
it would be more npiopriate for URFPA to finance that division since it
would be cordinaLing and providing guidolines for all activities in the
field, of which tat agency would be eventually financing a large proportion.
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The Bank's position was that the inclusion of recurrent expenditure financing
of some RW:-_COM activities at the central level had been requested by the GOP

as part of the definition of a project package; this had been discussed with

the GOP and agreement had been reached as a basis for a project. The Bank's

proposed financing of some new K)PCOM activities had been based on the need

to strengthen its role as a coordinating agency for the population program
in the country, along the lines recommended in the Bank's Sector Review Re-

port. We felt that any changes about financing of components could not be

decided upon at this meeting; such decision should rather be left to the

Government.
t

The UNFPA group explained further the nature of their concern
for the Bank 's involvement in the Communications Division of POPCOA. They
considered it unacceptable that a division which would coordinate programs
financed by UNFPA, could be created, financed (initially) and supervised by
the Bank. I indicated that the Bank would bear in mind this point which ap-
peared unusual. However, we did not share their concept that financing of an

element implied control of that particular element of the program by the spon-
soring agency. It was our interpretation that financial assistance would be
given to the GOP to strengthen and improve their activities in the population
field~and that control of decisions on policy and strategy should reaain a

responsibility of GOP, in communications as well as in other fields.

5. Neither could we agree with the UHFPA group's interpretation that
consultants rendering technical assistaice in the communications field, who
might be assignci to the new division, would in fact be directly connected
with the Bank cnd would dictato policy and strategy whi2ch UFPA programs
would then have to accept. This concept was at variance with the actual

role of consultants paid through Baik loans or credits, who solely report
to the Government that hires them.

6. A second session was held with Dr. Lorenzo following the meeting
with the ULFPA group. Dr. Lorenzo said that he had nothing further to add
to his letter of April 25, 1973. His Government concurred on all points
concerning the project as discussed during the mission's visit to Manila.
His main concern was tiat he understood fro UNFPA officials that they would
condition the .' millic he had just succesfully negotiated with INFPA to

assurance from te Go m tat no acivi ties inanced by UNJFPA would be

supervised or subordinated to the program of another international agency.
We told Dr. Lore'nzo that the Bank would develop a population project struc-
tured in such a vay as to be fully copatible with the ,oerations o' other

UN and bilateral agencies on the basis of the existing operational rules
and procedures. The condition mentiond above and attributed to UJFPA,
was however, unprceeented to our knowledg:e cnd would require further clari-
lication.
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7. Dr. Lorenzo was informfed that the Bank was in the process of
hiring consultants for the preparatory work concerning the physical faci-
lities of the project. It was explained at the meeting that local pro-fessional manpower would be required to work with the consultants, mainly
from the Department of Health (both at Central and Regional offices) and
the Department of Works and Cormunications. This work would probably start
in mid-July, for a period of approximately three months. Dr. Lorenzo re-quested that the PNPD correspond directly with the Secretary of Health,
Dr. Gatzmaitan, on these issues. The participation of POPCOM in this pre-paratory work will be mostly on decisicn-making matters to be handled bya Project Connittee that KEiDA has undertaken to appoint, in which POPCOMwill be represented. A letter will be sent to Dr. Lorenzo, with copies forinformation to 'IJDA, Ministry of Health, inistry of Social Welfare ahdMinistry of Finance, sanarizing the above conclusions and confirming theproject composition and next steps.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Zaidan, PNPD
Mr. lunphrey, Asia, Country Prog. I

cc: Dr. Kana.aratnam, PNPD
Mr. Bald1n, PUPD
Mr. Eurficld, P-1D ,
Dr. Sodhy,P
Mr. do Vri es, 1PNPD1 ..
Mr. Cuca, Dcv. Econoics
Mr. Young, Asia, Country Prog. I
Mrs. Foulon, International R_elations
Dept. 1Ile
Central Files



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP' T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dr. K. Kanagaratnam, Director, PNPD DATE: October 29, 1973

FROM: M. N. Maraviglia and I. H. Kang, PNPD

SUBJECT: NEW YORK: Ninth Session, Inter-Agency Consultative Committee of the UNFPA

October 8 - 9, 1973

Back-to-Office Report

1. In accordance with our terms of reference dated October 2, 1973,

we participated in the Ninth Session of the IACC on behalf of the Bank. A

copy of the Agenda and a list of participants are attached as Annexes 1 and 2.

In addition to the participants listed in Arfnex 2, about 20 field coordinators

of the UNFPA also attended the meetings.

2. The Session was opened by Mr. Salas with the announcement that the

UNFPA does not seek any more "jurisdictional power", nor does it want to take

over functions of any agency -- it has more than enough authority and juris-

diction to execute its responsibilities. What the UNFPA, as well as the

U.N. System as a whole, needs now is to improve its aid-giving capacity, par-

ticularly its capacity to deliver assistance. As a step to achieve this, the

UNFPA is employing a "comprehensive programming technique". No agencies ob-

jected to the introduction of the "comprehensive program" approach of the

UNFPA. Only one agency (ILO) asked some flexibility in carrying out the

approach. Because this approach is time-consuming ILO believes that if some

good sub-projects come around which would not upset the comprehensive program,

then these sub-projects should be executed without waiting for the development

of a comprehensive program.

3. The UNFPA is also adopting "country-oriented" projects/programs at

the direction of its governing bodies. Both the Governing Council of UNDP

and the ECOSOC (which are empowered to oversee UNFPA activities) in their

recent meetings directed the UNFPA to extend assistance "in forms and by means

requested by the recipient countries and best suited to meet the individual

country's needs". They specifically instructed the UNFPA to "invite countries

to utilize the most appropriate implementing agents for their programmes."

This means that the UNFPA and the agencies who had been executing UNFPA funded

projects have to overcome a "period of adjustment". The UNFPA would, for

example, fund directly to the recipient countries if so requested by any of

these countries. It also would let the recipient countries decide on the

most appropriate executing agent which might not be one of the U.N. agencies.

This does not necessarily mean that the agencies would be deprived of their

opportunities to participate in this field. They will continue to serve as

executing agencies in countries where the governments choose them; they will

continue to play an active role in those countries and regions which are still

in the "promotional phase". They will continue to execute regional, inter-

regional and global projects. With understanding and cooperation of each

agency involved, the U.N. System as a whole would be able to meet the new

challenges. Most agencies expressed reservations, in one form or another,

about the "country-oriented" approach, as it would undoubtedly lessen not
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only their roles but also their share of UNFPA funds. WHO was most vo-
cal in this respect, as WHO has much at stake in this shift of the UNFPA
approach.

4. In his closing comments Mr. Salas noted that in May 1973 the
ECOSOC (U.N.) adopted the aims and purposes of the UNFPA. These goals
are not much different from the earlier version except that the UNFPA is
asked to promote awareness of the population problem not only in develop-
ing countries but also in developed countries. The ECOSOC further mandated
the UNFPA to play a leading role -- not just a coordinating role -- within
the U. N. System as well as outside the system.

5. Following the opening statement, Mr. Gille mentioned that the
Executive Director, in consultation with the UNDP administrator, can approve
project funds except for the following categories for which approval must
be gained from the Governing Council:

(a) Comprehensive Programs;

(b) Projects/programs costing over $1 million;

(c) Innovative programs which require new policy direction; and

(d) Any project/program the Executive Director may wish to
submit.

6. Mr. Gille also mentioned the possibility of reconstituting the
Program Consultation Committee which had been abolished as a result of the
Michanek Review Committee's recommendation. The UNFPA has arranged an in-
formal meeting with former members on November 6 in New York to discuss the
subject.

7. Among the agencies there was widespread agreement that the population
sector should be "integrated" into their special fields at the international
level. The agencies reported their activities in this respect. For example,
UNESCO's Board, for the first time, expressed active interest in integrating
population work into its other interests. FAO has been integrating the popu-
lation sector with its other programs for quite some time.

8. One agency raised the question as to whether the IACC was the proper
body to effect inter-agency coordination of regional projects. After some

discussion, it was agreed that such coordination should be left to the Sub-
committee of ACC which is examining the same problem.

9. The agencies also discussed documentation requirements for the UNFPA
funding and timetables for submission to the UNFPA. UNFPA support for agency
infrastructure and overhead cost for population activities was also discussed,
and agreement was reached that the UNFPA will finance the agencies for the
current year, but agencies should negotiate bilaterally with the UNFPA for
future years.
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10. In connection with the World Population Year, Mr. Vittachi (UNFPA)
said that the English version of "Aims and Purposes of World Population
Year" -- a series of pamphlets for WPY -- is now published and that the
pamphlets are being translated into other languages for production and dis-
tribution around the world. He requested suggestions and assistance from
the agencies for effective distribution of these pamphlets and added that
each agency could complement the effort by producing and distributing its
own materials. He welcomed any suggestions on ways to launch WPY programs
so that these programs would be carried effectively throughout the year.

11. Special sessions were held to review 17 country programs. Except
for one or two programs, the UNDP coordinators briefed the participants on
the current status of the country program for which they are responsible.
Of the 17 country programs, 7 were in the following countries where the
Bank is either already involved or likely to be involved shortly.

(a) Bangladesh: The UNFPA is planning to send a pre-negotiation
mission composed of two staff members in late October. Project
components and inputs would be determined after this mission.

(b) Kenya: The UNFPA attended the donors' meeting in Nairobi in
early October. For its Five-Year Program the Government re-
quested $3.3 million assistance based on the Bank-assisted
"financing plan". However, the UNFPA would be likely to scale
down this request to $1.47 million, as the original request
contains support for health, and the UNFPA is mandated to support
only components that have direct bearing on family planning.
The UNFPA will give their comments to the Government shortly.

(c) Malaysia: The UNFPA is planning to send a mission to Malaysia
shortly to review the progress of the project co-financed by
the Bank and the UNFPA on a parallel basis.

(d) India: At present the UNFPA is negotiating informally a country
agreement with the Government. The Government requested $10
million for the first year of a 3-year project, but only indicated
broad areas of family planning related programs, including preg-
nancy terminations. The Government has given indications that .t
would be prepared to use U.N. agencies, although none of them as
"executing agency". Without some U.N. agency participation, agree-
ment to this request is unlikely.

(e) Indonesia: Dr. Sadik mentioned that the UNFPA was not receiving
any regular information of the progress of this project from the
Bank. We pointed out that the technical staff of both agencies
were often in touch concerning this project, that the Bank's first

supervision mission last June was joined by a representative of
the UNFPA, and that the Bank's supervision report was now on its
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way to the UNFPA. At the same time we requested a copy of
the report prepared by the UNFPA representative to the super-
vision mission. The UNFPA responded that it would be sent to
the Bank as soon as it was ready.

(f) Tunisia: The UNFPA has received a request from the Government
to strengthen major training facilities of paramedical personnel.
It was said that the Bank and the USAID assistance was directed
towards the construction of these facilities and not sufficiently
towards the non-construction aspects. In any case, additional
information and clarification would be required before the re-
quest could be processed for approval. The UNFPA coordinator,
on his return to Tunisia, would-discuss the request with the
Government further. Since the Bank is planning a mission to
Tunisia next month to assist the Government in the preparation
of a 5-year population program, it was agreed that the UNFPA
coordinator to be stationed in Tunisia would visit the Bank
within the next few days.

(g) Egypt: The situation is disconcerting because of "unsettled"
agreements on sub-components between the UNFPA and the Govern-
ment. Before the UNFPA could discuss the original request, seve-
ral revisions were received, resulting in considerable confusion.

12. The next meeting would be held in New York during the first week of
February. The UNFPA will inform agencies as soon as the final date is worked
out.

Attachments

cc: Mr. M. Hoffman, Director, International Relations V
Mr. Baldwin, PNPD
Mr. Zaidan, PNPD
Mrs. Domingo, PNPD
All PNPD staff
Div. Files
Dept. Files
Central Files

IHK/MNM/is



ANNEX 1

UNFPA/IACC/IX/i/Rev.1
9 October 1973

UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES
INTER-AGENCY CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
NINTH SESSION
8 - 9 OCTOBER 1973

AGENDA

General Sessions

1. Opening statement by the Executive Director.

2. Adoption of the agenda.

3. Developments at ECOSOC and UNDP Governing Council.

4. General remarks by agencies.

5. Time schedule and requirements for 1974 agency
programming.

6. Programme documents (project requests, project documents
and plans of operation, progress reports, delivery reports).

7. Work Plan.

8. Agency infrastructure and overheads.

9. World Population Year.

10. Inter-agency co-ordination in regional programmes.

11. Relationship with UNFPA Co-ordinators.

12. Time and place of next meeting.



Special Sessions

1. Status of major country programmes, including:

(a) Chile
Egypt, Arab Republic of
Indonesia
Malaysia
Mauritius
Sri Lanka

(b) Singapore Training Centre.

(c) Prospective Country Progranmmes:

(i) Bangladesh
India
Kenya
Morocco
Nepal
Nigeria
Tunisia

(d) Other items.



ANNEX 2

UNFPA/IACC/IX/2
5 October 1973

UNITED NATIONS FUND) FOR POPULATION ACTIVITE

Inter-Agency Consultative Committee
Sinth Session 8 - 9 October 1973
UNFPA Headquarters - New York

List of Participants

UNITED NATIONS Mr. Bahgat A. El-Tawil
Acting Director
Office of Technical Co-operation

Mr. Octavio Cabello
Associate Director-in-Charge
Population Programmes and Projects Office
Population Division

Mr. Akira Kusukawa
Population Affairs Officer
Population Division

Mr. P. S. Menon
Senior Population Affairs Officer
Population Division

Mrs. S. Pearson
Programme Co-ordinator
Office of Technical Co-operation

UNDP Mr. Frederick Woodrow
Chief, Financial Analysis Section
Division of Finance

Miss Ulla Olin
Senior Programme Development Officer
Programme Policy Division

UNICEF Mr. G. F. Hamilton
Senior Programme Officer
Programme Division



ILO Mr. Kailas Doctor
Population Focal Point Unit
Technical Co-operation Department

FAO Dr. W. Schulte
Population Programme Officer
Economic and Social Policy Department

WHO Dr. R. H. Strudwick
Medical Officer
Division of Fafnily Health

Dr. P. L. Fazzi
WHO Chief Medical Adviser to UNICEF

IBRD Mrs. Nydia Maraviglia
Programme Officer
Population and Nutrition Projects Department

Mr. Il Hi Kang
Programme Officer
Population and Nutrition Projects Department

UNIDO Mr. V. Karataev
Industrial Development Officer
Liaison Office

UNESCO Mr. Alexander Graham
Chief,
Population and Family Planning Education Section

UNFPA Mr. Rafael M. Salas, Executive Director
Mr. Halvor Gille, Deputy Executive Director
Mr. John Keppel, Assistant Director
Dr. Nafis Sadik, Acting Chief, Programme Division

Dr. C. Chandrasekaran, Senior Adviser on

Policy and Planning
Mr. Tarzie V. Vittachi, Executive Secretary

WPY 1974
Mr. Paul Micou, Deputy Chief, Implementation

and Evaluation Division

Mr. Edward Gregory, Chief, Administrative Section

Mr. S. L. Tan, Special Assistant to the

Executive Director



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPME' INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 4TERNATIONAL FINANCEASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: October 11, 1973

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: UNFPA/IBRD Review Meeting

In a telephone conversation on October 3 with Mr. Halvor Gille,
we agreed that it would not be practical to hold a full UNFPA/IBRD
review at this time and the next full UNFPA/IBRD review will be
scheduled for sometime in January 1974.

Copy to Mr. Halvor Gille, UNFPA, New York

cc: Messrs. M.L. Hoffman
Baldwin
Zaidan

L. Domingo

KK:bli



DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington D.C. 20520

October 30, 1973

Dr. Kandiah Kanagaratnam
Population and Nutrition Projects

Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Dr. Kanagaratnam:

Just before he left last week to attend the IPPF and
Population Commission meetings in Europe, Phil Claxton
asked me to acknowledge your kind letter of October 8
transmitting to him a copy of the final "Technical
Assistance Report Reviewing the Population Program of
Singapore" and to convey his sincere thanks to you for
remembering his continuing interest in this program,
as well as in your other important activities in the
population field. I do so now, adding my own appreciation
for being able to examine this report.

I know, of course, of your own special interest in the
Singapore population program, as its former Chairman,
and I think you might like to know that I stopped in
Singapore last July to have a brief look at the situation

there during an orientational tour through Southeast Asia.
I was received cordially by Dr. Wan Fook Kee and given an
excellent briefing on the experience, present status and

future plans of the SFPPB program.

While I was very favorably impressed with this presentation,
and recognize the remarkable progress which this program
has made since 1966, I have to agree with the summary and
main conclusions of the Technical Assistance Report. I
especially agree with the finding that "the Singapore
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program will have to respond to the problem of not only
improving the quality of family planning services but
more so of creating and maintaining the demand for these
services."

We note that the report is a restricted Bank document
and will treat it as such. Thanks, again.

Sincerely,

William F. Spengler
Acting Special Assistant to the
Secretary for Population Matters
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K. Kanagaratna m4

Attached Note of Discussion with Mr. Claxton ate ler

1. I would like yur advice on - v we should proceed on this.

2. AR a possibility, I wout envisar -anin; a workng 7un' th
both yourself ana 'r. ffnan taking part , air ' iaving Ql-xton (State)
.ieffer (USAID), and -'Inald (State-int.organlz:,lon) atteding.
could then probe their tinking further na o te basi of tit rpo
results of tne discussicW to r. 4c aar wits iny obrvations of our
own.

Attachinnt

cc: M.L.Hoffman

G.B.Badwi

K:bli
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K. Kanagaratam

elephone Conversation wth Philander P. C.axton - Special Assistan
Secretary for Population Matters - U.S. State ear ent_-_Septe

1. Mr. Claxton called today to discuss two specific matterse,
of these referred to the proposal he had made at a lunch in the Bank
about establishing an "international consortiun to finance delivery o
cost health services (including family planning) in developing countr
He reiterated that what he had in mind was a ,aior nec financial eot
bring some elementary and basic health services to the large nuimber o , t
developing countries which do not have the resources to develop more th
an extremely limited infrastructure or the financial resources to prov-.
services to more than a snall fraction of their people. He said that
had started in a very small way - the DEIDS Program (Development and Uvalun
tion of Integrated Delivery Systems) which wa eing planned over a 7-".
period in three phases:

Phase 1 - screening and selection of countries
Phase 2 - development of methodology an nodu operandi with the
Phase 3 - inplenentation.

He felt, however, that this was a very slow and linited effort and tha t,
were good grounds for the international donor corunity, working with the
specialized agencies of the United lations, to provide this service.

2. 1 explained to Mr. Cla-ton that, as h was probably aware, the a
had no policy which allowed it to finance health facilities although in a
number of areas of Bank operations, e.g. education, agriculture, and especiille
population projects, health components form a significant part of Bank opera-
tions. A paper revie,-, 'ank policy on lendig for health was bein prepce
which would go to Mangenent for consideration early in the new year, and
eventually would be pre-ented to the Board. One of the important conidratton
in any health policy w tit the needs for healt> services were so r a
varied that clear-cut pri,-ities had to be defrred i both external i

national resources were o be well-used. I thr asked ble whether h:
since our irevious -cu n thoight throug n -rz of te speci
proposal; he saie tha h felt that at t-i war-otin- t> conCept
to obtain a conseu s o interest and had o g:e t:o t stage of tryin, t
draw up a a-1 'rpml.

3. In this conetion, he added he had dscusse the matter with s eea
people. Mr. Labouisse, Executive Director of <ICEF, hid recently ex're'a
."ICEF's interest and emphasized UNICEF' ln-tere programming of ffort
in this field and of their interest in bein sociat with an such new
effort. He added, of couLse, that UNCEF di not ia funds at any ad'n
level for this work. he had also discussed this ith Rafael Salas, UFP
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wio felt thn he woi ia- to aink more about it u e saw no
or trPA supportin, th f ily nlanning/population comp onent of tuL . ork.
tr- Claxton had also ilscussed the natter with the population man Ia t

3. mission in New Yor and hopd to raise it h people in the . isr

not (I believe DD) lter in the .all. I ot twe L nr sAio from kic
ti cussion that the 1. Covernrent roult t u n. :n hn, irn - -

in scli a consortium. ' woud o cour:, > ' antr rol in such.a
plan, as would in fact FA in the area of nutrititon.

4. lie concluded by suggesting that he would very much like to know
Mr. McNamare's reaction to these proposals. r. lton would like to hav
a meeting with Mr. McNamara, and would like Mr. Jerold Kieffer, Assistart
Administrator for Population and Humanitarian Affairs in AID, to accompany
him. I undertook to raise the matter with th Bn d get back to hin.

5. The second point, which Mr. Hoffman had made, was to schedule a
senior staff discussion of aperatioal uestion betren iUSAID and t e
similar to one which we -ld with hin, Jo-h ' o l and venholt.
I would speak with '"r. offrnan and rra for r a tn; orneti in
October,

cc: Messrs. Warren C. Daun
. L. loffran

G.B. Ba.ldwin

anagaratnam :bli



Mr. George Zaidan, Av. Chief, Pop. PrOj. July 31,1973

Michael L. Hoffman, ir. , JJ

I read wit interest your note to K.K. sunarizing our current
difficulties with !:TP and '. .

On one small point, I do tiing we ouht to insist that i P
send us th eir coments on our reports and not undertak e to collect

the conments of the whole system. If we want comrents from other
agencies we w11 ask for then. I think this should be miade very

clear to I:: P i writing: if aecessary.

offran. 1



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP NT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dr. K. Kanagaratnam DATE: July 11, 1973

FROM: G. Zaidan

SUBJECT: Our Experience in Working with UNFPA and WHO

From our general discussions over the last two days I draw the
following general points regarding our relationship with both UNFPA
and WHO.

A. UNFPA

1. The basic problem there is the importance attached within
UNFPA to undertake the leadership in the population field.
This is partly a result of the fact that they are expected to
do so by their donors, in particular USAID and the Nordic
Group. Also, there is little or no control of the UN Executing
Agencies, who do not recognize UNFPA's leadership in this area,
as we heard from the Population Panel Review (from both the
country level and a representative of the UN system). Finally,
UNFPA has not developed technical capability among its staff
(they have never commented usefully on our reports, and the
first mission they attempted in Bangladesh to review the whole
sector did not produce a viable report). The quest for leader-
ship shown by UNFPA is illustrated by the fact that every time
the Bank proposes to do something UNFPA wants to do the same.
After Indonesia, UNFPA was dissatisfied with the Bank being
the executing agency, and asked that during the next project
the roles be reversed. In Kenya, when the Bank in response
to a Government request, acted as a coordinating agency f
foreign assistance developing a financing plan in which al
donors could participate, UNFPA wanted to do a similar exercise
in Bangladesh, where they fielded a mission with a Bank staff
member on it in early 1973. Unfortunately, the quality of
the report was such that UNFPA only sent excerpts of it to the
Government, and this report is not titable to serve as a basis

for a financing plan. When, in the ilaysia project which ;as

a parallel project with UNFPA, we de :ne a project in te
which included the UNFPA components, NFPA subsequently ObeLted
to the Bank reviewing UNFPA's nput ,nd In another cof-tn

in the Philippines attempted to do -me where they a nuw

trying to review the suitability ot diank components, and include

them in their project beforc develo_ the UNFPA ett This
desire for leadership withoit adeque technical bas n
out recognition of such lealership o the UN ss
sulted in an unhappy, inconsistant untomsant t
between the Bank and UNFPA UNFPA not deveoped i
policy of 1ts own and we never cantelltheir reacti to

pr ooals This~ stuaLwtion has~c ben y i coi cerai level
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with UNFPA, since at the project officer level with
UNFPA in New York as well as UNDP staff in the field and
UNFPA coordinators we have managed on the whole to work
reasonably well together, but once operational issues
have been raised to management level in UNFPA we have in-
variably encountered difficulties.

2. The substantive difference which we have had with UNFPA
regarding financing plans have usually resulted from UNFPA's
desire to limit the Bank to finance hardware. They have
always insisted on financing management related activities
(advisors, studies and operational costs of such activities)
as a symbol of influence over a country's program. Their
desire to finance such activities have been made in the con-
text of the Indonesia, Malaysia, Kenya and Iran projects.
Also, UNFPA has often argued that evaluation activities are
the responsibility of the UN Population Division, and the
Bank should not finance or be the executing agency for such
activities. All these positions result from UNFPA's picture
of the Bank as one of the UN Executing Agencies financing
hardware, while the UN Population Division would do evaluation,
UNESCO education, WHO family planning services, UNICEF would
supply vehicles and UNFPA as the center of the whole exercise
would finance management related activities. Needless to say
this picture is not shared by anyone in the UN system, except
UNFPA itself.

3. Regarding comments on our reports we have either had no
response to our request for comments (e.g. Malaysia, no
response yet on Kenya although our report was sent on April 4)
or there have been delays of usually 2-3 months. Part of
the reason is that UNFPA feels that they are under an obligation
to consult with the relevant UN Specialized Agencies on certain
portions of the report, and it therefore circulates our reports
to the UN Population Division for comments on demographic
aspects, to WHO for health aspects, to UNESCO for educational

aspects, etc. As long as they continue to do this, it is un-
realistic for us to think that we can receive comments in less
than 2-3 months.

B. WHO

1. The source of our difficulty with WHO is that they view
a family planning program as being exclusively part of the

health sector whereas to us this is ony one side of a
population project,amely th elivery of family planng
services. Our different focaus objectives in deeopn
population projects has led to some unhappiness withini WHO
and has meant that many of the comments which they senit us
regarding our reports take as a bas this difference of
institutional point of view and is not related to the situation
at the field level in a particular country. In so far as
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WHO's comments have been of a purely technical character,
they have been of some help to us, although almost all
their comments are of an institutional kind (e.g. objecting
to any family planning activity being undertaken outside
the Ministry of Health, objecting to social workers being
responsible for motivation in family planning). Similarly,
as far as the staff they have assigned to our missions is
concerned, once this work has not been purely technical, it
has been useful, e.g. in Iran, sometimes not so useful, e.g.
in the Philippines where the individual in question was not
familiar with the country and learnt more from the mission
than vice versa, but when the WHO member regarded himself a
representative of WHO as has often been our experience (e.g.
Malaysia, Bangladesh, etc.) this has led to difficulties,
since the arguments are no longer technical. But although
we have had our differences in point of view with WHO, their
views have been consistant and constant over the past 3-4
years, and do represent to some extent the viewpoint of many
medical people.

2. As regards the time WHO takes to comment on our reports
it is usually two nmonths and sometimes three months because
WHO, Geneva passes on the request for comments to their
regional office, wh, in turn consults persons familiar with
the local country si.t ation. Again, as long as this procedure
continues, I think it would be unrealistic to expect that we
can receive comments in less than two months; perhaps if we
sent our reports directly to the region we may be able to save
some time.

GZaidan/rb

cc: Mrs. Domingo



SUMMARY OF BANK/UNFPA CONTACTS ON BANGLADESH POPULATION PROGRAM/PROJECT

October 6, 1972 - July 10,1973

Oct. 6, 1972 During Annual Meeting discussions, Dr. N. Islam, Deputy
Chairman of the Bangladesh Planning Commission, informed
Mr. M. Wiehen, IBRD, of his Government's preparedness
to become active in family planning and sought Bank's
assistance for this sector. Dr. Kanagaratnam suggested
J. Ratcliffe to establish initial, contacts between the
Bank and the Government, to be followed by his visit
in Jan.-Feb. 1973. Mr. Ratcliffe visited Dacca in Nov. 1972.

Dec. 11 UNFPA scheduled a program mission to Bangladesh for Jan. 29 -
Feb. 9 and requested briefing from the Bank on counttry
situation.

Dec. 27 Dr. Kanagaratnam in a letter to Mr. Salas welcomed mission
members for briefing, asked if J, Ratcliffe could participate
in UNFPA mission to assist the process of coordination, and
informed of Bank's reconnaissance i ssion in January, 1973.

1st week of

Jan., 1973 Government specifically requested I1RD participation in
UNFPA mission and association with mission, specifically
J. Ratcliffe. UNFPA agreed to Ratcliffe's participation.

Jan. 22 Briefing of UNFPA mission by Bank taff. They agreed on
coordination of Bank and LAFPA efi.-rts in project development
and financing.

Feb. 12 Dr. Kanagaratnam attended debriefing by UNFPA mission on
Bangkok Bangladesh. Outlined possible Bank action to Mission.

Feb. 13-17 Reconnaissance mission to Bangladesh by Dr. Kanagaratnam
and J. Ratcliffe.

March 2 Telephone conversation between Dr. Kanagaratnam and
Mr. H. Gille on Dr. Kanagaratnam's general impressions of
situation in Bangladesh, the state of the program, and
his assessment of project possibilities. They also discussed
modalities of future cooperation in Bangladesh.

March 7 Discussions between Bank and UNFPA staff on conclusions of
UNFPA mission, proposed plan of action and mechanism of
donor coordination.
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March 12 Dr. Kanagaratnam had lunch with Mr. Salas, and discussed
New York further Bank/UNFPA cooperation in the country.

April 4 - Miss Husain and Mr. Ratcliffe visited Bangladesh and
(2 weeks) assisted in the formulation and further development of

the 5-year Family Planning Plan and laid the groundwork
for the forthcoming sector/appraisal mission.

April 6 IBRD/UNFPA meeting in Washington, where it was agreed that:

1) UNFPA would have one of its staff participate in the
Bank sector/appraisal mission, and

2) UNFPA would proceed in interim financing and transmit
their report separately but would move in concert with the
Bank in programming major long-term activities in Bangladesh.

May 13- Bank sector/appraisal mission in field.
June 13

July 5 Report writing in Washington.

July 10 Meeting in Washington to discuss next step in Bangladesh
schedule.

LVDomingo/es
July 6, 1973



SUMMARY OF BANK/UNDP-UNFPA CONTACTS ON KENYA
POPULATION PROGRAM/PROJECT - MAY 1972-JUNE 1973

DATE NATURE OF CONSULTATION

May 1972 The Bank's Reconnaissance Mission met and consulted with the
UNDP Resident Representative (Mr. B. Stedman) in the field
several times and briefed him on purpose of mission, consulted
with him on project development and informed him of mission's
interim findings.

June 5 In a letter to the UNFPA, the Bank's PNP department enclosed a
copy of the draft 5-year National Family Planning Program of
Kenya and suggested a meeting for an overall review on the
question of evaluating and testing a health delivery system
suitable for replication in other LDCs. Such a meeting, however,
was not held.

July 17 Dr. Kanagaratnam summarized the mission's findings in a letter
to the UNDP Resident Representative.

August 2 Dr. R. Rao, UNFPA, accompanied by Mr. van Gent, UNDP, called
on Mr. Brakel, IBRD, in Nairobi, to discuss generally the
Kenya Population Planning Program and the assistance which Kenya
would require in this field from UNFPA and other sources.

November- Mr. Bantegui, UNFPA, was associated with the Bank's Sector/Appraisal
December mission. UNDP Resident Representative was informed of nature of

mission.

January 18
1973 At the second IBRD-UNFPA Semi-annual review in New York, the UNFPA

staff (Mr. Gille and Dr. Sadik) were orally briefed on purpose
of the Bank's Sector/Appraisal mission, its interim findings and
steps contemplated to be taken on aid-coordination. It was agreed
to make report in draft stage available to UNFPA.

March 14 in a letter to M. S-las, Executive Director of UNFPA, Dr. Kanagaratnam
reviewed the status of the Kenya population program and relayed
the views of the GuK on how donor coordination was to be achieved.

March 30 Messrs. Hall and Mistry, IBRD, reviewed with UNFPA staff (Messrs.
El Heneidi and Witham) the mission's summary report and discussed
aid coordination and liiely aLeas of UViAIA interest (Washington).

April 3 Several PNPD staff members discussed with Mr. Gille and Dr. Sadik

cordir'te ' ' e, by '' '(CPT' r-trd of by tTc Pnk and/cr
the UNEPA (see note on March 14/73).
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DATE 
NATURE OF CONSULTATION

April 4 The NFPA was sent copy of the draft summary report of the1973 Bank's Sector/Appraisal mission. UNDPsident reprsoftthe
was also furnished a copy on AprilU6. Resident

April/May The Bank's Technical Revi w Mission met with the local repres-entative of UNDP-UNFPA tiss Drouilh and Mr. Bantegui) andelicited their views on the report and likely areas of UNFPAinterest.

May 21 Messrs. Riley, Zaidan, Mlstry and Hall of the Bank discussedwith Mr. Gille and Dr. Sdhk, UNFPA, in New York, UNFPA con-tribution to the project The Bank staff also briefly summarizeddiscussions the mission had with GOK and with other donors whohad expressed interest to the Bank's Regional Office.
May 30 Mr. Hall, Bank, reviewed the Kenya draft summary report withDr. Sadik, UNFPA, and received preliminary comments. tNFPAIofficial comments are still being awaited.

nternational Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

opulation and Nutrition Projects Departmentune 26, 1973
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Division Files DATE: June 7, 1973

FROM: Peter Hall, PNPD

SUBJECT: Meetin ith AID to Discuss Kenya Population Project

1. On Wednesday, May 30th, a meeting was held at the USAID with
the Assistant Administrator for Population and Humanitarian Assistance
for AID, Mr. Jarold Kieffer. Present at the meeting were: Dr. K.
Kanagaratnam and Messrs. V. Riley, P. Hall, P. Mistry and J. Bloom from
the Bank; Mr. H. Gille and Dr. N. Sadik from UNFPA; and Dr. Ravenholt,
Ms. Fowler, and Messrs. J. Knoll, T. O'Keefe, A. Lackey, C. Miracle from
USAID and Mr. P. Claxton from the State Department.

2. Mr. Kieffer opened the mee ting with a suggestion that the Bank
and UNFPA briefly outline their respective roles in developing the
population project in Kenya and in drawing together the contributions of
other bilateral donors. He set the tone for the meeting by stating that
he felt all parties concerned could marimize the opportunities to work
together since there appeared to be more than enough room for all interested
donors in Kenya to participate fully in the project.

3. On behalf of the Bank, Dr. Kanagaratnam briefly traced the Bank's
role in assisting the Government of Kenya to develop a Five Year Population
Plan. He described the activities of the various missions which visited
Kenya from May 1972 through May 1973, and emphasized that as a result of
continuing dialogue, the Government of Kenya (GOK) had requested the B
to develop a financing plan for the program which reflected the interests
and priorities of various donors and enabled their inputs to be properly
phased and coordinated over the Plan period.

4. Hence as far as "aid-co-ordination" was concerned the Bpnk's
role was to recommend a detailed five year financing plan which took
account of donor's views and their indications of likely areas they would
support. Upon submission of such a financing plan the GOK planned to

approach the various donors individually to work out details of the
particular financing arrangements. This approach had been successfully
adopted for several previous projects and GOK seemed inclined to adopt
it again in this instance. Both Dr. Kanagaratnam and Mr. Mistry emphasized
that the Bank, therefore, was not pre-empting the prerogatives of the
various donors but responding to a request to provide technical advice.

5. Mr. Kieffer asked for an outline of the various components of the
project and the recurrent expenditures the GOK would have to bear at the

end of the Five Year Plan period. Mr. Hall reviewed the capital, tchnical
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assistance, and recurrent cost components of the proposed Five Year Plan.
In response to a query relating to expressed concern about GOK's capacity
to carry on with the prograramhe indicated that recurrent costs during the
fifth year of the project would amount to around US$ 3 million an( the GOK
would be asked to finance as a share of the 5 Year Plan, approximately
US$ 9 million of the total project costs of US$ 32 million. Since both
USAID and UNFPA expressed strong reservations about GOK's ability and
willingness to meet the short-term and long-run recurrent expenditures
involved in the project during and after the Plan period, Mr. Mistry
pointed out that as far as the Plan period was concerned while GOK had
not formally committed itself to a definite figure until it had determined
what was available externally, it appeared to him that the GOK would meet
a sizeable portion of the costs involved. In view of GOK's performance
record there seemed to be no ground for doubting that it would bear the
recurrent costs of the program over the long-run although it may continue
to seek external assistance to finance incremental costs if the program
was expanded.

6. Both Dr. Sadik and Dr. Ravenholt expressed their concern that
this was a health prograh under the guise of population program and that
both the UNFPA and AID were only interested in financing those components
which were directly attributable to f amily planning. Dr. Kanagaratnam
said that it was the GOK's stated policy that Family Planning services were
to be administered by and through the health delivery system. This policy
decision was based on existing political sensitivities and the GOK's
belief which we totally shared that f amily planning was more acceptable
when delivered as part of a MCH program. He indicated that the construction
of nurse training schools, the training of paramedical personnel, and the
expansion of rural health lervices were absolutely necessary first steps
to extending FP/MCH services into the rural areas and developing a viable
family planning program. t was furLher pointed out by Messrs. Hall and
Mistry that although the a nstruction and recurrent expenditures could
be considered as part of .larger integrated rural development plan, there
was much in the proposed ve Year Family Planning Plan which was
directly related only to faily planning: e.g. technical assistance; the
construction of the Famil.y Welfare Center, the Population Studies Center,
The Health Education Uni v; training and information and education costs;
contraceptives; and a large and distinctly identifiable portion of the
salaries and allowances, e c. These components constituted a large part
of the total project package and offered sufficient scope for donors who
were primarily concerned with financing only direct Family Planning
activities to participate.

7. Dr. Ravenholt reviewed AID's population activities in Kenya,
and indicated th at due to the 00K request AID would wait until the Bank
report was submitted prior to committing their funds. No funds could be
made available to the GOK during FY '73. In his opinion, the Bank
project had served to set-back the efforts of AID to provide financing for
immediately pressing needs, to which Mr. Mistry responded that it was
precisely because of their ad-hoc donor arrangements that donor input
were not coordinated and the GOK had decided to develop a Five Year
Family Planning Program framework for donor coordination. Based on
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recent visit to Kenya he expressed three reservations about the Kenyan
Family Planning program: (1) there was no need for new rural health centers
until existing facilities were providing regular f amily planning services;
(2) that high-level GOK commitment and support., was needed before the
program could move ahead; and (3) AID did not want to be tied to agreements
which prevented it from proceeding as rapidly as possible. Mr. Hall
responded to these observations, indicating that: (1) The Appraisal
Mission report recommended the staffing of existing health centers, sub-
centers and dispensaries by CNs providing daily FP/4CH services prior to
the construction of new facilities; (2) high-level support and commitment
did exist in G0K; however the program has thus far suffered from an
absense of effective leadership at the operational level capable of
administering an expanded FP program. Medical leadership was needed to
ensure that the professional and administrative sides of the MOH which at
the moment were badly split will work together. In this regard and in
accordance with the recommendations contained in the draft Bank report.,
the G0K has advertised for a Medical Director of the program to be supported
by a Deputy Director and 4 Division heads. This organizational framework
would help establish a viable institutional basis for implementing the
Five Year Family Planning Program; (3) Dr. Kanagaratnam emphasized with
regard to donor assistance, there was nothing to stop the various donors
from proceeding as rapidly as possible as long as their activities were
related to the broader package and other donor inputs.

8. Dr. Ravenholt further stated that AID was in the process of
reviewing its country priorities and that perhaps Kenya's Family Planning
program was over subscribed. Mr. Mistry said that this was an incorrect
impression and the Kenyan family planning effort was not over subscribed
because after all the donors had contributed to the Plan, the Kenyans
would still be called upon to finance about 30/ of the total program
costs. In the past there had been many small contributions of $50,000
to $100,000 but there remained only three or four major donors. Mr. Claxton
supported Mr. 1istry on this point, saying that he felt it was imperative
that AID participate in this program as it was one of the first population
efforts in Africa south of the Sahara and U.S. foreign policy stance made
this necessary.

9. Mr. Claxton supported the Bank's approach of developing a Five
Year Family Planning program and financing Plan which was coherent with the
framework of the overall health development plan. Given the existing
realities he endorsed the approach of delivery o family Planning through
the health system as the only acceptable way for many countries in Africa
and Latin America to adopt f amily Planning.

10. It was apparent from the meeting that the senior officials from
UNFPA and AID had not carefully reviewed the Bank's draft report. Despite
the fact that they have had tne report for over two months and their
respective staffs had gone over the report page by page with Mr. Hall,
they were unfamiliar with the basic recomiarendations. At the urging of the

ank it was agreed that the senior officials from AID and UNFA would
review the Bank 's document and submit their comments as soon as possible



11. It was stated by the Bank representatives that the first round
of discussions with the various donors had provided enough information
on which to draw-up a financing plan which reflected likely donor nterests
and commitments. It was therefore agreed that when the Bank submited
its suggested financing plan to the GOK it would also circulate a copy to
the various donors.

Cleared with in substance and cc: Dr. Kanagaratman, PNPD
Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Mistry, CPI and Riley, IRD

cc: Mr. Baldwin, PNPD
Mr. Hoffman, IRD
Mr. Zaidan, PNPD
Mr. Shoesmith, PNPD
Mr. Kirmani, E. Africa
Mr. Lejeune, E. Africa
Mr. Hornstein, E. Africa
Mr. Stubenj.tsky, PMFA
Mrs. Domingo, PNPD
Dept., Central Files

PHall/PMistry :rg



INTERNATIONAL DEVEL T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 11, 1973

FROM: M. N. Maraviglia k

SUBJECT: PHILIPPINES - Meeting with POPCOM Executive Director and UNFPA
Representatives - May 7, 1973

1. A meeting was held at the PNPD attended by Dr. Conrado Lorenzo,Executive Director of the Commission on Population (POPOOM), Government
of the Philippines, Mrs. N. Sadik, Mr. T. Eastwood and Mr. van Arendonk
from UNFPA. Bank staff present were Mr. Humphrey and Mr. Youxg from theAsia Department, Mrs. Foulon from International Relations Department and
Dr. L. S. Sodhy, Mr. J. Burfield, Mr. J. de Vries and myself from thePNPD.

2. The purpose of the meeting was to exchange information on
inputs that will be provided by the Bank and the UNFPA to the popula-
tion program in the Philippines. Mr. Eastwood informed us that the UNFPA
was prepared to extend assistance in this field beyond the US$ 3.3 million
agreement signed in 1972. Although no accurate figures were yet available,
it was estimated that projects adding up to a total of US$7 - 8 million for
the next five years (including the earlier agreement) would be financed
through a UNFPA grant to be signed probably within this calendar year.
Among the projects to be added to those included in the existing agree-
ment he mentioned assistance to the WHO maternity centered hospital pro-
gram to increase it to over 100 hospitals, a Taylor-Berelson scheme pro-
ject in Bohol province (amounting to US$ 1.5 million), block allocation
of US$ 140,000 for fellowships, assistance to the Bureau of Census and
Statistics to analyze the 1970 census; a study, with WHO as implementing
agency, to assess present status of midwifery and nursing training and
necessary changes to make that training more relevant to family planning
work; a. istance to increase the capacity for production of the National
Media Production Center at Regional levels; and population-related projects
with the Bureau of Agricultural Extension, the Law Center of the University
of the Pilippines, the Responsible Parenthood Council, the Asian Social
Institute and the Department of Social Welfare.

3. The discussion, however, centered around an issue brought up by
the UNFPA group, concerning the Bank's proposed financing of operations
within POPCOM. The UNFPA group was particularly concerned by the fact that
a new Communications Division would be financed by the Bank. The initial
argument was that the UNFPA is now financing a communications project in
the University of the Philippines and planning to extend the financing in
this field with several other projects (USAID and GOP are at this point
funding most of the communications activities). They therefore argued that
it would be more appropriate for UNFPA to finance that division since it
would be coordinating and providing guidelines for all activities in the
field, of which that agency would be eventually financing a large proporion.
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The Bank's position was that the inclusion of recurrent expenditure financing
of some FDCOM activities at the central level had been requested by the GOP
as part of the definition of a project package; this had been discussed with
the GOP and agreement had been reached as a basis for a project. The Bank's
proposed financing of some new FOPCOM activities had been based on the need
to strengthen its role as a coordinating agency for the population program
in the country, along the lines recommended in the Bank's Sector Review Re-
port. We felt that any changes about financing of components could not be
decided upon at this meeting; such decision should rather be left to the
Government.

4. The UNFPA group explained further the nature of their concern
for the Bank's involvement in the Communications Division of POPCOM. They
considered it unacceptable that a division which would coordinate programs
financed by UNFPA, would be created, financed (initially) and supervised by
the Bank. I indicated that the Bank would bear in mind this point which ap-
peared unusual. However, we did not share their concept that financing of an
element implied control of that particular element of the program by the spon-
soring agency. It was our interpretation that financial assistance would be
given to the GOP to strengthen and improve their activities in the population
field and that control of decisions on policy and strategy should remain a
responsibility of GOP, in communications as well as in other fields.

5. Neither could we agree with the UNFPA group's interpretation that
consultants rendering technical assistance in the communications field, who
might be assigned to the new division, would in fact be directly connected
with the Bank and would dictate policy and strategy which UNFPA programs
would then have to accept. This concept was at variance with the actual
role of consultants paid through Bank loans or credits, who solely report
to the Government that hires them.

6. A second session was held with Dr. Lorenzo following the meeting
with the UNFPA group. Dr. Lorenzo said that he had nothing further to add
to his letter of April 25, 1973. His Government concurred on all points
concerning the project as discussed during the mission's visit to Manila.
His main concern was that he understood from UNFPA officials that they would
condition the $5 million he had just successfully negotiated with UNFPA to
assurances from the Government that no activities financed by UNFPA would be
supervised or subordinated to the program of another international agency.
We told Dr. Lorenzo that the Bank would develop a population project struc-
tured in such a way as to be fully compatible with the operations of other

UN and bilateral agencies on the basis of the existing operational rules
and procedures. The condition mentioned above and attributed to UNFPA,
was however, unprecedented to our knowledge and would require further clari-
fication.
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7. Dr. Lorenzo was informed that the Bank was in the process of
hiring consultants for the preparatory work concerning the physi l faci-
lities of the project. It was explained at the meeting that lo pro-
fessional manpower would be required to work with the consultan :, mainly
from the Department of Health (both at Central and Regional offices) and
the Department of Works and Communications. This work would probably start
in mid-July, for a period of approximately three months. Dr. Lorenzo re-
quested that the PNPD correspond directly with the Secretary of Health,
Dr. Gatmaitan, on these issues. The participation of POPCOM in this pre-
paratory work will be mostly on decision-making matters to be handled by
a Project Comittee that NEDA has undertaken to appoint, in whioh POPCOM
will be represented. A letter will be sent to Dr. Lorenzo, with copies for
information to IEDA, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Social Welfare and
Ministry of Finance, summarizing the above conclusions and confirming the
project composition and next steps.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Zaidan, PNPD
Mr. Humphrey, Asia, Country Prog. I

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam, PNPD
Mr. Baldwin, PNPD
Mr. Burfield, PNPD
Dr. Sodhy, PNPD
Mr. de Vries, PNPD
Mr. Cuca, Dev. Economic
Mr. Young, Asia, Country Prog. I
Mrs. Foulon, International Relations
Dept. File
Central Files

MNMaraviglia/mm



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Dr. K. Kanagaratnam, PNPD DATE: May 7, 1973

FROM: Huw M. Jones, PNPD 1

SUBjECT: Back-to-Office Report- Eighth Session, Inter-Agency Consultative
Committee of the UNFPA - April 30 - May 1, 1973

1. In accordance with terms of reference dated April 27, 1973, I
participated on the Bank's behalf in the eighth session of the Inter
Agency Committee of the UNFPA, held in New York from April 30 to May 1,
1973.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

2. In his introductory speech, Mr. Salas (Executive Director) said
that, since the UNFPA was now responsible to the UNDP Governing Council
and the ECOSOC of the UN, the UNFPA was tightening up on procedures, and
from now on would "have to speak the language of management." To be able
to increase the Fund's resources, the UNFPA would have to be able to prove
to its donors that it was capable of coherent project implementation in
the field. Mr. Gille noted that the PPC had been abolished as a result
of the Review Committee's (Michanek's) recoammendations. The Committee may,
however, be reconstituted because several donors regretted that they now
had no direct consulting mechanism. Mr. Gille mentioned that at the
Secretary General's request, the UNFPA would convene a committee of inter-
disciplinary training in the population field. This was an outcome of
previous discussions about the proposed World Population Training Institute.

3. The UN representative (Mr. Cabello) called for changes in the headings
used to prepare Work Plan estimates, which did not, for example, accurately
reflect the considerable training element of various components now listed
under broader headings. Mr. Cabello said that the Fund was calling for
agency involvement at too late a stage in respect to project implementation.
More attention to project preparation was required and this would necessarily
include specific project preparation missions. The WHO representative
(Dr. Zahra) noted that whilst the Fund had been "promoting', the agencies
had been "programming". It would now have to pay more attention to the
latter in the present transitional phase of its operations. Both the
UNESCO representative (Mr. Graham) and the PAHO representative (Dr. Prindle)
referred to difficulties which agencies were having with the role of UNDP
Resident Representatives in project development.

UNFPA WORK PLAN 1973-76

4. Dr. Chandraseharan presented the UNFPA Work Plan Estimates (1973 -
1976, Annex A attached) and Mr. Keppel discussed their presentation to the
16th Session of the UNIP Governing Council in June. The Fund would ask the
Council to approve a "rolling plan" which would give "approval authority"
for the forthcoming fiscal year. For 1973, request was being made for
approval authority of US$ 52 million which would result in an estimated
expenditure of US$ 31 million. This was based on an anticipated 60%
expenditure rate, estimated on the basis of current experience. The
projected authorities and expenditure levels for 1974, 1975 and 1976
are shown in the diagrams in Annex B. Mr. Salas was optimistic about
raising the necessary resources to meet the 1973 committments. Mr. Keppel
said that although projects would be funded on an annual basis, committments
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would be made for 2 and 3 year periods on rare occassions. In other cases,
in which projects covered more than one year, a "planning reservation"
(apparently not a full committment) would be made. Mr. Keppel noted that
UNYPA was not sure what the Governing Council's reaction would be either
to the Work Plan or to the Fund's draft fiscal procedures which were also
being submitted for approval. He thought it possible that the Council
would impose a ceiling of, say US$300,000, above which specific project
approval would be required.

PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES

5. In discussions on programming procedures for 1974, the main points
covered related to regional and inter-regional activities, country pro-
gramming and country missions. With reference to regional and inter-
regional activities, agencies protested that as they had just received
approval for 1973 projects, it was difficult to prepare proposals for 1974
for approval. There followed a long discussion on timetables. Of more
interest to the Bank was the question of country programming. Everyone
appeared to agree that it was valuable but there were doubts as to how
best it could be achieved. Dr. Zahra said that WHO had first tried a
multi-agency mission approach, then i4.th a restricting, but more realistic,
approach involving small missions with the UNFPA and the UN. More recently,
UNFPA had given WHO a mandate to proceed on its own in certain cases. Two
other points at which an agency could enter the project development process
were the Umbrella Agreement, and a complete UNFPA mission. In all these ways,
however, Dr. Zahra said that there was a lack of pre-preparation on pre-
involvement by the agencies. The UNFPA mission to Egypt, for example, had
proceeded to make a plan for the Second Year of the Basic Agreement, without
making recommendations, or givIng the agencies a chance of involvement and
review. In the case of Bangladesh, continued Dr. Zahra, there was more
contact at a senior level, but WIO had only been asked to support and not
participate. It had not been allowed to make all the information it had
available, and there was no formal mission debriefing. In this case, said
Dr. Zahra, the cooperation of the center had not been transferred to the
periphery. Country reviews of information were urgently needed

6. Dr. Sadik for the UNFPA posed the (surprising) question as to
whether governments or agencies should decide country priorities; many
countries were not able to decide priorities. She also said that many
countries did not want to deal with a multitude of agencies. Mr. Salas
said that 11 major countries had been asked to state their priorities in
the population field. He suggested a quarterly meeting to exchange
information. Mr. Graham thought this an artificial approach, because
projects tended to develop suddenly. He gave Bangladesh as an example
of this problem. UNESCO had, literally, been given only five minutes
to prepare, and this lack of preparation was apparent in the rather
inadequate contribution of the UNESCO member because of his inability,
in spite of his experience, to prepare himself properly. Meetings,
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said Mr. Graham, were not the answer and he wanted to know when the UNFPA
had first received the Government's request. Dr. Sadik said that a draft
request was received in November 1972. Mr. Graham said that, in this case,
UNESCO had been the victim of circumstances, but clearly neither the Govern-
ment nor the Resident Representative had done their homework properly. In
noting that the Bangladesh Government needed assistance to develop its approach
before it could present a program and assistance priorities, Dr. Sadik confessed
that the UN system couldn't help because it moved in a "discoordinated fashion."
Mr. Gille thought that the trouble with the Bangladesh mission arose because it
was conceived as a program mission but had to operate first as a policy mission.

7. Several agency representatives, however, pointed to the need for
adequate preparation missions. Discussion took place on the need for an
information gathering phase and which agency should be responsible. It was
agreed that UNFPA should gather information from Resident Representatives,
Coordinators, and UNDP country programming background papers, and that one
day cf each IACC meeting should be devoted to an overall information review.
(It should be noted that, despite a plea from the ILO Representative (Mr.
Doctor), there was no review of ongoing project possibilities and activities
even of ihe major country programs.) Having decided to exchange information,
Mr. Salas then asked how missions could best be mounted "to avoid agency
grumbles and talk of lack of cooperation." India was taken as an example
of a country which had determined its priorities and for which a UN agencies
programming mission was required. In this case, it appeared that the Resident
Representative was not indicating, as he apparently should, what were the
national needs nor was he acting as the focus through which program requests
could be initiated. It was eventually agreed that when agencies had requests
for missions from Governments, they should simultaneously inform the appropriate
Resident Representative and the UNFPA which would warn all agencies of the
situation within six weeks of receipt of the notice. Interested agencies
would then meet at the UNFPA to discuss the situation and determine arrange-
ments for the proposed mission.

WORLD POPUIATION YEAR

8. Mr. Vittachi presented a report on progress made thus far with
preparations for the World Population Year. Considerable progress seems
to have been made in what is essentially a promotional public relations
exercise. It was agreed that an ad hoc IACC meeting should be convened in
the third week of June to allow agency representatives working in the
commniications field to discuss preparations for the World Population Year.

REPORTING

9. Mr. Keppel said that nothing could be done to alter the format
of the quarterly financial reports because their parameters were determined
by the UNDP's computer program. The format of semi-annual project progress
reports, however, was more flexible and could probably be improved. The UN
complained that reports were required for each allocation, and this made it
difficult to make judgements when several allocations might constitute one
project. It was agreed that several allocations could be joined to produce
one report for one project.
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FIELD STAFF

10. It was reported that there are now 12 Coordinators in post and that
four more will be appointed before the end of 1973. Annex C gives the postings
of the Coordinators. Mr. Graham asked whether UNFPA would adopt a procedure
similar to that of the UNDP in delegating authority to Resident Representatives
to approve projects below a specific cost. Mr. Salas replied that, until the
Governing Council had discussed and approved the UNFPA's draft fiscal procedures,
it was not possible to answer the question which would, however, be borne in
mind.

NEXT IACC MEETING

11. The next meeting of the IACC would be held in Geneva on October 18
and 19.

OTHER MATTERS

12. During the course of the meetings, I discussed with Dr. Zahra, as
you requested, Bank-WIE relationships. Dr. Zahra said that neither he nor
Dr. Mahler had any specific problems or complaints on the way in which the
November 1971 understanding was being carried out. He, in particular, felt
that the relationship was effective, but elsewhere in WHO it was considered
that the understanding needed strengthening. Dr. Zahra said that WHO was
not pushing for a formal agreement. He was unable to give specific examples
as to how the understanding could be improved. He thought, however, that
WHO wanted to be involved more in the processes by which a project was
prepared. Dr. Zahra said that, for example, instead of the Bank asking
for a nurse or a doctor, it might discuss the requirements for a mission
with WHO before a decision was taken on the type of support WIO could give.
Dr. Ranganathan's visit to Geneva had been very helpful, he said, in
strengthening the understanding of the Bank's work in Indonesia. Dr. Zahra
said that further exchanges, and visits by WHO staff, at the operational
level would be very useful.

13. Among other matters discussed were;

a) I obtained a copy of the El Salvador mission report which has
not yet been released.

b) There is serious dissatisfaction with the draft Bangladesh Report
and it will not be issued for some time. I managed to obtain a
copy of the text, however.

c) Mr. Graham of UNESCO was not aware of the insurance problems in
connection with Mr. Blake's recruitment for the Bangladesh mission.
He was surprised at UNESCO's attitude and said he would investigate
the situation on his return. He did not know of any requests made
by UNESCO for advance funding of the salary of the consultant for
the population education component of the Indonesia project (contrary
to the statements made to Dr. Ranganathan during his recent visit to
UNESCO).
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14. I also took the opportunity to visit Mr. Hoogenboom at the Popu-
lation Council in connection with the Indonesia project. He reported that
negotiations on the draft agreement with the GOI had gone well and that
Dr. Ranganathan had been very helpful. The Council was still worried that
the University of Chicago would send an adviser to assist with research and
evaluation, which would duplicate the Council's activities. (We have heard
subsequently that the Council will go ahead with its assistance regardless
of this possibility.) I have distributed copies of the revised agreement
within the Bank for review.

co: Mr. Baum, Vice President, Projects Staff
Mr. M. Hoffman, Director, International Relations
Mr. van der Tak, Office - V.P. Projects Staff
Mr. Baldwin, PNPD
Mr. Zaidan, PNPD
Mr. Kang, PNPD
Mrs. Domingo, PNPD
Div. Files
Dept. Files
Central Files
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A Pr~cis of the UNFPA Work Plan 1973-76

The Work Plan 1973-76, now in preparation for the UNDP Governing

Council meeting of June 1973, is an updating of the Work Plan 1972-75,

using fresh estimates based on new data. The new estimates are estimated

budgets of project activities for ongoing projects as well as for new

projects. The new data on which these estimates are based were provided by

the Conversion Documents, the records of new approvals, the field inquiry

responses recently received from the Resident Representatives of UNDP and

from UDFPA Co-ordinators and the reports of forward planning of the executing-

agencies.

New Sources

The Conversion Documents were designed to budget the project costs

of those approved projects of 1972 and earlier which would continue to be in

operation in 1973 and thereafter. The conversion exercise, in effect,

resulted in the distribution of approximately US$46 million- over the period

1973-76 for the implementation of ongoing projects. The Agencies' response to

the budgeting exercise required by the conversion documents indicated that the

Agencies' budgets for project activities of ongoing projects - approved in

1972 and earlier - is US$214.9 million for 1973, US$9.2 million for 1974,

USt2.3 million for 1975 and US$0.5 million for 1976. The approximate balance,

US$9 million, is to be budgeted for the ongoing major country programmes.

The approvals of projects submitted in the last quarter of 1972 -

and the future commitments required for their completion - were another source

of data for the Work Plan 1973-76. The distribution of these data over the

four-year period reveal that newly approved sums for project activities as at

March 1973 were US$15.9 for 1973 and the committed sums - for future years -

were US$6.9 for 197)4, US$1.6 for 1975 and US$0.9 for 1976.

- Of the Us$h46 million, US$20 million represents unspent allocations to
ongoing projects and US$26 million represents earmarkings for the
continuance of ongoing projects.

/...



The sum of budgets for projects yet to be approved - but well on

their way in terms of assessment - is US$9.4 million for 1973, US$9.9 million

for 1974, US$3.7 million for 1975 and US$1.0 million for 1976.

The response to field inquiries addressed to Resident Representatives

and UNFPA Field Co-ordinators and the study of the forward planning of the

executing agencies resulted in another set of data - the budgets of anticipated

projects - these make up the balance of the estimated budgets shown in the

attached table. It is important to note at this point that the sum of estimated

budgets are functionally related to the schedule of resources and expenditures

- established for 1737 The expenditures and the resources for.19737 .are

presumed equal and are estimated to be US$265.5 million for the four year period.

In the planning model for Work Plan 1973-76, anticipated projects were then used
to fill the gaps between the two sets of "known'" data - (i) the conversion

document budgets of ongoing projects, newly approved budgets for project

activities and budgets of pending projects and (ii) the estimated budgets required

to achieve the basic objectives of UVFPA assistance. In point of fact, the

addition of the budgets of anticipated projects in 1973 and 1974 to the "known"

budgets of those years resulted in an overflow of budget demands in excess of

the resource schedule. The overflow of 1973-74 was then put forward to 1975 and

1976. 1The planning model was then made complete - and thereby reconciled with

the ceilings established by the estimates of resources - by the addition of
"estimates-to-trend" to the sectoral subtotals for 1975 and 1976.

Trends in Work Plan Sectors

The most conspicuous dffference between the Work Plan 1972-75 and the

Work Plan 1973-76 is the change in emphasis on allocations to family planning.

The newer plan reduces the shares to the family planning sector to 30.0 per cent

of the four year total, while increasing the shares to almost all other sectors.

It is important to note, however, that the programme support offered under the

heading of multisector activities is mainly for general support to family

planning programmes. Thus a more pragmatic definition of shares for the family

planning sector - which would include not only family planning programmes but

programme support and communication and education programmes - would then bring

the total share to 51.0 per cent (this compares with 58 per cent in the earlier

Plan).

l/ This process involved judgements of priorities for 1973 and 1974.
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It is also important to note ct the outset that the budget estimates

for 1973 are often heavily weighted with past programming and thus can be

construed as a departure from trend. However, in the light of recent research,

it would appear that expenditure in 1973 will be, on average, 60 per cent of

budgets; hence the "peaking" in 1973 will be smoothed by the balances carried

forward to 1974. The balances to be carried forward and the sources of these

estimates will be set out in a separate section.

Basic Ponulation Da',ta

The major effort in the collection of basic population data in 1973

is centered on population censuses - principally those of Sub-Saharan Africa.

These inter-decade censuses will presumably be concluded towards 1975. In

1976, a new spurt of effort is expected from Latin American preparations for

the census programmes in subsequent years. We also note an interest on the

part of some African countries in the establishment of vital registration

services. It is anticipated that the demonstration effects of the World

Population Year will stimulate similar interest in registration systems in the

Latin American and Asian countries as well.

The World Fertility Survey, the implementation phase of which is

scheduled to begin in 1974, is expected to engage the active participation of

50 developing countries. UNFPA support to their participation in the Survey

is estimated at approximately US$1.5 million in 1974, US$3.0 million in 1975

and US$3.0 million in 1976. With the inclusion of small percentages for

economic and social statistics and supporting activities, shares for the

collection of basic population data are on average about one-fifth of total

resources.

Population Drnamics

Funds for project activities on population dynamics are 13.5 per cent

of the total of budget estimates. However, the funds to be allocated to research

projects and those to be allocated for training and research facilities reflect

a trend to increasing shares of the total of budget estimates.

Population Policy

The funds in support of policy formulation assist population

conferences - a relatively small share of the total - and the study of law and

population - the major share of the total. The budgets for implementation of

/...



policies include sums for the developmeint of activities relating to population

factors other than fertility reduction. A marked increase in these activities

is anticipated following the World Population Conference and the World

Population Year.

Family Planninr

Delivery systems continue to be the major project activity of the

family planning sector. And funds to be committed to this service alone are

estimated to grow from 26.5 per cent of total budgets in 1973 to over 33 per

cent of total budget in 1976. It is necessary to note that support to delivery

systems also includes some portion of communication activities, where-thesQ are

minor portions of multisector programmes whose main objectives are delivery

systems. Additionally, it includes the training of personnel who will partici-

pate in the actual delivery of family planning programmes.

Comuication and Education

A dramatic increase in support to the com.munication and education

sector during 1972 provided the impetus for the subsequent growth recorded for

these project activities from 1973 to 1976. The largest increases are expected

in the out-of-school prograrrmnmes, for example, the communications programmes

directed at employee-management groups in developing countries. The total

allocations for communication and education for the four year period is then

14 per cent of total budgets.

Multisector Activities

Perhaps the greatest catalyst for population project activities will be

the World Population Year, 1974. The sums shown are budgets for both the Year

and the World Population Conference, US$3.5 million, in all.

Sums to be allocated in support of interdisciplinary training now

provide funding mainly for the UNFPA fellowships programme. It is worth noting

that the acceptance experienced by the fellowship programme has created a world-

wide demand for this assistance

As we mentioned earlier, the programme support listed under multisector

activities is largely for general programme support to family planning programmes.

/...
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Pronramme Develonment

The recruitment of additional field staff to approximately 30 in 1976

brings the four year total for UPA field support to US$3 million. Moreover,

four year totals for infrastructure support at agency headquarters and regional

offices will come to US$11.3 million and overhead charges on field activities

of UNOTC and FAO are estimated at Us$7.8 million. On the average, all programme

development activities will be aproximately 9 per cent of total resources.

Notes on the Planning Model

The four year sum of the bottom line of the Table of budget estimates

equals the sum of total exnenditures. However, because of differential rates
of implementation - and consequently differential rates of expenditure - among

population projects and also because of the requirement to estimate annual

budgets rather than total budget costs, in anticination of the change from full

funding to annzalized funding, the annual estimates of expenditure are not

identical with the annual estimates of allocations. The differential rates

of expenditure in earlier years have left us with an inheritance of projects

with improving rates of implementation and a less than perfect knowledge of

estimating expenditure.

Our research reveals that we may confidently expect expenditure rates

on project budgets to be 60 per cent of allocations in 1973 and from 66 to 70
per cent of allocations in 1974. W/le expect a great improvement in 1975,

principally because of increasing efficiency of operations and the authority

to commit amounts six months in advance of the year of implementation. We then

predict expenditure rates on project budgets to be aLmost 80 per cent of alloca-

tions in 1975 and - with subsequent improvement - 90 per cent of allocations in

1976. The planning model then gives rise to another set of estimates - shown in

footnote q/ - to wit, the annual planning ceiling which may be defined as the

estimated budgets of any year plus the unexpended balance of the previous year.

The annual planning ceiling is then the total disbursable amount per

annum. In 1973 this amount is US$52.2; in 1974, US$72.0; in 1975, US$92.0; and

in 1976, US$108.6. The improvement in budgeting skills will raise the ratios

of expenditure to total disbursable amounts per annum, and necessarily reduce

the unexpended balances. Over time the annual planning ceiling will approach

the estimated annual budgets (and annual expenditures) as an arithmetic limit.

/...



Summary

The draft estimates of the Work Plan 1973-76 call for a total of

US$255.5 in expenditure for project activities in population programmes.

Half the anount will assist family planning, principally, through family

planning programnme, communication and education in support of family

planning programmes and through general programme support, while assis-

tance to demograDbic project activities will amount to a little more than

one third of the total expenditures. Less than one-tenth will be required

for programme development and the remaining 4 per cent will support

multisector. activities.,:- other than -general programme support -including

the project activities associated with the World Population Year 1974.

It is anticipated that unexpended balances will have a diminishing

effect on annual estimates in consequence of the successful conclusion of

the conversion exercise and the requir eAent to estimate annual expenditure

rather than project cost.



Draft Estimates

Budget Estimates of the UNFPA Work Plan 1973-76
Overall Totals, by Sectors and Year

(in thousand US$)

Work Pla Categor 1973 19T14 1 197 1976 Four-year

Totals

$ Y, $
1. BASIC POPULATION DATA

a. Population Censuses 10012.8 6927.1 6440.8 7200.9 30581.6

b. Vital Statistics 8318 875.8 931X.2 '1448.8 4090.6

c. Sample Surveys 1196.8 2869.0 4503.1 5040.8 13609.7

d. Economic and Social 762.7 534.8 550.9 596.9 2445.3
Statistics

e. Supporting Activities- 407.5

Subtotal 13335.8 1516.8 12836.T 14932 52621.5 20,6

2. POPULATION DYNAMI CS

a. Research Projects 2716.3 2082.7 3254.1 5365.2 13418.3

b. Training and Research 2352.2 3001.8 4033.5 4531.8 13919.3
Facilities

c. Population Aspects of
Planning 1670.14 1486.4 1565.5 2401.7 7124.0

Subtotal 6738.9 6570 9 8853.1 12298.7 34461.6 13.5

3. POPULATION POLICY

a. Policy Formulation/ 524.7 551.1 607.0 839.7 2522.5

b'. Implementation of Policies - 224.7 320.7 446.0 673.4 1664.8

Subtotal 749.4 871.8 1053.0 1513.1 4187.3 1.6

4. FAIMILY PLANNING

a. Delivery Systems-/ 96714.8 10522.8 17100.2 26533.7 63831.5

b. Programme Management 2266.5 1811.6 1989.6 2532.4 8600.1

c. Fertility Regulation
Techniques 1293.6 1621.9 934.4 815.0 4664.9

Subtotal 13234.9 13956.3 200214.2 29881.1 77096.5 30.2



(Continued)

Overall Totals, by Sectors and Year

(in thousand US$)

Work Plan Catenory 1973 197 19 1976 b Four-year

Totals

~~15
5.COMMU.NICATION AND EDUCATION

a... Commnication for MotiVatiqn -
in' FAniiy innin nT 312.8 30 i 30 60 9 17 18

b. Population Education in
Schools 1458.3 1617.T 2217.2 2937.0 8230.2

c. Out of School Programmes 2177.1 2400.2 3084.9 4497.8 12160.0

Subtotal 6948.2 7388.0 9745.1 13497.7 37579.0 14.7

6. MULTISECTOR- ACTIVITIEST-I--- . .

a. World Population Year 1312.6 1534.1 609.1 ... 3455.8
b. Documentation Centres and

Clearing Houses 250.9 233.5 350.2 608.1 1442.7

c. Interdisciplinary Training 1019.8 1156.0 1256.0 1902.4 5334.2

d. General Programme Support 2135.9 2276.4 4530.9 6989.5 15932.7

Subtotal 4719.2 5200.0 6746.2 9500.0 26165.4 10.2

7. PROGPMTELE DEVELOPTETT

a. Field Staff 565.7 731.5 877.4, 937.0 3111.6
e/b. Infrastructure- 2507.7 2587.9 2714.3 3488.6 11298.5

c.- Overhead Charges- 960.5 1536.4 2233.4 3030.0 7760.3

d. Other 138.0 206.5 374.6 500.0 1219.1

Subtotal 4171.9 5062.3 6199.7 7955.6 23389.5 9.2

Programme Budgets 49898.3 50566.1 65457.8 89578.6 255500.8 100.0

Preliminary Estimates of
Administrative Budgets 2300.0 2500.0 2600.0 2600.0 . 10000.0

Programme and Administrative-
Budget Totals 52198.3 53066.1 68057.8 92178.6 265500.8



Notes to the Table

a/ These include the training, advisory and resource facilities in support
of the collection of basic population data.

b/ Includes population conferences at national, regional and global levels.

c_ Excludes family planning programmes, covered separately as Sector 4 and
communication and education in support of family planning programmes,
covered separ as Sector 5.

Where major Amily planning delivery systemsinclude small portions of
multisector activities - as in the case of some comprehensive country
projects - budgets for these activities are included with delivery
systems.

Includes support to population units at agency headquarters and regional
offices.

- Overhead charges on implemented projects paid to the United Nations
(OTC) and FAO at a stipulated percentage.

The principal elements of the planning model are related as follows
(in USA million)

1973 1974 1975 1976 Total

Estimated Budgets 52.2 53.1 68.0 92.2 265.5

Estimated Planning Ceiling
(Preliminary) 52.2 76.5 93.0 113.5

Estimated Expenditures 33.3 52.5 76.6 103.1 265.5

Project Expenditures 31.0 50.0 74.0 100.5 255.5

Administrative Budget
Expenditures 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.6 10.0

Unexpended Balance (Estimated
Planning Ceiling less

Expenditures) 18.9 24.0 16.4 10.4

Balance carried forward 18.9 24.0 16.4

Planning Ceiling (estimated
budgets and balance carried
forward) 52.2 72.0 92.0 108.6
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Planned e-o ce s -or; /2[ 0o1 Author t_

(in millions of dollars)

1973 1974 1975 1976 Total

Part A: Resources and x-.oenitures

Resources

Released resources 26.1 26.1

New resources 42.0 54.0 64.o 74.0 234.0

Other incomce 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.8 5.4

Total resources 69.1 55.0 65.6 75.8 265.5

Expenditures

prora[mme

Planned/expenditures 31.0 50.0 74.0 100.5 255.5

Administrative budgets 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.6 10.0

Total expenditures 33.3 52.5 76.6 103.1 265.5

Part B: Resource Balances

Annual resources less total

annual exoenditures 35.8 2.5 -11.0 -27.3 0.0

Resource balance carried forward 38.3 27.3 0.0 0.0

Part C: Aunroval Authority

Approval authority granted by

Council in January 1972 26.0 26.0

Additional Approval Authority

requested of 16th session 26.o 53.0 21.0 8.0 108.0

Total - 134.o

Note

(1) The data shown above will result in implementation ratios of 60 for 1973 and 66/

for 1974, the latter figure being based on the assumpotion that rost of the

$21 million programmed but not spent in 1973 will result in expenditures in 1974.

(2) The proportion of second and third year approval authority provided for above is
drawn from U:FPA' s current experience.
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30 April - 1 May 1973
New Yohk

nraftt Agenda'Item 9

UNFPA FIELD STAFF

When the IACC met last October there were only three UNFPA

Coordinators on duty. Now twelve Coordinators have been posted and we

expect that at least four more will be appointed before the end of 1973.

Names and addresses of the twelve Coordinators are shown on the attached

list.

With the strengthening of our Field Staff we expect to be able to

give better service to the Agencies in programming 
new projects and

implementing current ones. We wish to have our Coordinators' assessment

of every country project before its approval, and since country projects

must be submitted to UNFPA through the Resident Representative our Coordinators

will have an opportunity for project appraisal in the field.

One element of coordination that needs more thought is the approval

process for regional and global projects. Some of our Coordinators have

complained that they hear of a global project only after its 
approval for

funding by UNFPA. This communication is partly the responsibility of

UNFPA, but the assistance of Agency Headquarters in informing Resident

Representatives, and thus UNFPA Coordinators, of projects 
that will affect

their country programmes will be welcome.

30 April 1973
UNFPA:PM



LIST OF COORDINATORS

Mrs. Suzanne Aurelius Mr. K. J.. Winton La ie

UNFPA Coordinator UNFPA Coordinator

c/o Resident Representative c/o Resident Representative

of the UNDP of the UNDP
Casilla 197-D P. 0. Box 618

Santiago, Chile Bangkok, Thailand

Mr. B. G. Bantegui Mr. Theodorb C. Nelson

UNFPA Coordinator UNFPA Coordinator

c/o Resident Representative c/o Resident Representative

.of the UNDP of the UIIDP

P. 0. Box 30218 P. 0. Box 1555

Nairobi, Kenya Thhran, Iran

Mr. Dipak Bhatia Mr. Luis Olivos

UNFPA Coordinator UNFPA Coordinator

c/o Resident Representative c/o Resident Representative

of the UNDP of the UNDP

P. 0. Box 962 Apartado Postal 6719

Cairo, Egypt Mexico D.F., Mexico

Mr. Tristram Eastwood Dr. S. V. Raja Rao

UNFPA Coordinator UINFPA Coordinator

c/o Resident Representative c/o Resident Representative

of the UNDP of the UNDP

P. o. Box 1864 P. 0. Box 295
Manila, Philippines Apia, Western Samoa

Mr. Harry F. Hemmerich Mr. Hans C. J. Wagener

UNFPA Coordinator UNFPA Coordinator

c/o Resident Representative c/o Resident Representative

of the UNDP of the UNDP

P. 0. Box 280 P. 0. Box 2338

Kingston, Jamaica Djakarta, Indonesia

Mr. Majeed Khan Mr. George Worth

UNFPA Coordinator UNFPA Coordinator

c/o Resident Representative c/o Resident Representative

of the UNDP of the UNDP

P. 0. Box 1505 CPO'. Box 143

Colombo, Sri Lanka Seoul, Korea



INTERNATIONAL DEVELO 'T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT , CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Michael L. Hoffman DATE: April 24, 1973

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: Bank/UNFPA Relations

1. This is to confirm the substance of our conversations on the manner

in which Bank/UNFPA activities may be coordinated.

2. I attach for your information a note of a meeting which was held

here two weeks ago with UNFPA representatives, when specific cases of

Bank/UNFPA collaboration were discussed. These included Kenya, Bangladesh

and Philippines.

3. In the case of the Philippines, the UNFPA already has an existing

agreement and most of our proposed financing is not likely to cause any

problem. There is one area of financing we need to discuss more fully

when our appraisal mission's findings are more firm, before the Bank

takes a decision.

4. In the case of Kenya, we have made the "white cover report" avail-

able and our position on financing it is fairly flexible at this stage.

UNFPA has agreed with a joint coordination effort by both agencies in a

multi-donor effort. The Regional staff had identified the possible manner

in which this could be done.

5. In the case of Bangladesh the collaboration goes further, and the

UNFPA is assigning a staff member full-time to the Bank's Sector mission

next month. We have agreed to use the "Kenya model" for follow through

if our subsequent experience on this model moves smoothly.

6. The last two countries (Kenya/Bangladesh) will provide a modus of

operating cross-sectoral projects in what is technically sound and hope-

fully minimizing possible difficulties. As in these things, it involves

some careful footwork all the time. In the light of these developments,

we agreed that we should proceed working on these lines, using the

,principles set out in the document entitled "Coordination of Bank/UNFPA

Activities" which Mr. McNamara has approved as our guidelines for possible

division of labor. In these circumstances, at this stage we agreed that

no formal exchange of papers seems necessary.

Attachment

KK:bli



D=- rmcnt Filea April 6, 1973

Lina V. Domingo

Meeting between the IBRD and the UjPA on April. 3, 1973

1. At a meeting in Washington on April 3, 1973, discussions were held
between the IBRD and the UNFPA on the population projects in Indonesia, Iran,
Kenya, Bangladesh and the Philippines. The UNFPA was represented by Mr. Halvor
fille and Dr. Nafis Sadik. The Bank was represented by Dr. K. Kanagaratnam,
Mr. G. Baldwin, Mr. G. Zaidan and Mr. H. Jones.

2. The following points of understanding were reached:
A. Indonesia

i. The Bank would inform the UWTPA in writing that pre-project financ-
ing of $400.,000 for the three central advisers was no longer required;
ii. Representatives of the Controller's Departments of the UNDP, the
Bank and of the Implemetation and Evaluation Division of the UNFA would
meet to discuss financial procedures relating to the joint project;
iii. The UNFPA would officially~ inform WD that, contrary to some reports
received, VI is in fact actively involved in the project and that SEOD has
received and accepted a formal Government invitation to assist in the imple-
mentation of the hospital post-partum component. The UNvFPA would furnish
the Bank with a copy of its letter3
iv. The Executive Director of the UNFPA would confirm to the Bank, in
writing, his agreement to the proposed change in the period of the first
year in which the forala applicable to disbursement of operational cost
would apply, and to the exception for the hospital post-partum program;
v. The Bank and the UNTPA would explore further how the Bank would re-
port to the UNFPA as executing agency for the Indonesia project. The UNFPA
Population Coordinator in Djakarta would consult frequently with the Bank's
population specialist there (Dr. Ranganathan) on the progress of the pro-
ject;
vi. In accordance with the Joint Financing Agreement, the Bank would in-
vite the UNFPA to participate in its first supervision mission to Indonesia
(tentatively scheduled for June 1973);

B. Iran
To sinplify and speed up arrangements the UNFPA, agreed to withdraw

its pledge to finance the management study and the Bank would finance it in-
stead. The Government would be informed accordingly by both the Bank and the
UNFPA.
ii. The UNFPA would discuss with the Government whether it still nueded
a nanagement adviser as previously requested. Both the UNFPA and the Bank
felt that, under the cincumatances, the appointment of a management adviser
for a one-year term would be unjustified and ineffective;
iii. At the Fund's suggestion, the Bank would be glad to discuss the man-
agement study with the Public Administration Division of the United Nations;

C. Kenya
i. The Bank would send the UFPA, for coments, a copy of its sector re-
port which was expected to be finished sometime this week. The report would
also be sent to the Goverment and other donors;
ii. After eliciting informal responses from interested donors, a meeting



would be called to clear any areas of overlapping interest. The Fund pro-
posed that this be done by the Government instead of by the Bank and/or the
Fund.

D. Banldesh
i. The UNFPA accepted the Bank's proposal to have a full-time member on
the Bank sector mission scheduled in May. The UMFPA was considering the nom-
ination of Dr. Paja Rao. The Bank would meet his travelling and subsistence
expenses. The UNFPA was aware of the period of time Dr. Rao would be expected
to spend with the mission (i.e. approximately one month in the field and about
two weeks in Washington).
ii. The UNFPA would keep the Bank informed on what steps the UNFPA plans
to take on its mission's report. If sent to the Government before departure
of the Bank mission, a copy would be given the Bank as background,
iii. To avoid giving conflicting recommendations to the Governent, the
Bank and the UNFPA would consult and meet, if necessary, to discuss both the
findings of the Bank and the UNFPA respective missions.

E. The Philippines
i. There was a preliminary discussion onhi>r;ancing arrangements for ex-
penses at the Population Comission would be allocated. The UNFPA made avail-
able the Government's letter to them on this subject. It was agreed that the
Bank would review their proposals -in the contex t of the UNFPA letter and con-
sult with them before taking action. One possibility mentioned was that the
Fund would continue to strengthen the support of the Population Comission on
the headquarters level and that the Bank would concentrate its support on the
field level.

cleared w/ & cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam
Mr. Baldwin
Mr. Zaidan
Mr. Jones

cc: Dept. Files
Div. Files
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b & d taken together appear to me 
to mean the

-w ~ill be a hardware project whereas

the important elements 
of a country's population

program on which the Bank 
would want assurance

in connection with its 
loan are likely to be

"soft-ware" RMcN



ATTACHMENT

COORDINATION OF BANK AND UNFPA ACTIVITIES

1. There has recently been increasing evidence of serious interestat senior levels in both the Bank's PNP Department and the UNFPA inclarifying the criteria for operational collaboration. This impressionwas confirmed in a private luncheon between Dr. Kanagaratnam and Mr. Salasthe Executive Director of the UNFPA, in New York on March 12. A similarapproach was made by the Fund's Deputy Director, Mr. Gille, at the ReviewMeeting. In the cases of Bangladesh and Kenya Mr. Salas specificallyproposed closer collaboration than the "Malaysian" model. It now remainsto translate the firm intentions expressed in that and other recent meet-ings into specific operational coordination.

2. We believe the following broad division of responsibilities providesthe minimum basis in which Bank operations will not be compromised and couldbe an acceptable basis for discussion with the UNFPA leading towards a moresatisfactory division of responsibilities:

(a) Basic sector reviews should be a responsibility of the Bank inall countries where the Bank has under consideration a future
population project. The UNFPA would be invited to propose
member(s) on such missions, although they would not in any sense
be run as joint missions. The Bank would retain complete respon-
sibility for the final report although it would of course invite
comments from the UNFPA in addition to the personal comments made
by the UNFPA staff member who had served on the mission;

(b) In financing projects with UNFPA, the Bank would be prepared to
limit most of its project "financing" to conventional items.
"Software" items like operating costs, commodities, local expen-
ditures, fellowships, could normally be financed by UNFPA. Tech-
nical assistance in the form of advisors would have to be structured
on a case-by-case basis to ensure Bank influence on projects.
Projects assistance could also be broken down by functional
categories with each party financing specific functional elements.
Since borrowers are more likely to be influenced by actual sources
of funding than by the legal definitions of projects, it should be 9clearly understood with UNFPA that exceptions to the normal "hardware-
Bank/software-Fund" arrangements would be needed where the Bank felt
this necessary to achieve major institution-building objectives,
especially in the program management and evaluation field and in
providing key policy-making advisors. Also, any division of financial
roles would not govern the definition or boundaries of Bank projects.
These would be defined by considerations other than the source of
funding of facilities and activities defined as part of the project.

(c) In some cases Bank-assisted projects would be sufficiently broad so
that other external donors, in addition to the Bank and UNFPA, might
also be involved. In such cases, the Bank would, wherever feasible,

/



ATTACHMENT
Page 2

in consultation with UNFPA and based on sectoral analysis, develop
with other interestedchnors an overall financing plan which would
be subject to review and agreement among all concerned donors; in
such situations the Bank should play a role similar to its role in
aid-coordination but recognize the role of UNFPA by involving it
in the preliminary preparatory work.

(d) In order to give more recognition to each cooperating institution
it seems best to have the Bank and the Fund sign separate agree-
ments with the Government and to tie these together via a third
tripartite agreement to which the two external donors and the
government would be signatories. While such an arrangement would
imply a common project definition, the particular form of financial
cooperation (e.g. joint or parallel funding) could vary from case
to case. So, too, might the arrangements for project supervision,
project reporting, exchange of information, consultations on key
project components and additional financing. This will also mean
working "in tandem" and according to a common time-table for
negotiations and loan signing.

GBBaldwin:KKanagaratnam/bli
March 20, 1973
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flLO1ITING TELEX 7o~

FROM: GENE7A Distr ibution

Mr. raves
Poplation Rrojects

04/09/73 0309 EST@

440098 IBRD Ul

22598 RICHD CH

GRAVES PLEASE KANAGARTANAM INFORM ME SOONEST PRESIDENTS REACTION

IF ANY OUR MEMO ON BANK UNFPA RELATIONS ALSO INFORM KK WE IN SERIOUS

DIFFICULTY WHO ABOUT WHICH I WANT TALK TO HIM NEXT WEEK

REGARDS

HOFFMAN

440098 IBRD UI

22598 RICHD CH
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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Mr. Robert S. jcNamara (through Mr. ias) March 20, 1973

K. Kanagaratnam and M.L. Hoffman

Recent Populatin Ativities

The attached memorandum sumarizes the principal developments with
respect to our population rijects and in relations with the other main
organizations active in tA popula:.on ficl.

On this occasion, in addition to any comaenta that you may wish to
make an the report, we would like to obtain your approval for an approach
to a somewhat more structurd relaCionship with U1lA, as outlined in the
attachment to our report. 1M is the other priacipal multilateral funding
agency operating in the population sector, and we think that our relation-
ship to UNFPA is becoming more analogous to that between the Bank and the
UN!P than, say, our relaions with NtO, The recent changes in the set up
of IfTPA, and its coming uder the surveillance, if not precisely under
the supervision, of the Governing Council of the UNDP, and under UNDP
financial regulations are additional reasons for attempting to establish
a kind of presumptive division f labor between js. e would stress the
word attempting" as W may not b able to reach agreement with UNFPA on
some of the fundamental non-financial matters affectin the Bank's relation-
hip with borrowers that are referred tO in the not. owevar, if our
approach meets with your approval, we think it is yort a try.

Attachment

A K/bli



ialaa NOTE - POPULATION ATIVITIE. AA A M' L

unC ill 1972 - LAu 1973

1' TA

COUNTRY PROGRAM PICTURE

Arabpulicof Eyt

1. Appraisal of a bank project has been completed. A yellow-cover

report will be ready by late April 1973. Nny project component8 need

furtor definition. The project ill invov about $A.0 million in ID

financing, or about T%: of total project costs.

2. The inadequacy of preparation at country level mas that this
projec aill slip into tan nat fiscal year. ecant report a e that the

Chairian of th xcutive ord of Iri nlaL 13 Vts Zad is powers and
duties reAtricte nd mre auth .y t s in te ealth inistry.
This change wll probably be good bot to further the progra and the

Bank project.

.naashi

3. One staff o r (r . . Ratellffe; articipte: in a UNFA/

Agency mision to dangladesh in January-FAbruary. T , 10r tnam visited

anwladesh and the out e t t e visit "as

to provide imedi ta a8sistance to the Planning C1oU asion
on the sectoral pl 

. contin g Aistace rogh two staff members (this is

being~ done);

iii. to undertae t x Gova n t' :sues a s.-toril
analysis wa nc g plaus fort he zMewr - aow fixad
for : -a in 9 73.

Diacu sa on collaboratio u ac aasiton in the first

wek of 1arch r ag a York aulti ir inancing plan islikel
toevolvebuts .tremly aO 4Afootwon aldor at ai t e.

Brazil

4. A nutrition projec iic tin mlsso to ,rasi took place in

February and the next steps in preparation are being followed up ith the

Governmant. Te prospets of w triton p a ri r oo and

aprao it pect In t y01
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El Salvador

5. A short mission visited El Salvador in February to explore the

possibility of developing a population project. lajor issue discussed

was the presentation of a "population project" in more acceptable termin-

ology, e.g. family welfare project, pregnancy related activities, etc.

Agreement was reached on mutually acceptable language for loan documants.

However, the prospects for a project are unclear as t,,re are presently

too many donors interested in assisting the program; clarification of

the roles of IDB, USAL an UFPA funding will influence our decision

whether or not to proceed. Government commitent to fanily planning is

sufficiently positive to justify Bank involvement,.

6. No proposal from the Government as to a nutrition component has

yet been received.

India

7. At the request of the Government of I dia, the credit effectiveness

of this project has been delayed again until May 1973. The problem is the

GOI's inability so far to appoint Directors of the two Population Centers.

In fact, both Directors had been selected, offered appointments and in one

case declined after initial acceptance. Although thia is an unfortunate

delay, we are satisfied that all reasonable action was taken by the Govern-

ment. However, all otaer actions in the project are moving ahead - after

some initial start-up delay.

Indonesia

8. This is really moving ahead satisfactorily. The best news from

the country is the program performance (new acceptors) as shown in the

following table:

YearY/ Original Revised Actua Remarks

1970-71 125,000 131,059
1971-72 200,0000 500,000 519,33
1972-73 550,000 1,000,000 6 3,8 Target revised down-

1973-74 1,000,000 1,250,000 wards to 30,000

1974-75 1,700,000
1975-76 2,300,000

1/ Indonesian fiscal year (Java, dura, and Bali only).
2/ April-January only.
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The figures for the months in 1972-73 are as follows:

April 51,149
Nay 50, 43
June 51,8&)
July 57,168
August 59,169
Septenbar 67,433
October 60,574
November 54,938
1ecember 87,433
January 123,616

Iran

9. The Bank's project, for which a loan of $16 million is proposed, is
scheduled for Board presentation on May 22, 1973, Negotiations are to start

on March 28. Total cost of the project i estiaated at US$31.8 million, the

foreign exchange component of which is $8.9 million. The proposed iBank loan

for health facilities, training centers, a management study and preparation

of a nutrition project represents approximately 50% of the total costs.

Kenya

10. Appraisal of a Bank project has been completed and a first draft

report is being reviewed within the Bank, lt is scheduled for Board presen-

tation late in the summner. The report appraises the program requirements of

the Five-Year Family lanning Plan of the Government in terms of physical

and financial resources, as well as those components of the Plan which the

ank is likely to f'inance.

11. The project is designed to serve as the basis for an expanded national

family planning program. The majo emphasis of the project and the Five-Year

Family Planning Plan will be on the training of lay and technical middle-level

manpower to extend family planin services, especially to the rural areas. The

project package will cover capital works, yehicles and equipment, technical

assistance and recurrent costs.

12. A WHO consultant and a UNFPA representative participated in the mission.

nor coordination has been discussed with four potential bilateral donors; it

is likely that the Bank and UNFPA will jointly sponsor the aid-coordination

effort.

13. The Bank loan for a $5.0 million population project was signed on

January 16. The UNFPA agreement with the overnment was signed on January 24.
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ited Natis for tivitis (FPA)

18. The second sm-am 1 view uesting was held in New York in

January. The meeting t of well as could e expected, given the

built-in element of co:petition in our operations. Starf work was poorly

done at the U iPA end for t :aeeting and got less out of it tan we

could have. The Fund ould lie to see some fintion of our workin

relationships in terns o finance and influence. Some quarters in the

Fund would like to see the ank restricted t "bricks and mortar financing

but we have consistently tan the position thLat we must have program

influence if our association is to be a meaningful one. Despite this,

it may be time to try te reach agreement with UFA on our respective roles.

A possible approach is outlined in the attachud note (following snral

discussions on this subject which )r. .anagaratna d with Ir. Salas of

the Fund.)

19. Specific sesion on Malaysia, iran and gladesh were held with

Fund officials. These sessions went off satisfactorily.

World Health Organization (WRO)

0. Relations with iQ have been on aa even keel. They aave begur. to

understand Bank operations and do not feel so threatened as they did two

years ago, They are also co to ter with the concept tt while the

Bank can draw on their expertise, it as a e tne judgment for its

operations on its own criteria and rules. 10 staf have participated in

missions to iKenya, ARE, and the Philippinen. The question of broader use

of HO has been mentioned and ill probably co u t e next review.

WO receives reports in early stages but their coients are rarely of

much value, being brief, late, and primarily concerned with institutional

interests.

U.S. Aec o nentoa eeomn A

21. Since the firt reiew meeting with USAID in October 1972, we

have had three meetings with Dr. Jarold tieffer, Ausistant AduinistratOr,

Population and uraanitarian Assistance.

At the first meeting Dr. Kieff a pressed interest in the ank's

sector analyses ad said that it poibla the Bank can perform a useful

service here, as neither AID nor other agencies have the capability to

carry out such analyses. At the second eetin Dr. Kieffer said that the

USAID is reviewing tne relative emphasis to be given to health, nutrition,

and population objectives in these closely-related reas. Le felt that in

the past the population objective has clearly dominated AID operations,

partly because this is explicit in tne preamble of Title 10. In addition,

Dr. Kieffer hoped that AID can a its own funds go fartner in these three

areas by coordinating them wherever possible 
with unds provided by other

external donors, amon~ who he considered the Bank important.

2j 3. * ffer had aot yet translated MA new paicy into specific

procedures for secur donor cooperation in particular countries or projects.
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However, at out third meeting t wek, we proposed specific collaboration

in Kenya and Bangladel (an. er, in Ul Sal ador) to see how such

cooperation can be worke out in operational terms. At ti s meeting,

Dr. Kieffer was quite frank and advisad us to deal with his office directly

to overcome any resistance at Raved"olts level. Discussions at tie working

level between th PNP Department and AID staff have taken place, but so

far have lacked substance and have consisted primarily of exchane of

information.

24. We expect some resistance from Al Lield of!ice in Manila for

any Bank involve:ent there. Nibloc, the ;iissio irector, has a possessive

attitude toward his central role in population in th t country. t i

need careful handling

25. On February 25 a t urve, eport of Congress, eatirled VA

to Population/FaMYily Phnning in Aaf was issued by Congress and coutaius

interesting comaenta, only on '. pro ir but also on agency reLatiou-

ships.

26, On balance, relations wit I :n Ica, Thni a, and Ldo esi

are sati factory.

Uited atins Cnidrens gergencyFund (un ICAF)

27. We e witR ICE last December and revieed o r respective work

rogr for populatim and autrition ovr the n ew years, UIGF t le

tat they we ri iciz d i their ar aunt heir nutrition policy an

are resessing thi strateyy in this field. t ~GF is collaborating with
us 1te idonesian n 4 t.

Popion Coucil

Sxlation it h Co nc on to a ver cooperativ and

Ito consultato n k% b00 W- te a1d The C i l 1W.:ed

our Pticipatio twoetga i A , viewof ziterna

and Child 'ealth-basd a y lannin r , u notr on ne co

ercihl sector as a contra ceptive ielvaye systeu. The Council 11as accepted

an invitation to impl ent t researc and evalalo- couponents c te

Tndonesia rojest, an is wrn! ot finl deta,.la. jogethar witn the

Fo ound othe at ng a oelt tvacant y the A opation

Division' decision not to participate in tae Indonesia project.

Organizatio for Ecmcw oyeato and :evlo0e (: 1ChW a

29. Dr. Kana ratna atteded the !xpert ap Neetin on "The Con tralnts

on Population Activit ad t : o a bs- lye 'apacity" in ParI in
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December 1972. A discussion of particular intereat was the issue o loans

vs. grants, as raised particularly by the Ravenholt 0Zemorandur of last

October. Attached to our last report to you was an extract of the OECD

background paper on the issue an we stated that Dr.. Kanagaratnam would

make a staterent at the Paris I1aeting, This statenent is being published

in full asan Annex to th OCCD Rport on the meeting.

anagaratnambli
Mlar,20/73
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in consultation with Ul17PA and bajed on seecorui i~orysi, davep
with other interested (iinors an overall financing plan which would
be subje~ct to review and agreemaent amaoug all concerned donors; in
such situations the Bankshould play a role similar to its role in
aid-coordination but recognize tliM rola oi 2P:A by involing it
in the prelimaiaary preparatory w .

(d) la order to give ora recogaitiou to each eoperating instituriom
it seas best to have trk Bank and the l'and bign separate agree-
muents with the Governmaeat and to tie taase togsctuer via a third
tripartite agreemnt to wadeh taa two estaruat donors :ad the
governraant would be siguatorie:- ahile such an arrangemernt woul'
imply a coraaon project desiraLtion the eart icular form of financial
cooperation (e.g. joint or paallei fauing) caulu vary from case
to case, i~o, too, :inh th arrangements f at project supervision,
project reporting, exchange of inforaation, coneultationa on key
project component3 and saditional fin'meing. This will also an
working "in tandema and according to a comono time-tablea for
negotiations and loan signing.

~ni~ldwu Kanaar.nan/bli
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INTERNATIONKAL J LOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK F(, | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELCPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. HgN mara (through Mr. Baum) DATE: March 20, 1973

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam and M.L. Hoffman

SUBJECT: Recent Population Activities

The attached memorandum surmarizes the principal developments with
respect to our population projects and in relations with the other main
organizations active in the population field.

On this occasion, in addition to any comments that you may wish to
make on the report, we would like to obtain your approval for an approach
to a-somewhat more structured relationship with UNFPA, as outlined in the
attachment to our report. UNFPA is the other principal multilateral funding-
agency operating in the population sector, and we think that our relation-
ship to UNFPA is becoming more analogous to that between the Bank and the
UNDP than, say, our relations with WHO. The recent changes in the set up
of UNFPA, and its coming under the surveillance, if not precisely under
the supervision, of the Governing Council of the UNDP, and under UNDP
financial regulations are additional reasons for attempting to establish
a kind of presumptive division of labor between us. We would stiess the
word "attempting" as we may not be able to reach agreement with UNFPA on V_,/
some of the fundamental non-financial matters affuecitg the Bank's relatio-
ship with borrowers that are referred to in the notc. However, if our
approach meets with your anmova], we think it is uo th a try.

2I_2

Attachment

LH:KK/Ubli
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ATTACHMENT

COORDINATION OF BANK AND UNFPA ACTIVITIES

1. There has recently been increasing evidence of serious interest

at senior levels in both the -Bank's PNP Department and 'the UNFPA in

clarifying the criteria for operational collaboration. This impression

was confirmed in a private luncheon between Dr. Kanagaratnam and Mr. Salas,

th- Executive Director of the UNFPA, in New York on March 12. A similar

approach waIs made by the Fund's Deputy Director, Mr. Gille, at the Review

Meeting. In the cases of Bangladesh and Kenya Mr. Salas specifically

proposed closer collaboration than the "Malaysian" model. It now remains

to translate the firm intentions expressed in that and other recent meet-

ings into specific operational coordination.

2. We believe the following broad division of responsibilities provides

the minimum basis in which Bank operations will not be compromised and could

be an acceptable basis for discussion with the UNFPA leading towards a more

satisfactory division of responsibilities:

(a) Basic sector reviews should be a responsibility of the Bank in

all countries where the Bank has under consideration a future

population project. The UNFPA would be invited to propose

member(s) on such missions, although they would not in any sense

be run as joint missions. The Bank would retain complete respon-

sibility for the final report although it would of course invite

commets- f -rm tb UNFPA in addition to the personal comments macie

by the UNIFPA staff member who had served on the mission;

(b) In financing projects with UNFPA, the Lank uould be prepared to

limit most of its project "financing" to con-entional items.

"Software" items like operating costs, commodities, local expen-

ditures, fellowships, could normally be financed by UNFPA. Tech-

nical assistance in the form'of advisors would have to be structured

on a case-by-case basis to ensure Bank influence on projects.

Projects assistance could also be broken down by functional

categories with each party financing specific functional elements.

Since borrowers are more likely to be influenced by actual sources

of funding than by the legal definitions of projects, it should be

clearly understood with UNFPA that exceptions to the normal "hardware-

Bank/software-Fund" arrangements would be needed where the Bank felt

this necessary to achieve major institution-buildirg objectives,
especially in the program management and evaluation field and in

providing key policy-making advisors. Also, any division of financial

roles would not govern the definition or boundaries of Bank projects.

These would be defined by considerations other than the source of

funding of facilities and activities defined as part of the project.

(c) In some cases Bank-assisted projects would be sufficiently broad so

that other external donors, in addition to the Bank and UNFPA, might

also be involved. In such cases, the Bank would, wherever feasible,

1 A- ZI!
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March 13, 1973

Mr. Rafael Salas
Erecutive Director
United Nations Fund for

Population Activities
485 Lexington Avenue
Now York, N.Y. 10017

Dear Rafael:

It was good that we were able to get together yesterday and
have a long discussion on the many matters of mutual concern. As
always, I enjoyed both the discussion and the lunch.

As you will recall, we discussed in general terms Bank/Fund
cooperation in Kenya and Bangladesh. I will be writing to you
very soon in more specific terms on the modalities of cooperation
in the Kenya program, and also hope to be able to get to you the
Bank's review of the Kenya Five Year Plan. This could be the
basis for our discussions and, in fact, for a multi-donor effort.

I preaun. it will take a little longer to firm up our thoughts
on Bangladesh, but I have noted your wish that we should endeavor
a more effective method of collaboration than we developed in
Malaysia. Effective collaboration is important in particular in
this country, which has needs which are much greater than any res-
ources which might be applied either by the Fund or the Bank, or
even both together, for many years to come.

Once again, it was good to see you.

With regards.

Since ly,

K. Kanagaratnam
Director

Population and Nutrition Projects Department

cc: Messrs.Hoffman-IRDDR
Baldwin-PNPD

KK:bli
Bank:UNFPA liaison



January 5, 1973

Mr. Oafael Salas
Executiva Diractor
United Nation; ?una for Population Activitier3
435 Lexinnton Avaune

TNewT York, :!.Y. 10017

DWar Mr. Sls:

Mir. De7uth a a;ked me to reppond to vour letter to him of ecember 12,
since the natter3 you raise nre opcratioil questions arisin: out of cr
nutual activitics in !ran.

e are of course aware that the UVA/COI /reament of 1971 provides
support for 7inarenent inrovement in the Vs'ily Planninn Division of the
7iinistry of Nealth. Since toat A:rnerent nai worked out, however, tn
4inistry of alth has broalened its uareness of what needs to he done
in order to :rove the organization and nanaeoment of the national -fail
plnnriA proe-cn. It hn comn to be realized that the provision of a sin0l

Paa n srcould not ire ruch of a contribution until t rA
fit LIn nn in-dwth analylia of mannerial and or nnizational pol ot
the icntry : QiT Woct its faNlO v 2pi: activities. C mavly
the inistry requested Bank n.aistance, botA tcnical and fiunninl, Qn

oraanizing the kind of :na"oumnt study dhicl uas now felt to he rqcd. 2a
realized of course tWat the evoution of oveirnment thilking about the nature
and scnle of mann-rail assistance needej would raise a question abou tae
advinability of proceding to recruiL te r TA . ana ieient Advisor, atles
until after the later naemnt study hAd boon ccnuleted (or t last itn

first stqa ). Consequentlv the naPraisl mission disculsed this Proble,
with 7r. .elIon in Tiehra in ~ts!r a it ua greed Yin az tc tie
sensibe courne w=s to hold Off ca the rcutntof the UNTPA Kui:;or un-
til th unaturn and timinj of the "annent nculy becnae clear. TVi josition
was dinesaod in aningt'on With 'l aTs S:, who also areed Uit4 te Pro-
posed o-ra ant.

He bank h7 accordinqly .roced&e to "ork out eraft Tern of 70for'unc
for t nrononad nn ment st"l and it Oan :eavy visited four :meecent

consulving firs (I "riti, 2 A rical) L) tovt ChPr intereqt in 7ioparln-
propolnis for Oucn a Ludv. ve no convinr tvt ve Onye an avemuato nunbnr
of candidate irnq :Ld sufficieitly prvclq 1 Trri oft larence so tiE tv-e

names of te firi and tin pvooqed Term at ;airance nre rnaw to te snt
to the Covernant niti netionA as to o the firr nit be invited to

prepare specific yropoiala. Te draft Tr .f M 2forme, to,.nr oith the



hr. afcAl Sala,,- 2 - Jauuary 5, 1973

nam"3 of the four firms hich have exproseod interest, are euclosed for
your iaformation and anzy coetyou mnay wish to make.

Upon receipt of your letter to lir. Demuth we cabled the Governant
of KIan to detar;ine their prefernces with respect to the financing of
taiumoy. Ye nve just received a reply 'cich rays that the Govern-

ient would prefer to have it fihnced by a UAPA 2rnt, Vita the uA
dnninaota. ny execuio; acont. du are perfectly Wili to proceed

on thi bosis. Thin arrvngement could follon the standard WDP procedure
in us ior Pany ynar3, i.e. a grat to the country Wicd Would be chnnelled

throuZi the An V 1Avnt to consultants cosen by the Yna wit! tno
EnarC a 0pa. T order to proceed expevitiously, 1 uould agre-

clate a telenpc call fron you inilcat!in that OucA an arranseount 0ould
be equally occAjile to ra: FunJ U have "ado a preliminary estimate

that the nzaujmtstuy Sould cat on the order of $240 thonsod. This
is a c i.r than the voer 1971 .IA Areement has
a.rkod for ht utI cvistancs: we tiafora L ne the addivional

Wr' On lu v ul VV n a carlyrhed for tail pirpose. y U01l0 certainly
hope thAt sue, daQnj il could be PLOeyvainl by a sjale exchange
of lettearA ton.n &latonrties on 1hat Kt youl& not &C cypajwl
uOn t W n er 'IO nt btvs LA Wd WL
Oinc= tis ou~ jccu~)tw h vnor& n& ol thea:i mtsuy
by wwiwnl lozn inO 4cr aM wo ul& . v to recon- r our
aCCO tnV n1 UA COEA-, o L;! COOM A LrL U

TL 010 0 ti, LVWto0 n WC 'V o 0,n

t~nUO nKTOUl C"WR ; iten tl to hr rot!ran

i..I -an' artna

Clare wit & cc: Messrs .. - offmnonL lr,-LV :i 5c

iutunti'oga to ~ civ jn 1A V.; v:. lAnr2tnJ o~ z c , lnr~nL

CKe Knth&arasifrAan
Cleredwit &cc: Mssrs. Hoffman

Cadil V'1 n

Zaidan

Jones

GBBaldwin:KK:bli
IRAN IY



irms Doressing Intgret in Minr Proposals
ocr Ircn cmaeet Study

U.K. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. (London)

U.K. Urwick International Limited (London)

U.S. Booz, Allen, and Hc±iiltou, Inc. (Chicago)

U.S. Coloney, Cannon, MNain & Pursell, Inc. (New York City)

:7

Th-e Ulorld Bank

Wash igton, D.C.

Janrary 5, 1973



Tntrodue n

1. ie natiorni family planning prcgrar in Iran was inihipted in

366, cea uw iven to starting the program and ganerating

n, o -. en t a i,_ i been achieved. Th count ry's Fifth Development Pln has

set s tor n 1 planning program; these will require a larger and

more effectve eff present level of activity, the program.

is recognied as having ser o o organizaional and administrative short-

comain~ v ch the E a, kn4 ,-.ust be overcome. This recuires a thor-

ough sudy of c rm revent organization and management and, if e-

cessary, the proposal of alternative forms.

2. The study will be conducted within certain assumptions, the more

irportant of which are:

a. the study will focus on the organization and admin-

istration of the national family planning program and,

in particular, on the Family Planning Division of the

linistry of Health -- it would be extended to other

divisions and deartments only as their activities im-

pinge on the running of the national family planning

program;

b. there will continue to be a single multi-purpose agency

responsible for the planning and development of the

national progran. Anilst it is not a requirement that

this agency should continu to be located in the Ministry

of Health, or have line reaonsibilities as wll, it may

be found desirabla to continue the present arrangements;

c. clinical family planning services will continue to be

dolivered mainly through the clinic system of the regular

health services provided by the Ministry of Health;

d. othor nuansi- and non-government agencies will also con-

tinue to provide family planning services through their

separate health care facilities.

3. Phe nain objectives of the studT are to:

a. define the principal management functions (staff and

executive) neasary to enable the national family plan-

ning program to meet its objectives;

b. spiwify Qq ait-rnAve wny in which thesa func tions

cound At bo ornanized thin the ovA9i ou uf 01

the Gur 2, Q An pa-e-nt stage of pro m' ovelop-

t an od r.cc .- snd which appears Lost sui~taae; and



c. enure that the selected mweagement system can be and
is implem lented expeditiously.

Co::nonent: of th d

. The study consists of three stages: l/

a. view of te Present Organization and Management

A descriptive critical review of present management
practices, and the organizat ional framewcrk wiuhin which
they, ooerate, should cover the following functional areas:

i. Policy setting and planninz nrocesses, both in
thle maeaa:-rmsa iv es and short-term
(one year), and t translation of planning pro-
posals into prorran activities. A system of simple
perormance indicators should be recomiended, in-
cluding both physical units of activity, and ex-
penditure measures;

ii. The distriuton of authority for carryina out the
various proramaacti is including7 resonsibjiliJty
and authorirT for contnuing supervision of thase
activities. Phe analys s shall include the chain
of command, by functions or activities, at the
national, provincial (ostan), and county (sharestan)
levels

iii. The communication of decisions, as well as technical
and mnagement information, within the Family Plan-
ning Division (at all levels), between the Division
and the Miiry of Healh, and other government,
quasi- and non-goverment organizations involved in
fLow y planning work;

iv. ofd ergi'"on _oimo eca r requirements, train-
ing needs and~ facilisties

v. Perso.nnel mnt, inclurin recruitment thedefinition oi job responsibiliijeasinntoo~~t joo assgfnri:ent. to
field posiins, salaries and allowances, and staff
developmaent Policies (e.g. career ladders, in-- service
traning, Job rotaticn);

1/' In wha follow. it y be utseul to think of the first phase tass as beinr
wel- dr ad d finite; i whr hose in the scond and hird phases 're
mor in anaA, o u th rF I;o , 17 0! .Ly d r et e
su Its I '` . Jil oa aallendrsnblfliilyShould b

(b vr n, the consultacnts'x and the Bank) shuldt dcid how1best t0proceeru



vi. Financial manamnt, including a review of all
SsoiErees, bo th internal and external,

budget planning and allocations, and financial con-
trol systems at all levels;

vii. ;vuluin sve tens - both short and medium-term
a i ev-aluation and medium to long-term1

demographic evaluation - including the collection
of input data, its analysis and the outflow of re-
sults for both managment evaluation and information
purposes

viii. MeghUres to achieve coordination among the various
government, quasi- and non-governmiental agencies
involved in providing support and delivery family
planning services;

ix. Physical facilities for service delivery, training,
administrat ion, resea-rch, etc.;

x. Research nrogram, budget and av'ailable facilities for
family planning and associated topics; and

b. Proposals for nagement _Imrovement

The final report will be made available to the government
in Farsi and English and will include proposals for a new
management-evaluation system, recommending the most suitable
choice. The proposals should identify:

i. the functions and location of the central family
planning and pol icy-making body at central govern-
ment level, as well as its representation (if any)
at provincial and local levels;

ii. the organization required to put plans and programs
into effect;

iii. the relationship to the national program of all the
various agencites invoive.d, and Lhe machinery re-
quired for otiective coordination;

iv. the relationship between the various management
functions - poicy and planning, administration,
service, delivery, evaluation, and research;

v. the organization of a system involving the ef-
ficient collecjrtion of service statistics and
demographic dat for analysis in order to provide -

1. an effective, continui ng masuremeant of the
progress of the amily p.lanning progr; for
both -interal managemnt and exernal audiences;
and



2. continuing evaluation of the -ipact of the

program on fertility levels.

c. ImplementItion of the ,ccepted Proposal

Once the Government has considered the proposals and do-

cided which are acceptable and feasible, the final segment

of the study will be concerned with implementation. This

will involve:

i. detail of revised lines of authority;

ii. summ ary description of responsibilities for

each funct ional unit and for each job within

the central structure and each post directly

responsible to the central authority at ostan

and sharestan level;

iii. manning tables;

iv. budget and planning and financial controls;

v. service statistics/evaluation systems/reporting

systems.

Procedures will be established and, if necessary, operational

memoranda prepared, to ensure implementat ion according to

a specific tirmetable. The recomllendation will also identify

any technical assistance that the government might require

to implement the proposals.

Imolementation of the Study

5. a. By agreement with the government, responsibility for the

study would be assigned to a non-Iranian firm of management

consultants, or an appropriate instiittion with consider-

able consult.ancy experience in management/public adminis-

tration and a capability! in the health/faimily planning field.

Selection of the consulta-nis would follow Bank procedures,

i.e. the drawing up by ther government of a short list of

qualified contractor, ih Bank approval, the submission

of study proposals by rh selectled contractors, and the

final selection cf a cotractor, with Bank approval of the

terms and conditions of the contract. The consultants would

be e0xected to use. ra avisers on a short-ter basis,

and to rainmaii close liaison with the State Org;anizat ion

for Amnistraion and )plyment, and the Plan Organization.

The anticpated auration of the consultancy is one year;

b. The study shoiud be condu cted with a team of three to five

memberc, o ll of whoa .ould necessarily need to be in

Iran at the same tme or for the sane periods. Total

es imlatd fI- t ._ ;is aout, six months, folloud. by six



months for report-writing, consideration by Govcrnmont
and the BAk and the planning of follow-up steps.
At any one tiM, not morc tibn three prsons should
probably be working in TAheran, with other team members
covering seleosted provinces and counties; it is estimated
that field work cutside Teheran should cover about three
provinces (with selective coverage of one or two coun-
ties in each such province) and that each province would
require visits of about three weeks;

c. Estimated cost of the study is:

5 expatriates for 9 months (salary, travel,
subsistence 175,000

2 Iranian staff (secretary, admin. asst.)
- 6 months 6,000

4 Iranian advisors, 1 month each 2,500
Report translation and printing 2,000
Overhead and contingency (at 25.; approx.) 45,000

US$230,500

International Eank for Reconstruction and Development
January 1973



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES

FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES POUR LES ACTIVITES EN MATIERE DE POPULATION

UNITED NATIONS

NEW YORK

TEEP"ONE: 754-234 CABLE ADDRESS. UNDEVPRO . NEW YORK

REFERENCE: FPA/551/IBRD 12 Deceiber 1972
FPA/551/IRA/GEN

Dear Mr. Demuth,

As you are aware, we have on several occasions discussed modalities

of collaboration and coordination between UNFPA and IBRD in supporting

Governments' efforts in the field of population activities with a view

to eliminating duplication and Animizing overlapping. We feel that in

the population field, it is essential to establish principles 
of division

of labour that should apply to the type of support each of our organizations

should concentrate on in rendering assistance to developing countries.

More specifically, I wish to bring to your attention the case 
of Iran.

On several occasions there has been discussions between menfoers 
of

our staff on the type of assistance each of our organizations could

effectively render to Iran. We have indicated that under the UTFPA/Govern-

ment of Iran agreement of Novenher 1971, we have substantial support

directed towards establishment of a Central Management and Implementation

Unit in the Family Planning Organizations of the Ministry of Health. This

unit is designed to serve as the central project focus responsible for the

effective management and supervision of the family planning activities under

the national programme. This component is of particular importance to ensure

adequate management of the national programme and proper utilization and

coordination of the external aid channelled to this sector.

It is our understanding that the Government of Iran has now 
requested

IBRD for assistance in carrying out a managcmcnt survey. This was discussed

by your staff members with our field coordinator in Iran, as well as here

in liew York, where we pointed out that should the Bank respond to this

Irequest it would be a clear case of duplication and overlapping of activities.

We would therefore like to suggest thaw you consider the possibility of U11FPA

financing the mananement survey on the understanding that the terms of

reference for this project would be jointly prepared by IBRD and UIFPA and

that the results of the study would be made avajcie to the United Nations

system in generl. Our rules and regulations do not preclude sub-contracting

such a survey to an outside firm, the selection of which could also be done

in consultation with IBRD.

Mr. Richard H. Demuth
Director, Development Services Department
Intern ational c ank for Re construction

1818 if Street, N.U.

Washington, D.C. 20433 0



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DiVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES

FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES POUR LES ACTIVIT£S EN MATI.RE DE POPULATION

We are given to understand that the Government would not object,

in fact, would welcome, that UIFPA takes over the management survey

thus charging the activity to a "grant" rather than a loan.

I would appreciate receiving your reaction to this proposal and

I look forward to our next ree~ting where we cun specifically discuss

the different area of activity on which each of our organizations could

concentrate.
Yours sincerely,

Rafael/f Salas
Executive Director
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OFF F VW DUM
TO: Dr. Kanagaran a DATE: Octobcr 30, 1`72

F ROM: M. N. Maravig§Lia V

SUBJECT: Attendance at UNFPA Interagency ConSUltative Committee Meeting,
Nw Yorl' -'ccto-Oifice Report

1. In accora ce with Terms of Reference of 3 October, 1972, I
attended four sessions of the UNfPA, ICC ad Program Consultatie Com

LitCo motings on Ocobir )4 and !, 1972. M0. Hofinan and Mr. Baldwin

attended the PGO neaing on Octobcr 5 and 6, 1972.

2. At the ceober h session, Mr. Gille presented a revicn of

major projects and pyograms b country ile informed the meeting that
a mission was scheduled for Egyt within the next two weeks to revin
the second year of operaticn nd to d~verop a one-year program for
use of funds, as well as a lc:t-erm plan. (Details on all other pro-

jects is contained in the document, UdFPA/PC/l/2, August 2, 1972).

3. Mr. Koppel then revicwed the process of recruiting coordina-

tars. He indicated that 24 posts have been created of which 6 are in

process of recruiTment, 3 are in position and 2 en route to their assign-
nents. In an effort to allevinte the recruitment delpys for UPA. per-

sonnel and project advisors, a post has been created recently in the UN

Persocni O ffice for a personnel officer to work full-time in recrit-

ment of population specialists. The question of slow disburscment was

brought up by Mr. Splas asking Whe participants for suggestions as to

how to accelerate irplemntation. in anyer to this Dr. Zahra indicated

his concern that too much emphasis was put on the dollar target Nith re-
lative disregard for program ualitry and tat considerable work is being
done by the inplementing aguenis on UPA projects which is not reflected

in prograss reorts. Dr. Shi n e rentioned that .. has now a roste.r

lting specialists that they con une for IFPA Lad i1D Vissic. There
uas n u AN agencies tho the *rin cause of delays in projects

were d 0ic Lias in recruiting noiswrF. Us Ulh I lin fron tin PrograWm
Policy nlinion, 03Y, suggested ti the Nmd shot! tockle xacruitmnt.
of canypl47i ; or T-ojects by fiynh setUin ppiorici thw vrying
to sola problerynom by csEw usinq einer foreign ivisrys (Lc&iuinQ

Vol), W ony p yo:fnsioilas oy inun o cres, youn 121 s f ron h&qdgrters.

it. S7u infere 00 a position had Yiv Ween crvoida0 UN for ?rrfrC '7 Ut nij Ir Z, ! W000 Cl oQno

1o~vn N -Ywn sul Q prso hn
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On the question c& reporting, Mr. Keppel indicated that two
types of reporto would be used (Q) financial reports and (b) project
imp]eena oports. Fors and procedures for financial reports had
been discussed in the previous day's Wssion with thL imlmnting
agencies. A modified roparing form has been liven now to agencies
for a six-morth tial. The agencies (ILo U )Wre of te opinion
that forms were too elbaefor al projects. An annual report is
now being prepared by UIN and it Wil be sent to the agencies for com-
ments in Decamber, It i planed to be published in March.

5. Another matter cr osecial interest to the Bans work in pou-
lation projects, was the information given by Mr. Salas t UNFPA is
prepared to finonce project preparation; however, it was not clear at
tho meeting Wether the concept of preparation work for the benefit of
countries, indpnde of subsequent sources of proje-ct financing, was
being understood by the Fund stf. ubcontracing with universities
or private finas for project preparation was mentioned as a desirable
possibility.

6. At the PCC meeting Hesors. Salas aid Keppol presented the
UNFPA financial statement. As of August 32, 1972 cumulative alloca-
tions for 1972 amounted to $42.4 million of which 26.] (or 62%) re-
mained undrawni. Duing 1969-71 there had been $33 million allocations
of which $10.5 nillion (or 32%) remained undrawn. Mr. McDonald from
the U.S. delegation expressed the concern of his Governnen. for this,
in his words, serious situation. Ho added that U PJA was in a crisis
and should try to find definite solutions to this problem. On this
question he thou-ht that the Fund should feel fre to use any executing
agency, inside or outside the UN syste' . implemnting agencies wera

asked for explanations to slou oh wthai , but no strong defense
was presented. Dr. Zahra from LEE recognized that there had been some

overprogro-ning on their part, bW that the agcey's capacity could not

be diprprtosey yrted to populaion WM family wanning, in:.
delrimant to olher prQ~s.Ohr impleme:,inq :Znciws oere even "Dre
vague in their justifications for delays. The underlying cause of im-
pleotation delay - insufficien! project prhroLion - vas not ade-

3 u l deal.9 ikL a e ile v ou 1''on was m C again by
M1r. slas of tKo 06000V to 0 1 o.e preaation actvities'

7. IndeqnAIe or NlOW prfn in tPlnP in o010u !ion and"
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the selection of suitable, ac tive and alert individuals was more im*-

portant than the type of trainin- they received. Mr. SaI s idicated
that until EC50 deals Aih this probiem, the Fund cannot do much

about the lack of definition in this field, duo t lega problems.
Hr mat for the naxt PCC meeting, UFPA will prepare a papor
describing progress made on pouiltion traini n efforts. The next IC(
meeting Wil be held on Febriary 7-5, 1073 in Now York.

Mi~araviglis/w

Cleared with. cc : Mr. Za cidan

cc: Mr. Eaua
Mr. van der Tak
Mr. Arnstrong
Mr. Lithgow
Mr. lngelmann
Ir. King
Mr. Lee
Mr. Lind
Mr. Baldwin
Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Kang
Dept. File
Div. File
Central File



October 18, 1972

Mr. Rafael Salas
Executive Director
United Nations Fund for
Population Activities

485 Lexington Aveaue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Dear Mr. Salas:

You will recall that I talked with you briefly just after the final
session of the PCC meeting on October 6 concerning the use of UMFPA funds
for project pr-paration activities in developing countries. I raised the
question whetier the UNFPA is now rrepared to finance project preparation
activities by the governments of developing countries or whether UNFPA
support of this activity will be restricted to the preparation of projects
which are intended for UNFPA financing only.

My question to you has a hIstory. We have more than once encountered
situations where we felt a potential borrower from the Bank needed outside
assistance in project preparation activities before be would have a project
sufficiently reaudy to qualify for a Bank appraisal. We found this, for
example, in both Egypt and the Philippines. (In the former case, we wanted
to supply about 5 or 6 r zn-months of consultingr assistance; in the Philippines,
we would have likcd to arrange assistance from a firm snecialized in arzci-
tectural planing in the health sector.) 'Jhen 'Tr. Gille and Dr. Sadik visited
the Bank on -ley 3, 1972, for one of the regularly-scheduled reviews of our
respective ork progras, we asked whhr the UFTPA had any funds for this
pu.rpo:e. 11e were told at that time that the only funds availnble for nroject
preparation weze for prolcts expected to be put forward for UNFPA fincing;
it was susted that Iunds needcd to nrepare projccts expected to be financed
by the Bank mir ht coe from 1 the UhDP's funds. We therefore wrote the at:tached
letter to "r. .. er Cohn, on "ay 30, 1972. The rerly, of 23 August, also
attached, does not v us much groundz for encouragement -- in effect we
were told ct the U DP's funds are so con:mitted to the roorest 25 countries,
and to pro'rrn 3ctivities that have already been ag reod on, that govern, tents
cannot Cxpct nuchi help from UDP in the population ifeld. At the IACC/PCC
eetings, there ;as an indication that U7PA mizht fill the need which uDP

eun~likel~y to 'et. I refor secfiically to the two-lne paragraph on
p.2 of the docur iA/IACC/VII/3 (5 October 1972); that sinple stateaent
could be interpre as aa oificetion of the policy stated by Air. Gille and
Dr. Sadik when tk. ere heare last sprLi.
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I hope you will hnve an opnortunity to consider this matter before
your visit to ±ahfington ii early November. Wce would very much like to
get this matter cleared ui soon so that we will be able to tell people in
the countries there we find ourselves at work whether or not they can secure
modest assistance for project preparation regardless of the potential source.
of exteraal financing. I Uncw from talking informallv with Mr. Claxton that
he feels UUFPA is an appropriate source of funds for such purposes. There
would, of cours;e, nd to be somue si-uple "fround rules" for regulating use
of such funds; we feel their amount would be very sm.all. If you have doubts
about rulin on this matter in the absence of advice from donors, perhaps
this would aake an appropriate itema for discussion at the next FCC meeting
in March.

Dr. Kana-arataa-i and I will look forward to discussing this matter further
with you when you visit us next month. Incidentally, we had news yesterday
that the car in which Dr. Kanagaratnam ana Dr. Coevardjono were traveling
tog-ether in Bali was coupletely wrcned when it wa lift by a truck but that
none of the passeng1ers in the car was apparently seriously hurt. It appears
to hava been a very narrou es-cape. K.K. will be back here on October 25.

Sincerely,

Ceorge B. Baldwin
Deputy Director

Population and Nutrition Projects Department

Attachmnents

cc: Mr. M.L. Hoffman
IE:,UD

Mr. Zaidan

UNFPA/POP.

GBBa.dwin/j im



IN1'RNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRI]CTION AND DEVELOPNENT

Q018 H Street, NW. % Dshinton, C. 20433, US.A.
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May 30, 1972

Mr. Myer Cohen
Acting Deputy Administrator
United Nations Development Program
United Nations, New York 10017

Dear Myer:

Our Population Projects Department is beginning to develop a need
for some pre-investment financing. At the moment we have two specific
countries in which assistance could be immediately helpful, i.e., the
Philippines and Egypt. Ten days ago when Halvor Gille was here we raised
with him the possibility of securing this kind of assistance from the
UNFPA; he was quite clear that UNFPA funds could not appropriately be
used for this purpose, at least not for projects that would not expect
to come to UNFPA for investment financing. Mr. Gille advised us to turn
to the UNDP, which explains this letter. In view of our arrangements
on pre-investment financing in other sectors, nothing would please us
more than to learn that an extension of this relationship into the field
of population would be possible.

We would not expect that the number of pre-investment studies in
population would ever become great nor that the amounts required for
individual studies would be large. We doubt, for example, that we would
be submitting more than two or three project requests a year, at most.
The size of the Philippines request is probably representative, although
some might be larger and some would be much less. We will not know the
answers to these questions until we gain more experience. All we know
at present is that we need to accelerare our project preparation work as
a service to our potential borrowers and to minimize the burden of our
own supervision on projects which are not sufficiently prepared at the
time of loan or credit signing.

I look forward to hearing from you soon on the general question raised
and, if the response is favorable, on the outlook for the two specific
countries mentioned. If a telephone call would make a preliminary answer
easier, please give me a ring.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely yours,

Michael L. Hoffman
Associate Director

Development Services Department

Attachmnents



ATTACHMENT

Arab Republic of Egypt

An IDA-assisted project is in a fairly advanced stage of preparation.
The project will consist of a number of "hardware" elements (the expansion
of 3-4 maternity hospitals, the construction of 25-40 Maternal and ChildHealth Centers, transport vehicles, the construction of 3-4 family planningtraining centers) and a number of "1software" elements (the conduct of evalua-tion studies, the preparation of additional training materials, the prepara-tion of curriculum materials in the field of population education, the designof hospital-based postpartum activities, the design of experimental new fieldstructures, and additional elements).

It appears probable that several staff members at the'Carolina PopulationCenter, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C., will assist with thepreparation of certain project elements. These are listed below, togetherwith notional indications of the number of man-weeks each task is expected totake (field work plus writing up after return to Chapel Hill). Discussionswith Dr. Moye Freymann, Director cf the Carolina Population Center, indicatethat when members of the CPC undertake group work of this kind, it is cus-tomary to work out an informal contract between CPC and the funding agency;such an agreement would provide for coverage of out of pocket costs plus amodest overhead allowance.

Project preparation activities for which UNDP funds are being requested:

a. Determination of the number and specific locations of additional.
maternity beds required, and the outlining of postpartum programs

-essential to integrating these maternity beds into the family
planning program.

Two persons in Egypt for 3 weeks, plus one person writing
a report for 2 weeks after return. Total: 8 man-weeks.

b. Outlining of a 2 -year work program of family planning evalua-
tion studies.

One individual in Egypt 3 weeks, plus 2 man-weeks in
Chapel Hill. Total: 5 man-weeks.

c. Outlining of a program for preparing population education materials
for secondary schools and universities and for use in the basic
education of doctors and paramedical personnel.

Two persons, in Egypt, for 4 weeks. Total: 8 man-weeks.

d. Design of a new program for the distribution of conventional
contraceptive supplies (mainly condoms) through existing retail
distribution channels. To be done by a private firm, Population
Services, Inc., of Chapel Hill, N.C. (no relationship to the
Carolina Population Center).

Two men in Egypt for 3 weeks, plus 2 weeks work after return.
Total: 8 man-weeks.

GRAND ,TOTAL: 29 man-weeks of work.



ATTACHMENT

The Philippines

The Bank has just concluded a sector review of the Philippine popula-
tion program. We need additional information before a possible project can
be fully identified; however, the Philippine Government has informed us that
it would have difficulty putting together the kind of data needed without
assistance. The information required concerns primarily the following:

(i) Number, type, and locations of rural health units and
nurses and midwifery schools needed to support an ex-
panded family planning program.

(ii) Review of functions of the various types- of rural health
units.

(iii) On the basis of (ii), determine the number and location
of additional new rural health units.

(iv) Criteria for identifying rural health units with (a) housing
facilities and (b) delivery beds.

We believe the necessary data and analysis could be pulled together with
about six weelks of field work by three experienced health planners, followed
by one week for data compilation and analysis. Thus the total requirement
would be approximately:

Three men in field for a maximum of 6 weeks

Report preparation: 3 additional man-weeks

Total: 21 man-weeks.
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UNIT NATIO1 jj PROGRAM. : DES NATONS UNIES

DEVLONIEN NA'l10 POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEI YORK

CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

REFERENCE: DP 130(3) IERD 23 August 1972

Dear Mr. Hoffman,

Mr. Cohen has asked me to come back to your letter of 30 May

concerning pre-investment needs of your Population Projects Department.

As we see the situation at present, UN7PA finds it difficult to

consider additional projects this year as its available funds are almost

fully committed.. I think Mr. Gille had this in mind when he talked to

you. Moreover, its nosition may be further affected by the proposals of

the Secretarv-General to the next General Assembly concerning UN1FA's

administrative machinery.

On the other hand, the position of UNTDP is fortunately clearer. We

are interested, as always, in co-operating with you in every field including

population, provided of course that the Government concerned recuests our

help an.a tnat co:mpa.rable finanela. mitac (in thi /aefo NP)i

not availale. In fact, we see in many cases the need for including

population considerations in country programming and the likelihood of

providin; increasing assistance to Governments in this connection.

As rezards Eayrt and the Philippines,these countries do not seem to

offer ready opportunities for assisting your Population Projects £epartment

at this time. ?.yotIs IPF is over-Proramm ed; moreo,!er, UflFPA has committed

$2 million there which may perhaps accommodate your project as well. In the

case of the Philioines, regular requests exceed projects included in the

country programme. Furthermore, we have received additional requests for

Mr. Michael Hoffman
Associate :irector **
Development Services Deprtment
International Bank for Feconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, UW cc: Dr. hana7aratnam
Washington, D.C. 20433 DSD



resources from the Programme Reserve to meet the rehabilitation andreconstruction requirements resulting from the recent floods. Your twosmall projects could, of course, be discussed with the respective Govern.ments, but the rrospects for chan-;ing their current priorities would seemuncertain. Under the circumstances, you may perhaps conclude that it wouldbe preferable to wait for other projects the Population Projects Departmentmay develop which would be more promising candidates for UNDP assistance.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

C)C
S ephane Hessel

Assis ant Administrator
Bureau for Projramme Policy and Co-ordination



TO: Mr. Ernst Michanek

FROM: Bo Goeransson -2y,4

Jim Marshall

Barbara Mercer

22 September 1972
New York



UNFPA FINANCIAL PROCEDURES AND PERFORMA 4NCE

1. Summary of Present Procedures

1.1 Fund Raising and Pledging Procedures

Requests to potential donors for pledges for 
the current

year are made annually, on an individual country basis, by

high level officials from the Fund secretariat. 
Amounts

requested are based on the level of work projected 
over the

next 4 years. Virtually all the Fund's resources come from

governmental donors.

Pledges in 1971 amounted to $28.6 million, as compared

with $20.4 million for the entire 1967-70 period. At

August 31, 1972 pledges were $15.3 million, but the larget

being aimed .at for the year is $44 million.

The great majority of donors make one-year pledges 
i.e.

current year only. A few make multi-year pledges. Pledges
1/,

may be restricted for the use of particular organizations-

but the practice is not common ($650,000 was so restricted in

-1971, and to date $1,223,000 in 1972). They may also be made

in non-convertible currencies, and this is done by a number of

small developing country donors (19 in 1971, with total pledges

of $1.1 million). The U.S. one-year pledge is a "conditional"

one in two series; they will match, up. to a stated limit,
2/

all pledges from other donors on a 48:52 basis- 
but payments

against these pledges are conditional on contributions being

received by the end of the calendar year following the pledging

year and not being restricted to specified- countries or programmes.

If The term "earmarking" is not used here for this practice, 
as this

term is applied in a specialized sense in the UIFPA context (see below).

2/ Prior to 1972 the matching was on a 50:50 basis.
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The 1971 pledges came from 46 countries. No Eastern

European or South American countries contributed.

3.2 Payments Procedures

Payments by most countries are made in the year for

which they are pledged. On the whole, payments appear

to be made very late in the calendar year; only $4.5 million

had been paid in by August 31 on 1972 pledges.

Payments by all countries except the U.S. are in cash

(but, as indicated, some -contributions may be in unconvertable

currencies). The U.S. pays by means of irrevocable letters

of credit, which are issued at the request of the UNFPA.

These requests are based on (a) the receipt of matchable

contributions from other donors and (b) the necessity to

insure reasonable funds in hand for the UNFPA.

This procedure may give the U.S. a financial advantage

to the extent that reserves on hand include some U.S. letters

of credit vis-a-vis some unspent contributions from other
3/

donors, and the UNFPA earns interest on the latter-.

3 Any financial advantage for the U.S. however should be considered in

the context of the following factors:

a) U.S. Congressional regulations, which make this type of payment

mandatory;

b) The relative magnitude of the U.S. contribution ($14.3 million

in ~1971, as compared with the second largest contribution of

$3 million);

c) The fact that at least some other countries also take advantage

of the fact that, because the UNFPA operates on a full funding

basis, cash outlays run behind actual pledges, and make late

payments ($3.5 million of 1971 pledges were still outstanding

at August 31, 1972).
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1.3 Commitment Procedures

Project requests are made through UNDP Resident Representatives

and put through an appraisal procedure which includes the

Secretariat, the Res. Rep., the Executing Agency concerned, and

the Advisory Board. When finally approved, an agreement is

signed with the country concerned and an allocation is made

to the Executing Agency concerned.

Allocations normally cover anticipated expenditures for the

project for a 12 month period. In some cases, however, the

Fund will earmark (unconditionally) funds to cover necessary

contractual obligations of the Agencies up to two years.

In some cases, country agreements are negotiated, which

cover the total amounts and specific components of a long-

term (up to 5 years) support programme. Plans of operation

for the various components subsequently go through the appraisal

procedure. Such agreements involve a political commitment by

the Fund to support the programme during the period agreed,

but "firm commitments". are restricted to one, or occasionally

two years. These firm commitments for the second year are

.-considered unconditional earmarkings.

The agencies to which allocations have been made request

funds from the U.N. Controller when the project/programme

has begun to operate and funds are needed. Then a remittance

is made by the Controller. The amount thus remitted is supposed

to cover their estimated needs for the next two and a half months.

On the next page is given a table showing some financial

statistics as per end of 1971, per August 31, 1972 and projections

for the whole of 1972.



(1) Cs~ivtloc. cdm 1  i.
Opening Balance January 1, 1972 - Unpaid pledges ...... 19.3

Cash, invsts, 1.ofe. aced int, 16.6
accts rec.

35.9

less undrawn allocations - 10.5

other obligations - 0.7

1.2 24.7

Cum. Jan-31 Aug. Cu.to Expected Cum. to

1967/71 1972 Aug.31 total 1972 end 1972

J. Pledges 49.0 1 364 3 8 .0(S 87

2. Payments on Pledges 33.5 .5(3) 38.

3. Unpaid Pledges (1-2) 15.5* 10.8 26.3

4 Alloceations and grants 23.67 22.3 )5.3..6

619.0- -6.6 19.1i
'Unaiiocated Pledges (1-4) 26.0 4.0

6 Remittances inel. grants 12.5 6.7 9.2 -10.( e

Undrawn Allocations (4-6) 10.5 15.6 26.1 34.1 44.6

Please note that UdiFPA admin. budget (1972 = 1.8 million) has not been included

above.

Does not equal amount shown in opening balance because of adjustments 
for payments

made between January 1 and August 31.

1. Published accounts for the year ended 31 December 1971.

2. UNFPA: Status of allocations issued to and cash drawings by agencies as at

31 December 1971.
3. UNFPA: Status of Government Pledges and Payments as at 31 August 1972.

4, Status of UNFPA - Allocable resources and future requirements.

5. UIFPA: Status of allocations issued to and cash drawings to agencies (as

at 31 August 1972).
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.The financial statistics shown in the table indicate two developments

in the present year which may cause some difficulty or concern:

1. The first is the projected build-up in undrawn allocations as

a result of the relatively slow increase in remittances to the agencies

during'the first 8 months of 1972 combined with the rapid increase

in allocations to them expected during the year. Some increase in

undrawn allocations would appear to be inevitable during a period of

rapidly increasing allocations, with the magnitude of this unavoidable

increase depending on the avera lag of remittances behind allocations.

An attempt is made in Section 3 to estimate the extent to which the

build-up in undrawn allocations at the end of July, 1972 appears to

be "reasonable", and how long it can be expected to continue to increase

at the present rate. On the surface, this rapidly rising figure of

undrawn allocations gives rise to two questions:

a) if it appears unreasonable, whether the capacity of the

agencies to handle FPA projects has been seriously overestimated;

b) if it is not unreasonable, whether some adjustment should

be made in the treatment of undrawn allocations i.e. whether some

portion of these funds should not be considered available for

further allocations.

2. The second concern relates to the connection between funds

considered "free" for allocating at the end of 1972 (i.e. the unallocated

pledges of $17.4 million) and the magnitude of funds which have already

*,-been unconditionally earmarked for 1973-75. Since the latter figure is

also $17 million, and since the U.N. financial regulations under which

the FPA operates do not permit allocations except from existing resources,

it would appear that no allocations will be possible in 1973 until

additional pledges are received. The FPA would like, however, to

make allocations of about $25 million during the first quarter of the

year for regional and interregional projects.
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1. The Magnitude of the Allocations/Remittqnce Gap

If a time-lag exists between allocations for projects and actual

expenditures on these projects, the gap between allccations and

remittances (which are in effect notifications that expenditure will

take pl'ace over the next two months) will necessarily increase if, and

as long as allocations are increasing, provided that (a) the average

time-lag remains constant and (b) the average length of project remains

constant.

An attempt has been made to estimate the extent to which the

increasing A/R gap in the UNFPA system is due to this mathematical

necessity.

Because the Agencies can not begin to make any provision for

a project until an allocation is made, all preparations for expenditure

must await allocations, including the most time-consuming preparation

of all-i.e. recruitment of experts. This apparently means that the

minimum average time-lag before a project can get underway is 6 months,

and 9 months is possibly a more reasonable average.

A factor which was difficult to'take into consideration with

precision is that not all projects are new i.e. all projects would

not require a recruitment time-lag, because some allocations simply

permit extensions of on-going project. Because of this factor,

however, it seemed reasonable to assume the shorter average lag

mentioned above i.e. 6 months.

Apart from this, the only other assumptions made were that all

disbursements on projects are made within 12 months after the allocations

(since allocations are supposed to cover only 1 year's expenditure).

Because remittances cover expected spending over the next 2-1/2 months,

this means that remittances were assumed to be made during the 7th to

llth months.

Using these assumptions on the monthly allocation data available,

it would appear that remittances during the first 8 months of 1972

should have been running at an average rate of $l.4 million per month,

when in fact they were averaging less than 0.5 million. This inplies

that allocations have really been outrunning considerably the Agencies'



performance capacity, unless other factors can be distinguished

vhich explain the necessity for (or reasons behind) lags greatly

in excess of a 6 month average.

Another way of saying this is that, 5f the existing gap on

Jan 1 1972 is considered reasonable, one would have expected an

AIR gap of about $18 - 19 million at the end of August. Instead,

the gap has widened to $26.1.

Finally, it might be rioted that, if the "mathematically

induced" gap only is considered, it could be expected that remit-

tances in the last three months of 1972 would pick up significantly

i.e. by about $1.4 million above the current average.

-
!



2. Suggestions

2.1 Introduction

As shown in chapter 1 we find the following problems to be of

importance:

aL) the short length of time for which the Fund can comit itself

in the form of allocations;

(b) uncertainty of amount of annual pledges;

c) different modes of payment from donors;

These factors have lead to a situation with increasingly larger

- amounts in reserve as undrawn allocations. These undrawn allocations

will continue to increase, under the following conditions

- increasing assistance through UNFPA

- .increasing amount of assistance given for projects and programmes

with longer duration

In this chapter we will put forward some suggestions within the

field of financial regulations and planning which may in part be a

remedy for the above mentioned problems.

Our most basic suggestion is that UNFPA leave the system of full

funding. It should be replaced by a system of annualized pledging and

funding. The main difference between the full funding system and the

system outlined below is that in the proposed system one year's pledges

would match that year's activities (projects/programmes) and vice versa

and that future demands would have to be met by future pledges. The

rule of matching present programme with present pledges should, however,

be combined with rules on planning for future years and commitments for

future years.

A4



2.2-1 Multi-year Pledging

A part of the Fund's problem would be solved by some contributing

countries pledge for more than oneyear. If this were done for half

of the total pledges, a solid platform could be built for inter-

nediate range planning. This has not been possible to achieve for

UNDP. Nevertheless, we suggest that the Fund should try to encourage
maore donors to pledge for more than one year.

2.2-2 Pledging Session

One prerequisite for better financial planning is that the Fund

obtain a better picture of the funds that will be given to them in

the coming year. This picture will alvays be hazy if the pledging

is done at different times by different contributors throughout

the present programme year. An annual pledging session should be

held where all donors make their pledges at one and the same time.

This session preferably should be coordinated with the UNDP

pledging conference.

2.3 Planning

Notwithstanding pledging being made on an annual, coordinated

basis, the need for planning on a longer range than one year remains.

We suggest, therefore that the Fund be given the right to plan for

each of two subsequent years beyond the year for which the present

pledges are made for the amount being approved for in the UNFTA's

proposed Work Plan. These planning figures should be reviewed

annually.

The Fund having the right to plan for these amounts for years

two and three means that they should be able to commit themselves

to specific recipients, subject to the condition that adequate funds

will be entrusted to UNFPA.

This technique should ensure the need for a more firm and

financial base for intermediate term planning.
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2.4 Commi tments

The Fund, like all other aid agencies, has a need for being

able to commit itself in the form of firm financial obligations

fora longer period than one year. The amount that would in this

way be commited, however, should be liyited. We therefore suggest

-that the Fund can commit itself in this more rigid way to an amount

not higher than 100Z of the current year's pledges. The diff erence

between this "firm commitment" and the "planning commitment" above

(2.3) is that the firm commitments are legally binding to the Fund and

not subject to any conditions. Furthermore, we suggest that the

UNFPA should not have the right to commit itself in any particular

.case for a period exceeding five years.__

2.5 P-r at io n

We have just stated above that through the suggested system the

present year's pledges are supposed to match that year's projects

and programmes. The method of paymcnt becomes of less interest

in that case since, for example, letters of credit will be cashed

after a short period of time. What is important though, is the

time pattern for the contributions. An analysis of the payment

pattern for the UNFPA shows that only a very small portion 
of the

present years' estimated pledges were paid before MArch. A comparison

with the UMP payment pattern shows that the contributors pay somewhat

earlier during the year.

Thus, there are many reasons for bailding up an operational reserve:

(a) for remittances to be made during the first quarter of the year;

(b) general reserve for fluctuations during the year;

(c) a need to have reserves built up if, for some reason,. donors

are not willing to pledge according to plans.

(In this case the reserve serves the purpose of substituting these

contributions in the short run. In the long run the level of the

assistance has to be adjus ted accordingly.)

(d) resources to cover, at least part of, the future commitments

that we suggested the Fund will have the right to make

(100% of present year's pledges).
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From the figures above in Chapter 1 some conclusions can be

made regarding the volume of this reserve. We suggest that the

reserve at the end of a year should not be less than 40% of the

same year's pledges. At the end of this year the Fund will have

between 35 to 50 million U.S. dollars in reserves (undrawn

allocations and unallocuted).

-1_1 We suggest that a plan is made as to decreas this reserve in

two years time till the desirable level, Acc-ring to the Fund's

Work Plan this level (=00% of each year's programwe) is roughly

20 million for 1972, 25 for 1973 and 30 for 1974.

2 6 Principles of Payment to UNFPA

At present there are different modes of payment for the Fund.

With the suggested system where the current years pledges are used

for current years programme the pledges will be cashed within a

fairly short period. In that case the financial difference

between contributors who pay in cash or with demn d notes decrease.

Therefore, we do not suggest any general changes of the present

system. If the allocations and remittances are lngging behind

pledges, and the risk for this should diminish with the annualized

budgeting, unallocated pledges will build up. In that case the

use of demand notes might be useful for larger contributors. This

would prevent the UNFPAfrorr earning interest on contributions. Another

way of solving this is that major contributors make their payments

bi-annually, quarterly, etc. In relation to the lag between allo-

cations and remittances an assessment of the Fund's capacity has to

be made but we consider any detailed assessment being outside our

terms of reference.



2.7 Oaj)tion

Many alternative organizational structuren arc feasible.

These are

- making the UNWPA a body parallell to UITDP;

- turning UNFPA into a specialized agency like WHO, -

- keep the present status, but change the relevant financial

regulations,

- assign- the UNFPA to the UNDP system.

We favour the latter since coordination with UNDP's development

efforts will be beneficial to both UNDP and UAFPA.

At present the Fund has to follow U.N. financial regulations.

The UNDP regulations provide for arrangement for Trust Funds assigned

to it. These regulations give the UIDP and the body concerned

(UNFPA) wide margins to decide how the UNFPA should be attached to

the UNDP.



The Nature oDelay BetweenAllocation And inding -

Allocation to executing Agencies closely follows 0NFPA's approval of

project requests. Until advice is received by an executing Agency that a

project has been approved and that it has been appointed executing agency

it is unable to make any financial commitments or take binding steps of

any sort impidying financial commitments. In particular this means that

firm ordecrs for supplies and ecqipment ca t be mad until an allocation

advice has been received nor can firm offers of cotracts be made to can-

didates for recruitments as project personnel, Parti clarly with regard

to recruitment it is apparent that the potential candidate prior to re-

ceiving a firm offer of employment will not himself hae taken irrevocable

steps. It is our experience that recruitment requires six months at the

very least, Furthermore even though they may involve other components,

p rcjects are heavily dpendet on the time schedule of recruitment. For

example amounts budgeted for experts alqne are two-thi.rds of the average

UN project budget.

In cAlculating the ratio between spending and monies committed in

project approval the effect of any time lag between allocation and spending

is magnified by the fact that the volume of UNFPA project approvals has been

increasing.

Another factor tending to increase the proportion of unspent funds

has been the fact that UNFPA has been intentionally increasing the share

of its programming represented by country programmes. Since governments

as well as executing agencies are involved, the time lag is increased.

Some perspective investments have been thwarted by political problems. For

example the census programmes of Sub-Sahara Africa.



INTERNATIONAL DE OPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION |RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMEN | CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: July 26, 1972

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: Meeting with the Michanek Committee in Washington, July 10, 1972

I attach the detailed notes of the meetings between Bank officers
and Mr. Ernst Michanek and his Secretariat here two weeks ago. I would
like to highlight the following points:

1. We believe that spending a good part of the morning session giving
the group a background briefing on Bank operations in population, on the
sequence of events of the Indonesia, India, Egypt, Iran and Kenya programs,
and in responding to their questions with regard to the Bank's experience
in these programs,was useful and gave them a full picture of the events.
They had heard parts of the story, and George Brown said, after the presen-
tation on Indonesia "All the pieces now fall in place."

2. We were left with the impression that the Committee, in particular
Mr. Michanek, saw the Indonesian model of a cross-sectoral approach under a
unified executing arrangement as ideal; he thought that we were likely to
get better results at the country level with such an approach. He said
we should try to develop on such lines and nor give np bcauise of nat

difficulties and present thinking that it was unacceptable politically to
UNFPA.

3. From the general discussion and some of the comments, in particular
by Mr. Michanek and George Brown, we had the strong feeling that they felt
an association of UNFPA with the Bank was desirable and mutually reinforcing.
They also seemed to believe that the UNFPA by themselves would not be able
to develop the programming and supervision capability -- in particular, it
came through that, although UNFPA had the money to create additional positions,
there was a serious management problem in regard to their ability to deliver.

4. As far as Bank operations are concerned, they agreed that a formal
cooperative arrangement between the Bank and UNFPA would be premature. The
Committee was strongly impressed with the depth and quality of Bank sectoral
work and favored using that as a basis for UNFPA programming in the popula-
tion sector.

5. One final point - Reference is made on p. 7 to WHO and other agencies;
this, I fear will continue to remain a sensitive area and may still cause
problems in the future. We will watch this carefully.

6. Mr. Michanek and George Brown are now visiting India, Thailand and
Indonesia to hear government and field views on UNFPA operations. When
the Committee left here, they said that they expected to complete the draft
report by the end of July and to transmit it to the Secretary-General by the
end of August, who would then have to determine future action.

Attachment

K. Kanagaratnam:bli

-c: Messrs. Demuth, Chadenet
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 25, 1972

FROM: Lina V. Domingo

SUBJECT: Visit to the Bank of Mr. Ernst Michnek. and his Secretariat - July 10, 1972

1. Mr. Ernst Michanck and members of his Secretariat, visited the

World Bank on July 10, 1972 to:

i. find out more about the Bank's approach to project preparation

and lending;

ii. review the Bank's experience and views on its relations with

the United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA); and

iii. discuss the possibility of developing a formal collaboration

between these two agencies.

Mr. Michanek heads a Committee established by the United Nations Secretary-

General to review, in particular, the planning and programming procedures

of the UNFPA, including collaboration with and utilization of the resources

of the United Nations, its specialized agencies and interested non-govermnental

organizations.

2. Those present at the discussions were:

Mr. Ernst Michanek (Chairman, Swedish International Development
Authority)

Members of his Secretariat:
S- i (Pi e c r, Population and Health Sciences,

International Developm e nt Research Center Cana a)

Mr. Stanley Johnson (Liaison Officer for International Arganizations,

IPPF, London)

Mrs,. Wendy Miarson (Staff Member, IDRC, Canada).

M B. Chadenet

Dr. K. Kanagaratnam
Messrs. G. Baldwin

G. Zaidan

V. Riley, Development Services Department

E. Sandberg, East Asi a Pacific Department

B. Alisbah, East Asia & Pacific Department.

3. After welcoming Mr. Mich-nek and his Secretariat, Dr. Kanagaratnam

opened the meeting by outlining the Agenda for the day. He proposed that

the meeting begin with a briLding on the Bank apprLach to population pl n n

and the speciLc steps in progriamiing. The ineetag would therefore cover.
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(i) the main elements in the Bank's approach to financial assistance

in the population sector;

(ii) specific Bank/UNFPA relationships;

(iii) the Bank's experience and views on institutional relationships

amon( United Nations agencies in the field of population, leading

to a discussion of the proposal made by a member of the Secreta±rat

for more formal collaboration between the Bank and the UNIFA.

4. Thereafter, Mr. Baldwin described the Bank's program and approach to

population proj ects--payifl partiscular attention to project development

form reconnaissance and sector missions to appraisal missions-and specially

noting thait though these missions and exchango of technical information

a sequential dialogue with the borrower is formed over a period of time.

He outlined project components whLch the Bank finances, both the 'hardware

and 'software' components, as well as the Bank's vieupoint on lnstittion

building, technical assistance, and the areas of emphasis in population

prograili e further stressed the broad scope of the Bank's interest in

population planning and the necessity for relating population efforts to a

country'o development program and for understanding the whole population

sector before an individual project is ic entificd and fiac d. Be b>ieae ly

discussed the two types of Bank collaboration with the UN T--parallel

financing and joint financing.

5. Following the general deseription of the Bank's population approach

and prog am a country hyO ountry r iew of the backgr omn nd experience

of the P 'nk/0NFP[A rel atLinship aMid the'IO1 Bank' specific acti vities in

population followed:

INDONESIA

A. Background

6. Mr Zaidan traced the beginning of the involvement of the Bank und

the UNFPA in Indonosia. In response to a reque 9t 69rtm the Goveriat of

Indonesia (I)), a joint UN-WIlt-IBRD mission visited Indonesia in 1969 to

help deelop a coprehe n ive five-vear f amily planning program. n 1970,

the GOI approached, sepnrately, the Ban t e tIFPA, aud other ageni of

the tUN system, in particuar UO aid UNESCO, for assistance in implementing

the aN sone i prai. Soal missions from these agencies visited ndoresia

with lit l or no coond inntion To coopirogre such offorts at the reauest

of the ittrlme nt, iornat 171 v the P i UNFUt to develop a

joint, povecet An ni tial undrs tanding was reached in January aid Fabruay

1.971 and oe. formal basic nde standinn eared toward collabocation was

reacied hi July 197'. Th pro ject was than prepared and apiralcd, with

reahedU1`1 i tcptn Ju th paksapriaaisin ralle] agree-
theo UNFPIA pat i cipa n op.n the Lad k$p at ra ~ Iaal iaa

meats between the GTtet and tlRe D an tthh t)A respet UNivy, ani a

tripartite agremot betweon th C01, tfo thI and toe t A were si.ncd

in March 1972. The ngrecments provided for th Bank to act as the soie

executing agnccy with the Bank and the UNy1A financing, in equal amounts,
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the cost of each item in the project description.

B. Experience

7. There had been strains and difficulties encountered in developing

this joint project, most of which had been in due course resolved, but

only after considerable delay in the project timetable. (The appraisal

report was ready in Aguust 1971; negotiations could only be held in

February 1972.) Contrary to the Basic Understanding, UNFPA failed to

obtain the United Nations agencies' prior agreement on their role in

the preparation and implementation of the project and the nature of their

relationship with the Bank. This created much discontent among these

agencies. The United Nations agencies also were unhappy with the Bank's

appointment as executing agency for the whole project, including the UNFPA

grant--a role they normally assumed themselves in their 
special areas of

interest. The Population Division of the United Nations challenged the

legality of the UNFPA's agreement with the Bank; it expressed the United

Nations Scretariat's view that the UNFPA is merely a trustee of the United

Nations Secretary-General's Trust Fund and major policy determination on

the use of funds and in programming should be made by the United Nations

itself. In March 1972, however, after the Project Agreements were signed,

the United Nations Population Division changed its position and indicated

that it will execute parts of the joint project (in the fields of demography

and evaluation) as soon as suitable administrative and disbursement details

are worked out.

8. Dr. Kanagaratnam, at this point, noted that the politics of the U.N.

system, coupled with the pressures which specialized agencies could ing

to bear on the UNFPA, contributed to making the Bank's relationship with

the UNFPA on this project a difficult one. He emphasized that the Bank

would like to work out a relationship with the UNFPA whereby the country

programs are not bound to get their expertise exclusively from the pecial-

ized agencies; the Bank feels that there is much talent in population outside

the U.N. system and this should be utilized if it serves the country 's

interest best. He cited specific instances of disareement between the Bank,

the UNFPA and the agencies--particularly WO--most of which, he emphasized,

were based on the difference of objectives, e.g. fertility reduction versus

health promotion. These differences were a philosophical rather than technical

nature.

9. Mr. Michanek mnde the following observations at this point:

(i) The Bank seems to be taking an interventionist attitude while the

other agencies are not.

(ii) While he agreed that the Bank, as the coordinating agency in this

project, should intervene because of its nccouniability of financing,

he asked whether, because of the joint financing, the UNIA should

not likewise play the same role.
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(iii) He felt it would be best, however, if the Government should

play the coordinating role rather than the 
Bank or the UNFPA.

10. Mr. Chadenet agreed with Mr. Michanek that the Bank intervenes through

its "continuous dialogue" with the governments from the preparation and

sector study period to the negotiation period. it is necessary for the

Bank to require from borrowers certain conditions and to obtain assurances

from them that such conditions will be met to ensure the effectiveness

of the project the Bank finances. Mr. Johnson agreed and further added

that he could not see the Bank abdicating its role in supervising and

evaluating the projects it finances.

11. To Mr. Michanek's comment that UNFPA should also play the coordinating

role, Dr. Kanagaratnam replied that, while the Bank has, in the Indonesia

case, individual responsibility for project implmementation and supervision,

the Basic Understanding provides that the UNFPA would be invited to particip-

ate in supervision missions organized by the Bank and that the UNFPA also

has the right to make an independent evaluation on the use of grant funds.

He added that for each connected set of projects and project components, it

is necessary, for the sake of efficiency and effectiveness, that one organLza-

tion be in charge. Ho further added that the Bank had taken on this role

because the Government welcomed such a coordinating role and did not really

want the responsibility.

MALAYSIA

A. Bacpground

12 Mr. Zidan briefly reviewed the chronology of events of the proposed

Malaysian project-from the initial request from the Governmnt to the Ban

in April 1971, to a reconnaissance mission in June 1971, and an apprasal.

mission in March 1972. At th end of 197I the UNIFA received a serie of

requests for financial assistance from the Government. In January 197~,

the UNFPA and the Bank agreed to work closely in Malaysia on project devel-

opmuent; in May 1972 angrcmant was reached to extend this to a paral l

financing arrangement. Under this arrangcnt, the project will be devel

oped in such a way that components financed by UNFPA or 1BRD will be sopar atoe

and clearly identified. The Bank loan and the UNFPA grant will be made

directly by the two parties to the Governm'nt; management of the project

will be the responsiblity of the Project Implementation Uni to be estab-

lished by the Coverne nt for Lhat purpose. Details of the supervis'onl

procedures have not yet been worked out but a common reportin ste m o

project implemenation is anticipated. The project would he diened to

include components financed by the UNFPA and the Bank.

13. The broad outline of the paralleL financing rrangemenit has been dis-

cussed with the specialized agencies expected to be involved in the projpt

and, in principle, they all agreed.
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B. Comments on the Malaysian Experience

14. There is a feeling in the Malaysian Government, fostered by the

Agency representatives, that the UNFPA has "unlimited funds' for disposal

to Malaysia. Also, the technical ministries in Malaysia felt that the

UNFPA is much more lenient than the Bank and less demanding in its

implementation and supervision procedures. These feelings have caused

the interest in Bank assistance to he limited almost solely to conStruction.

Most of the other project components initially identified by the Bank

as part of a comprehensive project, have gradually been transferred to

UNFPA requests made subsequent to the identification of the Bank project.

Agency efforts to broaden UNFPA funds for these activities led to an

increase in the requests for UNFPA assistance from $1-2 million in

December 1971, to $13.5 million in May 1972.

15. Mr. Sandberg summarized the general situation in Malaysia and

affirmed that the overall relationship between Malaysia and the Bank is

extremely good. Malaysia, which is a country with substantial financial

resources of its own, has a good budgetary and foreign exchange position

because of a conservative Fscal and monetary policy. The Treasury

sought to maximize the grant from UNFPA which is a natural objective;

the problem arose because UNFPA made repeated statements to the ef fct

that grant money was unlimited. In this case, the requests for assistance

from the technical agencLes were inflated and were not scruti nize >y the

Planning Unit of the Government.

16 Dr. Kanagaratnam also pointed out that in the process of project

preparation by the different agencies, much local tension has been created

among the various Ministers and civil scrvanL--in the Ministries of

Finance and Planning, as well as in the technical ministries-uhic 1i

unhealthy and serious.

EGYPT

17. The Bank has completed a sector review for Egypt and han identificd,

a tentative set of activities which might compris s i B rnk-quired. prouct.

An additional amount of project preparation wor is still reqired. Shoul

the necessary preparation work be completed in Septemb er, it is hoped thit

the Bank would send an appraisal mission in October.

A. ixper A ience

18. After the initial Bank reconnaissance mission in April J0 the

UNFPA sent a ii andl011 ina matter of days, signed an $8 mW

"'umbrella agreement" for a period of five years. Some members (A NO ECO-

mittee heard Dr. Bindary, Head of the Egyptian proi ram ver lis,

frustration, at the meeting in New York at the beginnng of July, eve

getting detais worked out even after twelve months. Ater the U Cif

agree- nt was sined, tic impetu for securing an lDA credit for popui tion

was ntw In fact, for hil lait cumeer, the ink mdeided not to pti

wicad wt the reojuc Thu f oenvme ,ho'eve i Bunsee reed Ier cs
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in obtaining the Bank's financial assistance, but mainly to develop its

health infrastructure and to integrate this assistance, as well as others,

into the emerging UNFPA project to make a more meaningful and well-

balanced project.

B. Comments on the Egyptian Experience

19. Egypt is an example of a country where the Bank is making an effort

to help the Government use local resources and external consultants (from

Carolina Population Center) to do some of the det ailed preparation work.

This work will need funds and two possible sources are being explorea-

the UNFPA and the Ford Foundation. The Bank does not have funds of its

own for such preparatory work which is drawn from UNDP sources in other

sectors. There is uncertainty about the possibility of such funding.

20. In more general terms, the UNFPA has turned down, at the IBRD/UNFPA

Review Meeting, a Bank request for project preparation funds for countries;

an application, on UNFPA's suggestion, has been made to UNDP for preinvest-

ment funding as in other sectors. It is uncertain as to whether such

funds will be forthcoming; to Bank staff , the decision of UNFPA to decline

funding countries for project preparation is unfortunate.

IRAN

21. There are many external donors in the population field in Iran.

However, the lack of adequate coordination among the donors and ie lack

of a "master plan" create a major problem. The Bank had originally taken

the position that no population project would be advisable in Iran until

the Government had completed the basic planning for its Fifth Plan, duo to

start in March, 1973. In Dccemcbe 1971, however, the Covernment requ al

the Bank's im mdiate assistance for the construction of iamily plan ng/

health centr within the overall context of the Five-Year Plan. The Aani

had tentatively agreed to send an appraisal mission upon receipt of the

Government's project proposal.

22. There has been much talk of some type of "joint programming" between

the UNFPA and the Bank before the start of the Fifth Plan. However, at

this moment it is still unclear what is needed to be done. There h s been

a healthv kind of cooperation between these two agencies in the fiel in

Iran, particularly the UNFPA-financed Inventory Study of the Famiily Plannin.

Activities in Iran according to a format prepared by the Bank. Thi forri

was needed before a Bank project could be developed becuse of the 

number of donors. The Bank did not do a sector study because backgruA

information was available from a 1970 Health and Population Preinvosnat

Mission and, in addiLion, the Government was already preoccupied with the

Caradon Mission Report.

KENYA

23. Dr. Kanagaratnam reviewed the results of the Bank's recent reconais-

sauce mission in Kenya. A copy of the Government's Five-Year National

Family Planning Program--an encouraging first effort by the Kenyans to

formulate a comprehensive national family planning program-had been made
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available to the Bank's mission. The Plan requires considerable revision

and documentation for it to serve as the basis for an integrated, cross-

sectoral approach to family planning; however, the Plan has promise if it

can be made to work. Dr. Kanagaratnam discussed the Plan with the Govern-

ment and reported that if it is substantially revised and presented as an

integrated project package, the Bank would then be prepared to consider

possible financing of some components.

24. The Bank has provided UNFPA with a copy of the document. Beyond

this, there has been no need to take further steps until the Bank and

the UNFPA receive the Revised Plan. UNFPA has no plans for Kenya at

the moment, although there is a Population Program Officer for the Region

based in the UNDP office in Nairobi. The Bank Mission had the impression

that his relationship with the Government was not effective.

WORLD HEALTH ORGAN1 ZATION (1HO)

25. Dr. Kanagaratnam and Mr. Baldwin reviewed the Bank's experience with

WHO, with regard to the three Bank missions in which WH1O personnel part-

icipated--Egypt, Malaysia and the Philippines. Dr. Kanagaratnam reviewed

the problems the Bank has had with WHO consultants. In Malaysia, the Bank

had a particularly difficult situation because the WHO consultant did not

limit his role to technical matters and to raising issues which mighr require.

discussion between the Bank and WHO on the project approach; instead he

became actively involved in discussing the financing plan for the project

and the Bank has good reason to believe that the MO consultant actively

sought to dissuade the Governmont from seeking Bank assistance for items

other than construction. These activities presented the Malaysian Covera-

ment with a picture of competin international agencies and encouraged them

to "Play off" one agency against another; in the process both the overall

project package suffered and the Bonk's position was undOrmined, in the

case of the Philippines, three WHO consultants were assi Ae to the missiua;

two, however, were only available for the first day or two of the mission' s

work while the third, who was with the mission, had inadequNt knowleoge

both of the population field and the country. In Egypt, tle WHO staff

member gave useful advice on the country, but did not partic ipate in the

whole mission. Such advice could have been obtained by calling on WHO

instead of having the staff member participate directly in the Bank mission.

26. In the case of Indonesia where WHO had not participated, there were

considerable problems but in the end the technical content of the healtit

component was not changed because WHO officials had not questioned the

technical soundness of the package; their technical comaments on the report

were marginal. On the other hand, they were more concerned with ins ttu-

tional relationship and their relationship vis-a-vis the Bank/UNFPAs

relationship with the Government's Family Plmning Board.

27. WHO has, more than any other U.N. agency including UNFPA, been

particularly sensitive about the Bank's activities in the population fiel;
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it regards itself as having an exclusive mandate in this field. Mr. Baldwin

added that the Bank has a major problem in working out some kind of recog-

nitition of WHO's political institutional role in the U.N. system. Bank

operations could suffer from any attempt to delegate the health service

aspects responsibility in its missions to WHO.

28. Mr. Johnson and others agreed; he further added that their Committee

was moving to get UNVPA to operate independently of agencies and said it

would be unwise of the Bank, now, to enter into any formal agicements

with WHO or any other agency at this transitional stage--thus pre-empting

the other choices of using better technical skills elsewhere. He added

that they were disturbed in their review to see that in the specialized

agencies the attitude was "What can family planning do for me?" rather

than "What can I do for family planning?"

Exloration of Formal Collaborat ion

29. Mr. Michanek asked whether the Bank has any preferred model of

Bank/UNFPA collaboration that it wanted to pursue. Dr. Kanagaratnam

replied that our experience was limited and country experience in specific

cases would have to be developed. The Bank's involvement in populaion

is relatively new and the UNFPA's operational patterns, philosophy and

procedures were still being developed. Until this became clear, it would

not be possible to develop a model for cooperation with the ank. lie,

however, offered three theoretical possibilities:

(i) Joint Firancing where there is a commingling of funds of two or

more nterial donors, in some agreed proportion, to finance a

project. One executing agency will have individual recponsibiliLy

for disbursement, project implementation and supervision. The

Indonesia population projec t was cited as an eample. (From the

Bank's point of view this was ideal.)

(ii) Parallel Financing where the project is developed in such a way

at Icomponts financed by the external donors will be separate

and clearly identified. Disbursement will be handled independen tly

and will he made directly to the Government. The proposed Malaysian

project was cited as an example. (To be tested yet.)

(iii) Separnte Fianc Ang - a loose arrangement where both parties, having

dev op ieAK On projects, agree to continue them, each aware

of the other's project but without intent of external influence.

(Least desirable, but the commonest!)

30. He added that the type of collaboration between the UNFPA cd the

Bank depends on the particular circumstances of each country concerned.

Idelly, the Bank ould prefer Model No. (i), (the Bank has done this with

SIDA in the population project in India) but at the moment UNFPA, for

political reasons (image and visibility) 'is reluctant to use it. Parallel

finaneing must take cognizance of the Bank's desire to finance inputs having

program effects--i.e., software, rather than hardware inputs exclusively.
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31. Mr. Michanek agreed that while it would be best if these three

models could be tried case by case, country by country, he felt that

too many countries need population assistance for us to wait for

that information as it would take years before any formal collaboration

between the two main funding agencies could be crystallized. He there-

fore suggested it would be desirable to elaborate upon these models if

possible, and determine the common and essential elements, and the type

of cooperative arrangement which would be practical for groups of countries

in dif ferent situations.

32. Stanley Johnson, at this point, said that the members of the U.N.

Committee and the Secretariat, in the course of their discussions with

several parties, stated the need for a closer and more formal cooperation

between the UNIPA and the Bank since it seems clear that in the succeed-

ing years these two institutions will occupy principal places and influence,

to a large extent, external assistance for population activities. He

cited four stages where some kind of cooperation is possible:

(i) establishment of country priorities;

(ii) actual participation in sector and project missions;

(iii) mechanism of disbursement of funds; and

(iv) project implementation by supervision and evaluation.

33. Mr. Johnson enumerated some benefits the UNFPA would enjoy from a

formal collaboration with the Bank:

( i) The Bank's continuing experience in appraising and analyzing the

economic performance and prospects of countries, as embodied I1

economic reports and other documents, could be an import nL prit

of reerence to the UNFI in its attempt to establish priorities.

(ii) The Bank's long-standing experience of assisting governments in

the preparation of projects and in the businss of project-

appraisal and supervision would be a key factor in any fornA

Bank/UNFPA collaboration. The Bank's methodology has been tesud

and found to be effective. Its work in this field, as in others,

is of a high, progressive content and, at the same Lime, is

operationall y oriented. The UNFPA has not yet been able to build

within its own headquarters a capacity for helping countries in the

formulation of projects or for project appraisal and supervL sion;

it is not likely that it can, given its present staffing and

planned future additions, without the stimulus of a continun ,

association with an organiation such as the Bank.

(iii) If Bank/UNFPA partnership could be established for program and

pro ject planning, there is a real prospect that the UNFPA would

be able to move away from other forms of planning and preparation

especially of the -ad hoc type undertaken by the U.N. agencies

which, at the moment, seem to have somewhat undesirable results.

(iv) It remains true that the Bank has a reputation for rigor' in

project apprnisal which does not apply to the U.N. There seems

no ai priori reason to assume that because the U.N. provides
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grant money while the Bank provides loans, standards for

project preparation and appraisal should be different.

UNFPA should, by association with the Bank, develop this

rigor.

34. Mr. Johnson also cited some benefits the Bank would enjoy from this

cooperative arrangement:

(i) The possibility that the UNFPA grant money could be commingled

with Bank loan or credit money, leading to a "blend" would

considerably extend the range of possible Bank operations in

population.

(ii) There would possibly be some political advantages to the Bank

being associated in a joint Bank/UNFPA operation.

(iii) It is possible that a UNFPA field representative, situated in

the office of the UNDP Resident Representative, could serve

Bank interests as well as UNFPA in the early stages of project

development, data gathering, etc., and help both the Bank and

the UNFPA in piecemeal project development.

35. He suggested that one way of achieving Bank/UNYPA cooperation, which

would also economze staff resources for both institutions, would be a

formal cooperative agreent betve en the Bank and UNFPA to fin nce a

joint programming unit (a dek expe rtise) on a fifty-fifty basis.

Dr. Kanagaratnam said this had I en considered Within the Bank but was

prematurc until more experience w s gained working together and until.

the operational practice of both was bettcr understood. Moreover, a

Washington-based unit is dei cable for tapplin Bank experti e and country

knowiedge but it might not be acceptable to UNPA; a New York-iscd unit

would lose advantages of Bank rigor and wethodology and would proba

not be acceptable to the Banh. Mr. Michanek intervened and adad that he

himself doubts that any political Jeadership in the U.N. could accept

establishment of such a unQi at this time, although with experience over

time, further consideration might be possible.

36. Mr. Michanek suggested, instead, that the UNFPA should benefit from

the Bank's professional work in sectoral analysis. He asked if som means

of joint missions could not be found, so Lat such sector work could help

both the governmt, the UNPPA, and the Bank to identify suitable projects.

Tho Bank foit that Lhis suggetion wns valid, but because of its limima

human resources, could only concentrate on countries within its lending

program and could not do sector surveys in countries wheic project possib-

ilities were unlIkely. In a subsequent discussion the next day, a list of

countries in the Bank's lending program was given to the Michanek Comirtee.

They suggested a program of sector reviews which could be developed and

instituted according to the timetable. Dr. Knagaratnam emphasized two

important elements in sector studies that should be borne in mind:
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(i) these studies would be Bank-type sector reviews and participa-

tion would be by team members making technical inputs. The

Bank would have to be responsible for the production of the

reports which, after internal review within the Bank, would

become reports of the Bank and not of the mission.

(ii) The findings of the studies should lead to integrated project

inputs and the components that were identified should not be

funded separately (this type of funding might create problems);
instead they should be funded only in the context of the whole

integrated package.

37. The Comnittee acknowledgeA awareness of the problems arising from

joint missions where members are responsible to different parties and

it accepted the need for technical leadership and discipline in mission

work and report preparation. On funding, it also agreed

(i) that piecemeal funding should be discouraged; and

(ii) in countries where sector studies are done, some under-

standing of joint funding is essential before starting out.

The Committee pointed out that while sector reviews vary in countries with

UNFPA-funded programs, the Ban's sector information would undoubtedly be

helpful as a mid-term evaluation of UNFPA input. The Committee indizated

that it felt this pattern of cooperation suggested by the Bank was promis-

ing and would explore the possibilities further.

SUMM/&RY

1. The Committee stated that it now had the benefit of seeing all the

pieces fall in place in the Indonesia project. In Mr. Michanek s view, this

type of joint project was a good one.

2 . The Committee felt the use of Bank capability to undertake sector

studies was a useful initial stop toward cooperation and it woul d plan to

explore this further.

3. The proposal for more formal cooperative arrangements was considered

premature by the Committee; however, the Committee did express considerable

interest in increasing cooperation and collaboration in major country

operations between the Bank and Lie UNFPA.

LVDomingo/CZaidan:hli
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Main points discussed at meeting held at
Population Council, June 22-23, 1972

1. THIRD WORLD SYNDROME

It was felt by some, and perhaps by most, of the participants thatpopulation and family planning assistance were increasingly encountering a
backlash' or 'Third World syndrome'.

To some extent this backlash affected all aid and external assistanceactivities. Whereas the earlier generation of leadership in ex-colonial
countries had rested on its laurels once independence was achieved, today -under a new generation - nationalism had taken on a different form. Positionsof power in the Third World were more and more coming to be held by men whohad been educated in the universities of their own countries and who wereconscious of their own professional and administrative abilities. They weremore selective about the type of assistance they sought from abroad and morecritical of the terms and motives with which it was offered.

Population and family planning assistance partook of the generalliabilities affecting all external aid. In addition, it had certain specialliabilities of its own. The experience of the Accra Population Conferenceand, more recently, of the 'counter-conference' in Stockholm at the time ofthe June 1972 U.N. Environment meeting, together with continuing reports fromthe field, were cited. In its most extreme form, criticism linked populationand family planning with Vietnam, ecocide, genocide, racism, apartheid andsundry other manifestations of colonialist, neo-col -n-iait, mperialist
aggression. Even though there were still Third World governments willing(as at the 'official' Stockholm conference) to speak in favour of populationpolicies and family planning and even though favourable resolutions werestill passed in the various international bodies, the Third World syndromecould not be ignored. It might become more not less important over the nextyears, especially as the proponents of more extreme views moved from the wingstowards the centre of the Third World stage.

What was to be done about the population backlash or the Third Worldsyndrome? The spectrum of possibilities ranged, on the one hand, to solutionswhich saw an end to all external assistance (and, especially, to populationand family planning assistance) to solutions, on the other hand, whichinvolved the use of all assistance monies (and especially population money)in support of Mao-type revolution. It could be argued that, while bothextremes might be politically acceptable to Third World activists, theerevolutionary' solution might have the added advantage of being demographicallyeffective.

In between the two ends of the spectrum various other possibilitiespresented themselves for eliminating, or at: least obviating the worst effectsof, the Third World syndrome. Some of these possibilities were in their naturemutually exclusive of others. Some could be pursued jointly.

1 Stressing the 'universality' of the population nroblem. It was nolonger any good for 'us' to talk of population as in 'their' problem Itwas no good being concerned with motes in other people's eyes if we were not
prepared to be concerned with the beams in our own. A ncw emphasis on thepopulation problems of the advanced industrialized countries might make theassistance offered to the developing world by those countries more politicallyacceptable. This could be seen as more than mere cosmetic, an exercize insugaring the Pill. Recent reports, especially that of the President's



Comissio. n Population Growth and the A . -can Future had done much to
establish the d-imension of population problems in rich countries. (An inventory
of population policies was being compiled by the Puopulation Council in respect
of 19 developed countries).

(ii) Adjustingthe 'mi'o oulation and family planning assistance.
Historically, bilateral 'donors' - whether foundations or governmant agenclic,
had accounted for the bulk of population and family planning assistance. With
the growth of the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IrPF) and,especially, the creation of the United Nations Fund for Population Activities
(UNFPA) and of a Population Projects Department within the World Bank, a
significant shift of focus towards multilateral assistance had taken place.
To what extent were multilateral activities less susceptible to the Third
World syndrome than bilateral activities?

There was some feeling that UNFPA was not in fact a genuinely multi-
lateral affair. It was argued that developing countries were perfectly capable
of seeing UNFPA for what it was: a new name attached to an old face. USAID
might push its money through UNFPA but these were still dollars and the LDC's
were not really in doubt as to their provenance. Until UlNFPA acquired a
constitutional structure that was representative of governments (and
preferably all governments), the 'advantages of multilaterization' would
remain suspect. As for the World Bank, there was some feeling that it was
more genuinely multilateral today than it had been, say, four years ago.
Though the weighted voting system remained, there were indications that theBank was freer of 'Washington's influence' than it had been for a long time.
Further progress towards acceptability by the Bank would, amongst other things,be influenced by possible Chinese membership of the Bank and International
Monetary Fund (IMF).

(iii)'Integratints' population assistance into the wider develoment
framework. Integration could be taken in two senses. First, it meant that
population assistance should be seen as only a part of the total aid packag;e.
It would not be acceptable to the Third World if population funds steadily
increased at a time when most other aid funds were being cut back. Second,
integration meant that a 'population component' should be built into on-going
efforts for social and economic development. It was not clear that1populationizing' education, health, employment, agriculture would in itselfbe immediately more acceptable than focussing on population in a specifically
family-planning context. But the broader approach offered, in the long run,the chance of creating a broader basis of support within a particular country.

(iv) Doing health and familyplannin,, but not powulation. The
argument was made that, specially in Africa and parts of Latin America, itwas acceptable to talk about health and to promote family planning in a
health context but not to do so with demographic motives. Dropping 'demography'would cause difficulties for many multilateral and bilateral agencies activein the field. Though it could be argued that any policy which has the welfareof people at heart is in fact a population policy, the term was generallytaken to refer to the business of understanding or influencing demographic
variables. The motives of the World Bank, USAID and UNFPA, for example,
in providing support for family planning had to do, ultimately, with thepotential of family planning programmes to effect demographic change (with
the benefits that were supposed to flow from this). To limit their objectivesto purely health and welfare considerations would require (probably) newmandates and new directives. The alternative was to go on 'doing' populationvia family planning, etc., but not to talk about 'doing' population. Thedemographic consequences of family planning programmes would presumably
still follow but they would not be adduced in formal support of assistance
programmes. Whether this kind of subtlety would appeal to Congress and
aid administrators; whether it would permit proper evaluation of proc:am:es;



and whether Ining population in oisnUise "as any better or more acceptable

than doing en clair seemed doubtful.

2. AWARENESS

The prevalence of the Third World syndrome was 
itself a reflection

of the fact that the battle for the hearts and minds of 'key' leaders in the

developing world (and of course in the developed countries as well) was far

from won. This raised the historic dilemma of the United Nations system.

Is the whole merely the sum of the parts? Or is it greater than the sum of

the parts? To be specific, the question was: should UNFPA (and others)

promote a particular point of view where population was concerned or should

UNFPA merely respond to circumstances? If the former, what was the appropriate

ideological standpoint for UNFPA to adopt?

The way out of the dilemma appeared to lie in providing (or helping

governments acquire) more facts on their demographic 
situations together with

'objective' analyses of the implications of these facts for social and

economic development and the environment. UNFPA, it was felt, was not yet

equipped to do either of these jobs. The key relationship here would be the

partnership between UNFPA and the World Bank. For the World Bank made a

continuing appraisal of member countries economic prospects and performance;

dealt with key planning and finance ministries and was in a position to draw

the attention of governments to the effects of demographic trends. Ultimately,

the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) might build up a similar

capacity. At the field level, the UNDP Resident Representative and the

UNFPA Senior Field Adviser should participate in the process of policy

formulation and 'awareness-creation'. The thought was expressed that the

success of the Population PormeOfficer (PF0) schiome - one of whose

duties included 'awareness' - might have been greater if the institutional

frpmework. viz. UNFPA. had been in being at the time the scheme was started

jwith the PPO's being placed under the UNFPA umbrella.

The agencies had an important role to play at the 'policy' and

'awareness' level. Working through their own constituent ministries, they

could help build up the cabinet - level consensus in support of broad-based

population and family planning programmes. But the dominant axis for

population policy assistance, it was argued, must be the UNFPA-orld Bank

partnership. It was at the level of central not sectoral ministries that

the crucial dialogue would be conducted. Only the Bank and UNDP/UNFPA were

genuinely multipurpose in their dealings with governments, aware of many

sectoral interests but bound to none.

3. MECHANISMS OF ASSISTANCE

Discussion centred on the role of the mission versus that of the

resident adviser. The continuum ranged from all missions on the one hand

and no resident advisers to all resident advisers on the other hand, and no

missions. The decision rested on a number of factors including (a) the

availability of personnel for field or mission assignment; (b) the

programming, planning and implementing capability of governments; and

(c) the nature of the assistance required.

It was recognized that the role of the 'family planning adviser',

serving as a staff member of some expatriate agency, yet looking over the

shoulder of government, might be more limited in the future than it had

been in the past.. Governments themselves, especially in Asia, were becoming

more sophisticated in determining their own programmes. There was also the

tendency, noted earlier, to resist expatriate advice. One exception to this

was the case where the Government hired on short-term assignment, some expert

consultant whose loyalties were then not with the agency or firm whicn

.. . .. 4



released hit )ut with the government which Iloyed him. Another exception

was the case where highly technical advice (such as that frequently provided

by the Population Council) was involved and where the nationality of the

expert in question was less important than his professional competence.

Still another exception could be made in the case of the 'polyvalent'

resident population man (or woman). A 'polyvalent' population officer would

typically deal with the whole spectrum of population and family planning
concerns, without representing any single sectoral interest. le would, most

probably, be a member of the World Bank or UNFPA - as the central non-sectoral

agencies - and might formally or informally represent other multilateral and

bilateral donors. It was possible that one or two key people at the moment

working in certain countries (and already serving as de facto coordinators of

international population assistance) might be released by their organizations

to work for the World Bank or UNTPA in a suitably polyvalent way.

The concept of polyvalence was as crucial in considering missions as

it was in considering the role of resident advisers. Criticism was voiced

of the 'typical' U.N. mission which represented, in effect, little more than

a clumsy aggregation of agency representatives, each touting for business for

their respective organizations. This habit (of sending multiagency missions)

(a) irritated the host country who had to deal with a dozen people instead of

two; (b) led to the inclusion of unsuitable elements in the overall population

package; (c) led to difficulties of administration and implementation both at

the headquarters and at the field level.

What was required, on the contrary, was the clear recognition that

the central planning and progranming focus of population assistance must lie

with the government itself and, more specifically (since governments themselves

often far from co-uLdinaLd) wt t-he centra insrL i of plnnn o fi

or comnissions or boards on population located at some central point in the

pyramid of government. It was argued that the appropriate overall balance of

a population programme could only be achieved when special pleading of all

kinds was eliminated. Thus if any mission was needed to assist: governments

in the preparation of a population programme, that mission must not contain

representatives of sectoral interests. At the programme planning' level, as

at the policy level, the key axis would be the World Bank and the UNFPA, both

of them engaged in a constructive yet rigcrous dialogue with governments.

A distinction had to be made between the Uorld Bank kind of mission, which

could be seen as simply one item in a continuous exchange between the Bank

and governments, and the UN-type mission which - besides the undesirable

multiagency characteristics noted above - suffered also from a lack of

preparation and a lack of follow-through.

Once the overall dimensions of the population program or project

had been established, and the necessary 'feasibility' studies undertaken, it

would then be open to the government to seek both financial and technical

assistance wherever it thought best. Financial support might be available

from other sources as well as the Bank and UNFPA; technical support might

come from a number of points including individuals, firms, non-UN and UN

organizations. Once the locus of co-ordination was clearly established as

resting with the government itself, interagency problems of coordination -
historically so overwhelming - might suddenly seem less severe.

Brief consideration was also given to the possibility of a formal
cooperative agreement between the Bank and the UNFPA (along the lines of the
FAO/IBRD Cooperative Programme) . Agreement could lead to the joint financing

by the Bank and the UNFPA of a joint division charged with assisting governments

prepare major population programmes or projects,
Agreement could also include arrangements for join IBRD/UNFPA representation

at the country level, where appropriate.



4. TYP OF ASSISTANCE

The machinery of assistance was one thing; the type of assistance was
another. Though governments, formulating their own plans would clearly be the
principal factor in determining the nature of their population prograsmes, it
remained true that the balance of the prograrane could be influenced by what
the external agencies had to offer. Summary tables having been 1 prepared of
the allocations by sub-sector of the eight principle 'donors',- the question
arose: was this an appropriate statement of priorities for external assistance
in the population field? (It had to be recognized that priorities for external
assistance would not necessarily conform to the overall priorities of population
programmes. Outside agencies might be specially qualified to provide certain
kinds of 'input').

No clear feeling emerged in the meeting except in respect of the
following points:

(i) China Though it was too early to tell exactly how, it was
virtually certain that the experience of China with population and family
planning programmes would be a major factor in determining both the nature
of external assistance and the nature of future programmes.

(ii) Abortion remained a pre-eminent method of birth control. UNFPA
was perhaps in a key position to make an 'informational thrust' on abortion,
aimed at promoting wide-spread legalization of abortion. The potential
impact for health and demography of suction-curetage techniques, especially
when these techniques were developed and promot'ed by the private sector,
was stressed.

(iii) ~ ~ ~ ~ L Strlzt-.Smlrcaims were mad'efrotain
laparascopic sterilization techniques.

(iv) Do everything. Like computers, there were already several
'generations' of population and family planning programmes. The first had
stressed the 'family-planning clinic' approach; the second had stressed the
value of the 'audiovisual' approach; the third (and present) stressed the
need to 'integrate' family planning with health. But none of these by
themselves was enough. Governments had to do all the 'within ' family
planning measures simultaneously; then, on top of this, they had to add
all the 'beyond' family planning measures - again simultaneously. These
included the four e's - education, employment, ethics and environment, as
well as the three p's - peace, poverty and pollution. Law, women and
agriculture were to be added for good measure. Finally, besides all the
things already thought of, governments had to throw in things that were not
yet thought of, the distant gleams in people's eyes, the 'beyond the beyiond'
category.

5. CONCLUSION

Even if governments 'did everything' and did it successfully, it
would still be very difficult to disentangle cause from effect. Within the

............ 6

1/ By the Population Council, UNFPA undertook to produce similar statistics
in the future.
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near future at least, it would be hard to claim with any certainty that

birth rates were falling (if they were) because of population and family

planning programmes. But this did not mean the effort was not worth mak1ing.
At least the possibility of a causal relationship was there and that was

enough to justify a continuation of international assistance in population

and family planning - at least as long as there still appeared to be countries

where that assistance was welcome. And, in any case, few would deny the
addition to welfare resulting from better maternal and childhealth through
family planning, regardless of demography.

27th June, 1972
SJ/mdej
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K. Kanagaratnam

Notes of a Meetin' between fr. R. Salas and Kr. -camara - July 3. 1972

1. r. AcNamara met r. Rafael Salas, Executive- irector, UNFPA, at

the latter's initiative for about one nour on July 3, 1972. Mr. Sala

was accompanied by Dr. Nafis Sadik. Also present, from the Bank , were

_r. B. Chadenet, .Tr. A.L. Hoffman and -myself. The discussion centered

on two main points ,

(i) relationships Mit.
(ii) World Population Tear/s onfrence.

2. ir. Salas openi 4y ostatin that znah/hiT relationshila were

ood and othere is now conLiderable excan".e of inforatio on project
"laurn at an early itaie. The Five Year Plan had "in .iva to kAPPA

and tn- first review in av covered on oir nrO rao:. he 7xact

patty-a of program operations still nedq to be norted ut in detail
alaysia has provided the firt cas siace the revie:. I reviwe the

current status of orations in nalaysia. Arab Oepul of ot, Iran,

enya and Philippines. alayia was close to agreeant :ut h3: livolved

sortin, out detall of project cononeats and ork i , out the fiaanacin
plan aid arran ments for parallel fTiancing. In -7y t anl Tran U T h

aas unrlla apree:nnts but our nroject develonont has been Alowed
down because the need for the :overnment's technical adencies to develop

a total plan apnroach a be lesened by the ahrcernentn in effect with

_.FPA. Ar. icainara muaized that if governmerst ere not enthusiastic

about our technical and financial assistance, we should review the situa-

tion and reallocate our scarce staff resources elseahere. The problea

for instance, I stated, in the case of iran as taat thn Yla r ani.ation
jas ,ositive of needlla Qa& assistance but the ealth linistr, wnich has

pro-ran responsibility was lees enthuiastic. I1 eacea the O.a has had

a reconnaisaance mission but 7:PA w:. not yet dvelo;ini a aroject nor
has it recive.: requests for fundin- fron te a cin, or lovernmet. In

the Philmnines we had just coupleted a uectoral survey but PA .ad

already concluded an Ajrament earlier this year. We have arec --ith

our Area Department, on the Government' s initiative, to enlore t::e

situation in Banlads, far a project.

3. In response to a qunstion on reviois, 'r. Aclarara observed that

basically the parties that needed to tie i. their efforts closely wore

P\, S AID, Population Council and the Bank and as*ed wiether it would
be Yood for reviews to be jointly held with US A- : ot nar;. .'r. Salas
did sot appear 'keen an:d couaented People are uder t k oaresion we are

too much influenced by the U.S. in our operatiors. :r. ladiv added that

the Fund was attem-tin' to use non United Nationn A Picy exprti- in the

Foundations to provide a second opinion on project proposals.
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4. To a 3u .stoi by Ar Sadik that the Bank can help create greater
avarenen i Planninj inistri ; etc. Ar. :cara said t'i is alreadv
laid dox, in current an operational guielines economic mAsio s dio
have th task of ravinwin. l . ::ct a po nulation, .rowth on Covelop 2nt
and on different auctor f o tae aconomy - .g. maoyment, education,
developnat financiaV etc. iowever, tizre are 3osa verv political
coniderations in som anuttris ulc4 force thP" to ono.w population
policies nd prosA. m± can onlT 1/ect to infor: tan -iK expect that
over time t. ill cn A'O.

5 was concerned ar t it. needto pro cess proj ct; quickly it
t elo" laa tim tdn oy e ; ni lcase o it , roquiretont for 2atailid

sactoral studi da in 1 rooet drdArtini. r. a arnnrw cafir .e toot
.a prol':ta Co neo n 24 ion , lOd tihi :t ora->l arr ne nta for
cotn rio~ Ca tU evolve, r. 01A said 7 Woul ot e doin

nurella acreamats a aa. oanc with Mkata, Vyt, Iran etc. r. Znlas
Kla ontionW the o, A: lity of >ot- t =o but di0 not rursi" ti!

in any detail. It :as clear that in such maters details would nee to b,
worked out.

oi Pgulation ar doru l oWr uliOh t ofereee.

6as mentioned that the UPA was as signed the task of organizing
the Year and providing fundin, whl the United Nations tse would be
re.ponsible for arangemients for te Confetence. The concept of a strong
and cometent Secretary Gnral (cf. Th Qivironental Conference and
Ar. S trong) was ;uggested by r. caAra but r. Salas dd not think
this ws politicaly vial !i the U.. System, epecially in the field
of poplaltion. Dr. Carmn iro of CELAD Santiago was likely to be the
princil . . is. tnat Secrtary -enaral for the Aorld Popilation Con-
ference, worng drectly under r. P. de Seynes. 'r. Salas sai the
possibility of appointing prsons of stature to he. th activities for
the Worl Population Year for - ach of the thr- gion (why three only?)
was ui dr consideration. Mr. alas welcomed uggestions for this and
also dea for running the Year.

7. Vr. ic lzra e asized that the Yir should build up to a climax
:ith the confrc and that thera sbould be ome objective or goal orked
out for the Yar. Pe 7ave reat oawLn to the fact that the World Pc;ula-
tion Year and Vferrace could only uccd ith a6eg uiate preparatory work.
If th re oAference oreparation and na nd sta ff or' is done Mil1
subatantiv :gre. t ou major issuns to n resolve- at the onfreuce
reaced in dvanc of ta cetin, then soaething positive can % zeieted.
For inntance r. 'c' aara sai' he saw tno Conference as the hihlight of
th year and felt i t ould aim to brine 0out

() a clear expre on of the proA aid how it V bei n ealt
with;

(ii) this should focis tat wt h en don, no far is very little.
In fact, very little is being done to deal with it effectively.
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(ii) to chart a road ap on. how to deal with it efectively or
helr on how to deal with it.

Mr. Sailas wanted assistance in the infornation area and ifr. Ic~aara
agreed to have our Infonaation Departant have a person collaborate

ut; ,lr. Sahlas' roup (especially with new ideas for the Year).

A a fial suggestion, ar. Ic~amara said t:at ioverments coull
:sC :'Coura 3 to set up national popuaition comissions to review their

populatio a :ro1e.:i. IAbroad scope, fonaulate and lay don strateies
to dal with ta perohteu,

Copies rq. Mc amara

K~anagaratnaoa bli



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I NTERNAT ON.L BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DVELOPENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 7, 1972

FROM: G.B. Baldwin

SUBJECT: Mr. Chadenet's Reaction to the Proposal in Stanley Johnson's
Memorandum (Attachment No. 2 to the Agenda for the Michanek
Committee Meeting, 10 July 1972)

1. Mr. Zaidan and I talked with Mr. Chadenet to get his reaction to the
suggestion in para. 5 of the Johnson memo, which suggests the establishment
of the joint Bank/UNFPA programming unit to prepare projects, and perhaps
to appraise them, in major countries.

2. BC's major piece of advice was that couples should get engaged before
they get married. He cautioned us to "go slow" and to try out a closer work-
ing relationship before we commit ourselves to anything very formal. The ex-
change of an informal "Letter of Intent" or a "Memorandum of Understanding"
might be okay, but nothing wore at this stage of development.

3. lie would see no difficulty in conducting joint reconnaissance and even
joint appraisal missions with UNFPA. The latter could lead to either a single

appraisal report, if uNfPA agreed to acopL the Bak's report, or to suaLt
reports. In neithar case would either intitution have any veto power over
the other's report. Joint appraisals could lead to either joint or paiallel
financing arrangements. When Mr. Zaidan raised the problem of who would be
in charge of joint missions, BC said he would leaxe it vague and suggested
"Co-chairmen."

4. In sum, BC thought it decidedly premature to try to work out anything
as formal as Mr. Johnson's memo seems to imply, at least for the present.

cc: Mr. Demuth/

Dr. Kanagaratnam
Mr. Zaidan

GBBaldwin/jim



Points for Discussion with Mr. Hoffman: July 3, 1972

The purpose of today's meeting is to review the main points we should try
to get across to the Michanek Committee when it visits the Bank on Monday,
July 10. Some possible points to make are listed below (in some cases the

points are stated as conclusions; others are listed only as "problems"

since we are uncertain what position the Bank should take..)

1. Despite all the problems of Bank/UNFPA relationships, we should

unreservedly welcome the Fund's existence. It offers two major advantages
Bank/IDA financing cannot provide and which therefore involve no competition

or "threat" -- (i) grant financing for a broad spectrum of population
activities, and (ii) ability to operate in countries from which the Bank

is presently excluded by virtue of our requirement that countries borrow

from us for population and not simply for "health." Thus there is a large

area of "natural complementarity" in our respective mandates.

2. The Bank should want member countries to make maximum use of grant

financing, "other things being equal." But other things are not equal:
independent UNFPA funding normally means (in the Bank's view) projects

that have not been well-thought-out in advance and which will not be
closely supervised. Poor programming and poor supervision are high prices
to pay for attractive financing. This is the main reason the Bank wants

to get some control over the software activities which are the bread-and-

butter of UNFPA financing. We think we can make a much stronger contribution

to institution-building than UNFPA -- and this function is important in

population projects.

3. Nobody (either in the Bank or in UNFPA) has yet come up with a

convincing model of the form Bank/UNFPA cooperation ought to take. We
are still very much in an experimental phase. There is a lot of "ad-hocery"

-- of working out different forms of cooperation in different countries.

Generally speaking, the spirit of cooperation between the two organizations,

and the personal relations among staff members, has held up remarkably well.

But there seems general recognition that present working relations are

unsatisfactory and that some formal resolution of outstanding issues is

needed.

4. The problem of working out more satisfactory institutional relation-

ships is partly technical (who finances what, who supervises what, when

should there be joint missions and joint reports, etc.) and partly "political"

(status relationships, formal mandates, personalities, evaluations of each

other motives and competences). The Bank must recognize the latter elements

and try to sort out the legitimate from the non-legitimate considerations...

5. An important underlying problem is UNFPA's formal mandate to lead

and to coordinate international assistance in population and the weakness

of its capacity to exercise these functions. The Bank has no such mandate

but is more qualified to perform these functions. Is the solution for us

to be as self-effacing as possible on this issue but to exercise de facto

influence wherever possible?

6. The Bank has developed formal cooperative agreements with FAO, Unesco,

and WHO in the water supply field. Some people in the Bank believe the
present problems in population are similar to early problems experienced in
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these other fields. This may be true, but I am skeptical: in all other

fields the UN agency concerned was stronger and older than UNFPA and none

had competing money to work with. And there is no reason to adopt those

arrangements as a model unless they work reasonably well...

7. We should spend an hour or so reviewing country experience in our

relationships with UNFPA. We could go through all our 7-8 advanced pipe-

line projects and detail the nature of the relationship. Baldwin and

Zaidan could handle.

8. One of our problems is that the UN agencies want UNFPA to use only

UN agencies as executing agencies and for technical assistance. We think

this too restrictive; UNFPA has told us they do not feel restricted to UN

agencies, but they must certainly show them preference. The agencies tend

to get mad at UNFPA and/or the Bank whenever suggestions are made for going

outside the UN system. This is regarded as disloyalty, at least on the part1
of some key agencies (e.g. WHO).

9. Should UNFPA funds be available to the Bank for project preparation

activities? We have asked this of the Fund and been turned down. We have

been invited to make use of UNFP funds instead...

10. Is it practical for the Bank to exercise its institution-building

function by trying to "tighten up" a country's use of UNFPA funds by

including in our projects certain high-priority components which would be

financed by UNFPA but for which the government would be held accountable

by us?

11. If the Bank "retreats" to a position of financing only hardware (which

is the "gap" in the world financial picture and our "natural" financial role)

will we not abdicate our institution-building role?

G.B. Baldwin
Population Projects Department
July 3, 1972



INTERNATIONAL D. -OPMENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATI. I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPE<T CORPORATION

QFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 28, 1 9 72 --

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: Meeting at the Population Council, New York - June 22-23, 1972 - with
Officials from Principal Donor Agencies and Mr. Ernst Michanek/UN Secretary-
General's Advisory Committee to Review UNFPA

1. On June 22 and 23 I attended an "informal meeting" at the Population
Council, New York, called under the Chairmanship of Dr. Bernard Berelson
to meet with Mr. Michanek and his Secretariat who are doing a review of
the programming and organization of the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities (UNFPA). The list of those who attended is attached.

Over $200 million in Population Assistance

2. In opening the meeting, Dr. Berelson thanked those present for the
papers received, setting out briefly their programmatic emphases for the
next few years and money allocations for 1972. He highlighted that in toto
some $200 million was being spent on population at the present time, and
the Agencies represented in the room handled some 95% of this. This was
exclusive of what countries were spending themselves. There was some
detailed discussion on the amounts reported and on the procedures of the
different Agencies in allocation, disbursement and actual expenditure.

Strategy for the '70s

3. Dr. Berelson said the Michanek Committee would like to hear a dis-
cussion of the strategy for the 1970s, in particular the shift needed to
achieve results in the light of the experience of the '60s. The paper on
Strategic Reappraisal, by Berelson, focuses on the fact that the traditional
family planning clinic approach has been found to be inadequate (though
necessary and essential as part of a total program) for sustained results,
as many of the programs of the '60s petered out after initial successes. A
much more broad-based program involving many elements of government and
society was needed; such a program would take into account the social science
factors in fertility decisions (e.g. the Ron Freedman paper at BellagioI),
and the involvement in population activities and policies of key policy-
making ministries such as Planning, Finance, Education, etc. A recognition
of the strategy will help UNFPA determine their structure to work within
such an operational situation. He also wished to raise the question of
Resident Advisors to countries for discussion; the Population Council had
used such general program advisors in the '6 0 s and his view was that such

advisors were not needed and not really welcome, except in special circum-
stances. This was another important point for UNFPA, who are considering a
large number of Resident Advisors for the field. Much of the discussion
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during the next two days centered on the following key items:

(i) The emphasis in funding.
(ii) Role of Resident Staff (and the "Third World Syndrome").
(iii) Need for integrated planning.

The Emphasis in Funding

4. The allocation of funds of different agencies when reviewed, showed
that well over more than half these funds were directed to family planning
delivery systems, about 15% to biomedical development; 6% to basic popula-
tion data; 8% to population policy issues; and 7% to training facilities
and resources. Although the procedures of agencies differed in terms of
allocation, disbursement and actual expenditure, the returns were broad
enough to give an indication of current trends. One speaker pointed out
that of this, at least 60% was being directed towards LDCs, while the rest
was being utilized in the developed countries or in UN infrastructure and
salaries, travel, field missions and expatriate advisors. This was, however,
an advance over the '60s when, although the funds were smaller in absolute
terms, a much higher percentage was spent in developed countries and in
support of developed country institutions (e.g. universities and research).
UNFPA agreed to have a closer look at these funds to see if some rationaliza-
tion could be drawn of trends.

Role of Resident Staff

5. The discussion on Resident Advisors reached one major consensus -
that Advisors should be used selectively and that the pattern which evolved
in the 1960s of generalist advisors has become increasingly unacceptable to
LDCs. Some countries were already blaming their advisors for pressuring them
into programs and methods that were premature and culturally unacceptable.
They were seeking more and more in-depth technical specialists for skills
the countries do not have - e.g. demographic analysis, computer programming,
etc. They were reluctant to accept "general advisors" who stayed behind
the key operation officers in national programs, and often made decisions
for the local officials, as was a common feature during the 1960s. The
Population Council has withdrawn three general advisors in the past two
years. Stanley Johnson and Oscar Harkavy referred to the "Third World
Syndrome" which one must be sensitive to. Stanley Johnson reported the
intense feeling against population activities which he felt at Stockholm;
particularly in the activities peripheral to the main conference he and
other IPPF staff had an eye-opener in seeing the intensity of feeling
against IPPF as well as other population agencies of the West. He added
that he did not think that the "Multi-lateralization of population
assistance" through the UNFPA had in any way diminished the intensity of
hostility towards population activities as an externally imposed effort
towards genocide etc. etc.! Wahren of SIDA confirmed this view, and said
that SIDA has felt that more initiative and more action should be left to
the countries themselves. In fact, he emphasized his point by saying that
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a slow program put together and run by Third World country nationals was

preferable to, an "efficient" program put together or "imposed" on by

expatriates - the former, he felt, had more long-term chance of success.

SIDA, since 1969, had advocated cutting down on program advisors and had

been withdrawing them also. He also felt that population activities would

be in deep trouble if the donors continued to operate on the traditional

pattern of the past as a single-purpose activity. That was why he was

strongly for over-all planning in population involving other elements of

government rather than the one method, one discipline, or one Ministry

operations of the past (see below).

6. There was a discussion on the difficulty of getting suitable advisors

because very often the only persons available to go out to the field were

either early in their professional careers or those who had retired from

service; the former were often unacceptable because they were less experi-

enced than people they worked with, and the few among the latter that made

the grade, and who were culturally acceptable and flexible to work in LDCs,

were often either committed in their own countries or in demand. In addi-

tion, there was a tendency of many top people to remain in the center of

operations and not to accept field assignments. This meant, for such peo-

ple, North America and Europe or as a second-best, the Regional Centers.

7. There was extended discussion of the "Third World Syndrome" and

whether this made advisable the more extensive use of the mission approach

rather than Resident Advisors. The consensus was that, given the shortage

of qualified people and the political sensitivities of LDCs, there was

merit in more use of the mission approach; however, such an approach should

establish a pattern of continuing discussion and planning between govern-

ments and missions, implying occasional periods cf intense activity in the

country. When there was a specific task to be done, it was felt that

overnments would, however, still be ready to haxe specialist advisors. It

as agreed that these should be short-term advisors making intensive technical

nputs to be followed up by the local people after the advisors' departure.

Integrated Planning

8. It was generally agreed that there was a need for population activities

to be part of a broader strategy - development planning, broadened health

activities, improvement in the status of women - rather than just supplying

contraceptives. The supply of contraceptive methods alone creates weak

programs and political resistance. This was also discussed in the context

of whether it would be possible for the UNFPA to have available to it a

mechanism whereby the total inputs of different kinds needed at the country

level could be planned on an overall basis first, and the financing plan then

determined by the government with the appropriate donor agencies. There was

general feeling among the Michanek Committee that the present programming

arrangements of the UNFPA needed to be improved and were not at all satis-

factory. They found considerable dissatisfaction over the programming that

had been done by the specialized agencies for the UNFPA - as reflected in
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comments received by the Committee in their visits; they also felt that

UNFPA should not be the "prisoner of the Agencies" but should deal direct-

ly with governments and route their funds directly to governments in support

of well-conceived plans of action worked out with governments.

A Co-operative Program

9. In this connection, members of the Michanek Secretariat, in a

separate discussion, raised with me the question of how the Bank's

technique of country selection based on priorities, sectoral analyses

and program planning could be utilized to benefit the UNFPA. In this

discussion they indicated that they would like to see a closer working

relationship in programming between the Bank and UNFPA and some possibil-

ity of a co-operative arrangement with the Fund (the establishment of a

preinvestment/programming unit, jointly financed, was mentioned). I respon-

ded with positive interest. Members of this Secretariat, together with

Mr. Michanek, are scheduled to come to Washington on July 10/11 to meet with

Bank staff and can be expected to raise this question. They are interested

in Bank-type of programming and want to evaluate the advantages of such

programming with the proposal for the development of UNFPA field staff to

do their project development.

10. The development of broad-based programming is an important concern of

the Michanek review. As Michanek's Secretariat described it, they are

thinking of suggesting the establishment of a Bank/Fund relationship that

would improve the capability of both agencies and would bring about a

funding capacity larger, speedier and more effective than has been possible

for either working separately. They are, however, aware of some of the

political sensitivities in this area to a liaison with the Bank among

Eastern Block UN Members; they also are aware of the possible resentment

among UN Agencies for such a Bank/Fund arrangement. A draft resolution

for the UN General Assembly, being prepared by the Michanek Committee,

suggests in one paragraph "...special arrangements particularly with the

World Bank ... " In their report they expect to elaborate on this point.

Possibly a co-operative arrangement could be developed for preinvestment

planning of major country programs without either agency being tied exclus-

ively to such programming as the only avenue available for program development

4 J for either agency. While there was general consensus that integrated planning

on an overall basis would be the best approach, there was resistance from

Dr. Ravenholt of US AID, who felt that such planning takes too long (as the

Bank's experience has shown) and if practiced by UNFPA would delay it in the

transfer of urgently needed resources. He felt that the most important

thing was to get the resources to the country as quickly as possible; he

mphasized that the supply side of program development is likely to look more

productive with recent advances in technology. This view was not shared by

the others and did not get very much support, particularly from Wahren and

Berelson. The general feeling was that ongoing activities could be financed

\Iby UNFPA as an interim measure while major programs should only be funded

after careful integrated planning.

V
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Conclusion

11. The meeting was clearly successful in bringing about one and a half

days of unstructured discussion on many points among a small 
and involved

group. The points aired would, in Mr. Michanek's summing up, be valuable

to his Committee in their task ahead for the UN Secretary-General.

Copies: Messrs. McNamara
Chadenet/Baum
Demuth/Hoffman
Ripman

Engelmann
van der Tak

Lithgow
Rovani
J.A. King
J.A. Lee
Lind
Zaidan
Kang
Riley

KKanagaratnam:bli
IBRD/IDA/UNFPA



ATTACHMENT

Participants in Informal Meeting of Principal Donor
Agency Officials with Mr. Ernst Michanek and Secretariat of
UN Secretary-General's Advisory Committee to Review UNFPA

(Held at the Population Council, New York, June 22-23, 1972)

Chairman - Dr. B. Berelson - The Population Council

Mr. Halvor Gille - United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA)
Mr. Oscar Harkavy - Ford Foundation
Dr. Benjamin Viel - International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF)

(American Region)
Dr. K. Kanagaratnam - IBRD

Mr. John Maier - Rockefeller Foundation
Dr. Ray Ravenholt - US Agency for International Development (US AID)
Mr. Carl Wahren - Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA)

Advisory Committee

Mr. Ernst Michanek - Director-General, SIDA
Mr. Stanley Johnson - IPPF London
Dr. George Brown - International Development Research Center, Canada.

Population Projects Department
June 26, 1972



June 14, 1972

Dr. Bernard Berelson
President
The Popu(lation Council
245 Park Avenue
New Yorkh, N.Y. 10017

Dear Barncy:-

Furth-r to my lette!r of i'ay 30, 1972, ached herewith is

a tatement aettinr out our pro*rm direction for the next two

years, a3 background information for the discussion with

r. :iichandk on June 22/23.

I lock forwar. to seeing you at the meting next .

D)ire ctor

Popu±ltion Proje c't sDepartmet

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Chadenet/Baum
Demuth/Hof fman
Hawkins

Kang

KK:bli
Pop.Counc/UNFPA



WORLD BANK GROUP'S .
FUTURE PROGPRi OF POPULATION P70JECTS

The Bank's strategy in the population area is described in a

recently published Sector Working, Paper on Population Planning. The Bank's

relations with its maemAber governments involve a continuing dialogue and

association on many of the sectors affecting the social and economic de-

velopment of these countries. One of these sectors, and there are many

others, is the population sector. Tiere Bank activity must fit into a

country's own policy and its program needs; it must also fit into the overall

Bank lending program for that country. The Bank's operational tecnniques

are governed by the nrocedures of tie Bank In other sectors, notably its

use of lending for specific projects, extending both financial and technical

assistance. To realize these objectives, the Bank undertakes couciderable

fact-finding and analysis as the basis for its ultimate objectives of

extending financial and technical assistance and assisting in institution-

building. Population perhaps even more than other fields is one in which

there are several other agencies active, and Bank assistance takes cognizance

of their inputs.

In future, the Bank will continue the task of cmographic fact-

finding, and analysis through its reavular econoeic reports on member countries.

3uci rorts will carry an analvss on the country's deo 1raphic situation

and population problems and provide the da taand analy;es governments need

to focus on and uidri3t-and tiL eir o.nopl-ion prbc. (
reference to its effect on their development strategy). These econo:ic re -

port: Will help to generate the political ouiort on which action nust

depend.

The use of sector missions to review In denth the problcmq and pro-

i;raen in particular sectors i t a h er trditional Bank procedure. These

reviews help the Bank and goverament concerned gain needed detailad sector

knowl3edge for policy formation, pro-ram develonent, and the identification

-of possible projects. A sector analysis assues major importance at the

time of the Bank's initial involveneat in a country; it normally remais

valid for several years and can serve as the background for more than one

project. These broad sectoral studics will be continued both to help govern-

ments and to provide the background information needed for Bank lendinc.

Pank population projects are normally made up of several distinct

components. These consist of a set of activitics designed to achieve a

_/ The "Uorld Bank Group" incluodes the Bank itself (which lends on hard

terms), the International Development Asociation (w'hich lends on

soft terms), and th;e International 'inaance Corporation (which does not

finance population projects). In this note, the tern "Bank" should be

understood to include IDA.
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defined sectoral objective. Not all the activities included within a

Bank project are necessarily financed, in whole or in part, by the Bank.

They may be financed in whole or in part by other external donors or by

the borrowing government itself. The inclusion of an activity in a Bank

project conmits the Government to undertake the activity and to secure

financing for it before a loan agreement is signed.

Projects financed by the Bank normally include both tangible and

intangible elements ("hardware" and "softwre). The "hardware" eleaents

usually account for the largest part of Bank financial assistance. Exam-

ples of such items are buildinys, vehicles, furniture and equipment,
office machines, training aids, printing equipment, industrial machinery
for contraceptive maaufacture, etc. "Softare" items include training,

the preparation of materialn for schools and adult education, applied
contraceptive research, attitude surveys, deo'n raphic research, foreiSa

ntudy fellaships, technical assistance serviccs, or the expansion or in-

tensification of existing programs. The specific mix of a project "package"

depends larqely on the findings of sector tudies; here the Bank s pre-

ference is for an integrated mix of software and hardzare items.

The Bank Group does not finance such activities as census taking
nor basic biondical research. Houever, tho Vnk has already included a

nutrition co7?onent ia one population Project (India) as an experiment to

test the relatloashiv among nutrition, inan nortality, and fertility;
it is prepared to finance sinilar nutr tion caponaents in future population

projects. On July 1, 1972, a vall nutrition unit will be cstablished with-
in the Dnpnrtrent ("Mch oill hecor the Fe"ation and .utrition Prject-

Departw'nt); this uill eventually lead to te financinn of iadeendnt

nutrition projects. The BanK ry ve, torards broader financing ot health

programs, but at the present tiMn it doei not finance health facilities

independeat of family planning nd nutritia rctivitics. Bank finarcial

assistance ccvers the capital. or "developrent' coots of projects, not normal

operating costs. Since Bank an! IDA financinn is always in the form of loans,

not grants, the Bank natively seeks to link Tts assistomce to grant funds

whenever these may be available from other danars. Althouh Bank funds are

intended primarily to cover a project's foraign exchange costs, it is often

possible to cover some local currency costs a; well.

As now envisaved, the number of no" projects assisted by the Bank

and IDA for five years from VY72 to FY76 iAll be about 20 in that rany

countries. If recent requests are an indication, the precedin estinate is

likely to prove conservative. For planning purposes, it is assumed that

roughly half the 20 projects noi foreseen over the reriod 1972-75 will in-

volve conmitents of between $3 million nl 10 nillion, while one-fourth

will be above and one-fourth belo" that range.

The Bank's strateny in the five-yenr period will be to concentrace on

countries with larva populations, using its flexible but disciplined project

approach in dealing with the population problon. It is inpossible to predict
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now in which countries the Bank will become involved, since this will

depend on government population policies and on the willingness of govern-

ments to borrow from the Bank for this purpose.

International Bank for Reconstruction

and DevelopmIent

Population Projects Department

June 14, 1972

IHKang/KKanagaratnam/GBBaldwin/GZaidan/rb/is



May 30, 1972

Dr. Bernard Berelson
Presiden:~t
The Population Council
245 Park, Avenue

N.ew York, .4.Y. 1C117

bear Barney,

This refers to your letter of Mva 16, 1972 regardin;; the mecting
which you are horting to provlc a furuli for discus;ion with

.r. ;icaaak and hL sLaff on June 22/23.

I attach the rony allocation for FY 1972 which was comitted by

the anL. Yiou ill sCu that the iteis are rxawa up frota project com-
poneats of t e Indonesia and 2Indian popla.tion- Project3S. The -iain

thrust of th±i. list is, that a Jak projvcL can include any reasonable

sat of proposals and usuall do,!3 cositst of a nuzhbr of corants.

Thea ectr Papr reuli enu-ctat s its hilosophy regarding the
rix of different componento in a dank project.

I uI send youl, in tie next few days, the second documnt which
is a rtat.mt of car prograi.

Sincerely,

Y. aa aratna
Diroctor

Population Proj ects epartraent

cc: Messrs.Chadenet/Baum
Hoffman/Demuth
Hawkins

June 14/72

Attachl-ent



FY72 WORLD BANK GROUP FIN' TG
FOR POPULATION PROJECTS

(in Thousand US$)

Basic Population Data

Census + Vital Stat.
Surveys (incl. PGE's)

Population Policy Issues

Relation to Econ. Dev.
Relation to Environmental Considtns.
Relation to Other (Pol. legal ... )
Determinants of Fertility, & Fert.

Trends (incl. KAP)
Urbanization & Migration
Population Education 392

FP Delivery Systems
National Programs (incl. advisors) 15,016
Special Programs or Efforts (e.g.,
postpartum, I&E, Incentives) 2,226

Supplies & Equipment 3,756
Evaluation Work (beyond "normal"

attention within nat'l program) 1,918

Biomedical Affairs

"Basic" Work on Reproduction
"Applied" Work on Contraceptive

Technology (i.e., mission-oriented,
method-focussed)

Training, & Facilities, Resources

Training 3,762
Fellowships
Institutional Development, Support
Agency Support

Other

Nutrition in support of FP program 1,340
World Population Year
Documentation, Information Service
Commercial Sector
Contingencies 5,990

TOTAL 34,400

This distribution is based on the allocation of Bank Group resources to projects
in Indonesia and India. The projects were jointly financed by UNFPA and SIDA, but only
the Bank Group contribution is reflected in this summary (to avoid double counting).

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

Population Projects Department
May 30, 1972



April 26, 1972

,jr. Halvor Gille
United Lations Fund for
Population Activities

485 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Gille:

In his letter of April 11 to Wif Sadik, Coorge aidan confirr youragreomcnt with Dr. Kanngarat~am to hold th, firs~t of our Operational aoviu'y
meetings here on Friday My 5. D KPan aratnam has asked re to sand yDua proposed agenda (copy enc losed); this may help in entifying saterialeor ndividuals you will yant to bring along. Wo tentativly plan to ntart
the discussions about 1:30 a.m.; we doubt we will he finished by lunchtime, but we should be finished by about 3:30.

The proposed agenda conforms cloioly, I bclieve, with suggestions you
Lmade w hn George Zaidan and Miss Kuain visvte your offices on April 7.You will note that we have idontifind tr tanorn! topics on tihh re vold
like to exchange views. The first In thn pe,01110y of c'a-- a smali
amuunt of UNFPA funds for project-preparat ae ttmivitiel by clutnts,
either national or foreig~n. hat -n have in mnd i the nssib lity of work-ing out an arranqenmnt whereby U rA fEunds coula be usac for project-prerara-
tion activities (to be conducted mainly by consultants) in roughly the aae
way UNDP funds are used in other sectors. This i- someting you Eay wina
to give some thought to in advance of our meeting next .eek, particularlyan it may raise some legal questions.

A second pencral topic that we think "PI deserve discursions and whichwill arise exlicitl ,n the case of L; the rz lationshin oetween ourtwo organization. in projects to which "o contrilute "parallel financing." Theprincipal questions we believe this raises are thn kind and degree 0f coordina-tion betwoon our t'o instizution in advance of nigning what wouJd be 1eallneparate project agreements, and the kind of obligati ons which a beneficjar-would be assuminq in signing agivenents that might include explicit cross-referencinl, plus the need for coordination between our organizations inproject follow-up.

A third general issue we would like to raise is the possibility of ear-marking a r'odest anount of UNITA funds for g research 1rpoges uhich,
the Eank might have access to from tin=-to-i:Me under suitable agrea:cnts tobe worked out with the hund.



Mr. Halvor Gille - 2 - April 26, 1972

If you or your nssociateo have other general problems that you would
like to raise for discu-zions, wx1 would appreciate a teleph-3one call in ad-
vance of your arrival so that we could be giving some thought beforc the
meeting to items you muay wish to raisa. Despite the identification of the
three general topics roted above, we still reg;ard the rain purpose of this
initial Operational Reviw- meeting as an exchange of information about our
respective work prograns over .lhe next year or two.

We look forward to having you with us here next Friday, May 5.

Sincerely yours,

George B. Baldwin
Dcputy Director

Population Projecta Department

Enclosure

cc: Dr. Nafis Sadik
UNTPA, N.Y.

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam"'
Messrs. Zaidan

Kang
Miss Husain (for Malaysia discussions)

Messrs. Riley
Sandberg (for Malaysia discussions)

UNFPA file

GBBaldwin/j in



OPERATIONAL REVIEW MEETING

Proposed Agenda

IBRD/UNFPA (Washington, May 5, 1972)

Starting time: 10:30 a.m. (meet in Conference Room D-901)

Participating for the Bank: Dr. Kanagaratnam

Mr. Baldwin

Mr. Zaidan
Mr. Kang
Mr. Riley
Mr. Sandberg (for Malaysia discussions)
Miss Husain (for Malaysia discussions)

I. Country-by-country review of work-plans for the next year or so.

A.. The Bank's probable work-program

Egypt Ghana Turkey
Iran Kenya Morocco
Malaysia Bangladesh
Philippines Nepal

B. UNFPA work-program

II. Handling of coordination in countries with particular problems.

Malaysia Others?
Iran
Philippines

III. Discussion of general problems.

1. The possibility of earmarking some UNFPA funds for general project-
preparation activities by third parties (national and foreign con-
sultants).

2. The specific meaning of "parallel financing".

3. The possibility of using UNFPA funds to conduct general research
studies (not limited to individual countries), either with joint
Bank/UNFPA sponsorship or singly by either institution.

4. A report on UNFPA re-organization.

5. Other problems.



INTERNATIONAL DEV 'PMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATI RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPM CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dr. K. Kanagaratnam DATE: April 12, 1972

FROM: G. Zaidan and I.Z. Husain

SUBJECT: Visit to UNFPA - April 7, 1972 - Back-to-Office Report

1. In accordance with the terms of reference dated April 5, 1972,

we visited the UNFPA on April 7, 1972 and met with Mr. H. Gille,
Mrs. Nafis Sadik and Dr. R. Rao to discuss three broad areas.

A. Program Review Meeting:

2. The UNFPA indicated that May ll*was a suitable day from their

point of view; they will confirm this in writing. The meeting would

start at zibout 10 a.m. and go up to a working lunch, and possibly into

the afternoon,- if necessary. UNFPA suggested that the agenda consist

of three items:

a. a discussion of general principles of collaboration between

the Bank and UNFPA;

b. a review of the respective operational programs of the Bank

and UNFPA over the next year or two;

c. discussion of specific problems arising in the context of

specific countries; in particular Malaysia.

I understand that the composition of the UNFPA team would include Halvor Gille

and Nafis Sadik and possibly Mr. van Arendonk, the. Malaysia Program Officer.

B. Malaysia:

3. In the context of discussing the Malaysia project, I discussed

generally with UNFPA their feelings regarding future Bank/UNFPA association.

Mr. Gille indicated that things had substantially improved over the past

few months, and that WHO was now pleased with the Indonesia project. However,

he felt it would be premature to undertake "a joint project" in Malaysia,

since it was so close after the Indonesia experience; but he did underline

that he hoped that in future such joint projects could be developed. While

our impression is that relations with UNFPA are undoubtedly better than some

months ago, we did get the feeling that there was some reticence and that

some unhappiness over the Indonesia experience still lingered on. For

example, Mr. Gille asked that UNFPA be notified as early as possible whether

Mr. McNamara would sign the Indonesia Credit Agreement "so that Mr. Salas

could come to Washington". Another indication of this, was UNFPA's desire

* This date was subsequently changed to May 5 during a telephone conversation

between Dr. Kanagaratnam and Mr. Gille, and we are awaiting a written

confirmation of this date.
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to be the sole executing agency in a joint project with the Bank. (UNFPA's

records of the meeting between Mr. McNamara and Mr. Salas were quoted, in
which they believed Mr. McNamara had said this could be so.) Under this

scheme, the Bank would chanel its funds to UNFPA who would then farm them

out through other UN agencies to the Governments concerned. There was

a "tit for tat" atmosphere about this "Indonesia in reverse" proposal. A
third indication of UNFPA's reticence is Mr. Salas' absence from the first

program review meeting.

4. On Malaysia, UNFPA did realize that there was insufficient time to

work out a joint project in which UNFPA was the executing agency in this

case. As a result, it appears that the only course in the Malaysia case

is to develop a project with parallel financing, with both agencies ad-

ministering their part of the program independently and each agency fi-

nancing only one project component. Mr. Gille enquired into whether he

could indicate to the Government of Malaysia that agreement on this had

been reached between the Bank and the UN. We indicated that subject to the

Government's approval there were two constraints. First, that we would

have to clear the matter internally in the Bank with the Area and Development

Services Departments and secondly there was a timing constraint. The request

to UNFPA from the Government of Malaysia includes three components: one from

the National Family Planning Board, which has been submitted and the details

of which we have, a second from the Ministry of Health and a third from the

Ministry of Education. The last two requests have not yet been submitted.

I noted that it would be critical to.have all these details for inclusion in

the Yellow Cover Report, and we doubted whether these would be available by

the end of April. Mr. Gille did not seem to appreciate the importance of

keeping to our time schedule. He repeatedly emphasized that it was worth

delaying the project to ensure that this was so. Our response was that while

it was important to coordinate efforts, the question of parallel financing

should not be treated as an "all or nothing matter". We could include the

request from the National Family Planning Board and work out a parallel

project on this basis, without necessarily waiting for other components.

5. Just before the visit of the identification mission to Malaysia in

November 1971, the Government submitted to the Bank a copy of the request
of the National Family Planning Board to UNFPA. It consisted of (a) more

than 100 long-term and short-term fellowships in public health, evaluation

and communication; and (b) equipment for evaluation and communication.

The total cost was about US$0.77 million. It was taken into account by the

identification mission while developing the project. Hence, no duplication

between the Bank's project and the National Family Planning Board's request

to UNFPA exists. However, the appraisal mission was also informed that the

Ministry of Health is also submitting a request to UNFPA - details of which

were not available to mission as it was not finalized. However, the

Director of Health Services indicated that the request was mainly for ad-

visory services, equipment for health education and operating cost for

training, etc. These items were not included in the Bank's project. UNFPA
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has now informed us that the Ministry of Education is also submitting
a request to UNFPA. If it contains advisory services for Population
Education there would be an overlap with the Bank's project. On the
questinn of advisors, the Bank's project identified earlier included
three advisors - for (i) MCH and FP administration, (ii) training and
(iii) health education. The WHO consultants on the mission informed
us that these advisors would form part of WHO's regular budget. There-
fore, these were excluded from the project by the appraisal mission.

C. Indonesia:

6. On Indonesia, the following points were made:

a) UNFPA expected to sign the bilateral agreement in the week
of April 17. Mr. Gille enquired into whether Mr. McNamara
would sign the Credit Agreement as they had been led to
understand, in which case Mr. Salas would come down to
Washington to sign on behalf of UNFPA. He emphasized that
they would like to know this as soon as possible. -

b) In connection with the evaluation component, Mr. Gille re-
iterated the point that UNFPA did not want to expose itself
to criticism from the UN and that, there-fore, they had a
strong preference for assigning both components (LEKNAS
and the Institute of Demography) to an institution, and
that this institution should be the Population Council. He
had mentioned it to Parker Mauldin who.was receptive in
principle to the suggestion.

cc: Mr. Chadenet
Mr. Baum
Mr. Ripman
Mr. Engelmann
Mr. van der Tak
Mr. Lithgow
Mr. Rovani
Mr. J. King
Mr. J. Lee
Mr. Demuth/Mr. Hoffman v
Mr. Riley
Mr. Sandberg/Mr. Jentgen
Mr. Alisbah
Mr. Lind
Mr. Baldwin
Mr. Kang
Mr. Jones

Or. Kim
Dept. Files
Central Files
Div. Files

GZaidan/rb



INTERNATIONAL D JPMENT INTERNATIONAL DANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECON STRUCT ION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPOfVG iON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: March 31, 1972

FROM: K. KanagaratnamV

SUBJECT Note of Meeting to Discuss Development of a llealth/Fam-rily Planning

Delivery Scheme March 10, 1972

Present at the meeting, in addition to myself, were:

Dr. Willard Boynton - Deputy Director, Office of Population, U.S.AID

Dr. Nafis Sadik - Project Co-ordinator, United Nations Fund for

Population Activities;

John Burfield - Medical Architect, Population Projects Department.

1. The purpose of the meeting was to follow up on a previous agreiient

reached at a working lunch last month. Our concern was that a major

problem affecting the delivery of family planning in developing countries

was the inadequacy of the delivery system. In these countries, for

practical reasons, such services are delivered through the health delivery

system and serious efforts to develop such a delivery system was our urgen t

problem. With the changes in contraceptive technology envisaged in the

future, the delivery system would play an important part in ensuring avail-

ability of services to all.

2. The meeting considered that the type of delivery service required

should be such that it could be effectively and ecorniomically provided

which would also be socially and culturally acceptable in the local context.

For this purpose it was agreed previously to Eelect one country and develop

experience in preparing a pattern on which to develop the service; this

pattern would in fact be a country-wide project designed to give lessons/

experience for future applicability in other situations. The folloing

were the main conclusions of this meeting:

(i) enya would be used as a suitable country and a full sectoral

mission would be planned for the study of possiblities of.

developing a health delivzry system; the review would relate

such a study 'Tofaily planning needs and to the countrys /
family planning program and objectives. Sic-h ia ssion is

tentativeYylanined for Hay/June for a period of four weeei

in the field and two weeks report writing in Washington,
(subject to Government approval). The Bank would undertak

to organize a mission with assistance and participation of l
UNFPA and U.S. AID.

(ii) Dr. Kanagaratnam would raise with the Government of Kenya, during

his visit in late April, the feasibility of this study, the

interest of the Government in the project and the timing

proposed for the mission.
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(iii) The World Health Organization would be invited to participate
in the study, and Dr. Sadik would mention this matter to WHO
when shei visits Geneva early April. At the same time, a copy
of these notes would be forwarded to WHO for their information
for background.

(iv) The meeting noted that while it was difficult to develop a plan
without a proper country study, it had the benefit of the pre-
investment study which the Bank had done in Kenya last year;
based on this it appeared that the principal focus of a delivery
system was to concentrate at the district level, less so at the
peripheral level. The further development at the peripheral
level should be a subsequent phase based on the findings of the
mission and experience in the first place. Manpower, financial
resources and other related inputs would also have to be reviewed
at the time of the Sector Mission. It was also the feeling of
the meeting that the development of services in the urban areas
should receive much lower priority.

(v) The meeting noted that two types of approaches to the physical
component were possible -- (a) the method developed by
Buckminster Fuller of pro-fabricated units being brought in
and assembled quickly; and (b) the Kavalsky (of Hong Kong)
method of using relatively inexpensive materials fabricated at
the local site using local labor etc. The functional design
of the units and the services to be incorporated also needed
study. The Agencies present would consider financing appropriate
studies to enable them to get the best possible solution for this
aspect of the project in the selected country.

Financing

3. The relative content of family planning to Maternal-Child Health
and other health services would be an important criteria in the terms of
Bank financial support for such a project. In terms of financing, the
U.S. AID have no legislative constraints in financing such a project
involving a delivery system directed to family planning. The UNFPA
would prefer not to finance hardware components and the meeting noted
that the Bank would prefer not to limit its role to the financing of
physical components only. It was the general feeling that a workable
plan of investment could be worked out by financing arrangements made
by the three organizations. Details of this could be developed once a
project package is developed.

KKanagaratnam:bli

Cleared with & cc: Dr.W.Boyaton, U.S.A1D, Washington.
Dr.N.Sadik, UNFPA, New York.

Copy: Dr. A. Zahra, W.H.O., Geneva.

cc: Messrs. Zaidan, Burfiold, P.Hall, Kaji.
Mr. Demuth"
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in fact, the trouile -oa nuca ceer. :On .road and continuin 0a6u
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iLHoffman/pH euth/pnn
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Attached memo. from Goodman to Burke Knapp
sent today is relevant to Stig Anderson's

visit and the complications we have had
since.

From K. Kanagaratnam
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: March 8, 1972

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: Meeting Between Mr. McNamara and Mr. Rafael Salas (Executive Director,

United Nations Fund for Population Activities)*

1. Mr. McNamara saw Mr. Salas at the latter's request, on February 25,

1972. Mr. Salas wanted to brief Mr. McNamara on the present position of

the UNFPA and matters relevant to collaboration with IBRD in the field of

population.

2. Mr. Salas referred to the establishment of the United Nations Fund for
Population Activities (UNFPA) in 1967 and said that to date it had

raised nearly $48 million and aims to raise $40 million in 1972; $25
million had been obligated but he did not indicate the extent of disburse-

ments. The Fund hopes that by 1974 (World Population Year) annual funds

pledged would be of the order of $100 million, enabling it to increase

progressively the amounts obligated for population work to Agencies and

countries. The number of donors had increased since the Fund was started,
from 5 or 6 in 1967 to 45 in 1971, and 65 donors from developed and devel-

oping countries were expected in 1972. The Fund expects to increase its

professional strength by about 15 new positions each year. Besides using

1NDP Resident Representatives to cover population among Lheir varied

responsibilities, the Fund proposed to strengthen these Representatives

in countries with major programs by providing Senior Population Advisers;

by the end of 1972 the Fund aims to have 10 such Advisers appointed and

in the field.

3. Mr. Salas outlined the UNFPA's functions and its flexibility to

provide grant funds and meet local costs, operational costs, and con-

struction costs. The Fund could finance innovative programs using

executing agencies within and outside the U.N. System. He referred to

the 168 regional or inter-regional projects and to the 153 national

projects in 60 countries that had been approved in 1970-72. In addition,
the UNFPA during this period had signed comprehensive agreements with

Pakistan, Mauritius, Egypt, Iran, Thailand, the Philippines, and expects

to sign one with India, obligating $12.9 million; and similar major

country programs are envisaged during the current year, in Turkey, Chile,

Ecuador and Iran. Broadly, the UNFPA program covers all aspects of

population including basic data; population dynamics including inter-

relation of population and development; factors affecting fertility;

urbanization and migration; and the environment. UNFPA will advise

governments on policy formulation and on measures to reduce fertility

other than family planning, and will provide family planning assistance,
and assistance in education and communications.

* Also present: Messrs. Jos. Tydings, John Keppel, R.H. Demuth and K. Kanagaratnam.
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4. Specifically, on UNFPA/IBRD collaboration, Mr. Salas said that

UNFPA and IBRD are the two largest agencies in the population assistance

field in the U.N. System and that their cooperation will lead to an

effective impact; both donor governments and recipient countries expect

the two agencies to harmonize their efforts in order to achieve maximum

results. He said that UNFPA responded positively to collaboration in the

case of Indonesia by merging their program with the Bank. Mr. Salas said

that there were differences in approach between the UNFPA and IBRD which

hindered cooperation; for instance, UNFPA prefers to choose executing

organizations within the System,. it is a grant-giving institution arriving

at its positions through open dialogue, and it is used to coordinating

its program with donor agencies in the population field.

5. Mr. McNamara welcomed the expanded programs of UNFPA outlined and

looked forward to improved coordination of efforts in the field. He

thought that the alleged differences in approach emphasized by Mr. Salas

were more apparent than real. The Bank operated by letting the countries

which are the recipients of assistance freely choose the executing organiza-

tions, including those in the U.N. System; the Bank's loans are approved

by the Executive Directors representing 117 Governments, and therefore

could not be anything but in the open; the Bank is ready to discuss with

interested Agencies in the field its future plans and proposals and

collaborate in developing projects. He also emphasized that the Bank has

played a major role in the coordination of development assistance of .which

assistance in population was only a part.

6. In discussing the difficulties that arose in connection with the

joint UNFPA/IBRD project in Indonesia, Mr. Salas stated that the project

put the Bank between UNFPA and the U.N. Agencies, and made them feel they

had a subsidiary role; in addition, many U.N. Agencies with programs in

Indonesia felt uncertain on how the joint project might be harmonized

with their ongoing program, and felt there had been insufficient consulta-

tion between them, UNFPA and the Bank. On these points Mr. McNamara

responded that it was necessary to manage the project -- somebody had to

do this and he did not feel defensive about the fact that this role had

fallen to the Bank in Indonesia; he agreed that in the light of experience

it could have been done better and more consultations with Agencies could

have taken place at a much earlier stage. These weaknesses were being

remedied for the future. Mr. Salas said U.N. Agencies remained highly

critical of the project but Mr. McNamara stated he was unaware of this

criticism since the project had been altered to take account of the views

of the Agencies and all the Agencies (except U.N. Population Division)

had agreed to cooperate in implementing the project. Mr. Salas then

agreed that the U.N. Population Division was the only agency which had

reservations at the present time.

7. Mr. Salas put forward possible areas of collabbration through con-

sultation; parallel and coordinated programs; and fully joint projects.

He also suggested that the roles could be differentiated by either

geographical area, or by functional differentation of the types of program

-components supported. All these implied a need for parallel and coordinated
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programming. Mr. McNamara referred to the fact that in the final analysis

each country situation would require to be dealt with without a preconceived

position. He further agreed that there should be coordination in our

efforts at all stages. He referred to the example of the regional banks

which have identical terms of reference as IBRD -- they work in the same

countries and very much on the same terms of reference; yet over the years

it has been possible to coordinate the efforts of the World Bank and the

regional banks effectively on a country-by-country basis. It was agreed

that details of this would be discussed at the staff level to arrange

regular program reviews and exchange of project lists etc.

Postscript - The meeting with Mr. McNamara was followed by a meeting

chaired by Mr. Demuth and joined by Mr. M.L. Hoffman. It was agreed

that regular program reviews would be held between the Bank and UNFPA,

ardthe first of these was set for April 1972. Mr. Demuth told Mr. Salas

that similar arrangements had been arrived at with WHO and US AID and

he expected that such program reviews would enable more coordinated

program development on a country-by-country basis.

Cleared with & cc: Mr. Demuth

cc; Messrs. Chadenet/Baum
Hoffman
Baldwin
Zaidan

Pop.Projects Dept. staff

KKanagaratnam:bli
UNFPA/Bank liaison
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Stokes M. Tolb rt DATE: March 2, 1972.

FROM: C. Richard de Silva Letter No. 282

SUBJECT: Population Project - Meeting with Mr. Stig Anderson

Mr. Stig Anderson, Director U.N. Office of Technical Co-operation
called on Mr. Bell on February 29 in the company of the Resident Representa-
tive UNDP, Mr. Andrew Joseph. Dr. Ranganathan and I were also present.

Mr. Anderson said that the main purpose of his visit to our office
was to discuss the population project. Having explained the set-up -t
UN Headquarters, he said that he was speaking for the UN Secretariat and
the Population Division. While the UN had been kept informed and consulted
on the population project up to about August - September 1971, thereafter
it appeared to him that they were not being kept in the picture. He had
had discussions with Mr. Riley and UNFPA officials with a view to working
out a formula for co-operating with IDA/UNLFPA on the demographic and
population studies component of the project under trust fund arrangements.
However, IDA clearance of candidates whom UN would nominate to carry ou ;

this work, was not something UN could agree with; and last week, UN had

taken a decision that it could not assist in carrying out this com- anent
of the project. Dr. Suwardjono had been accordingly informed in Neu fork.

Mr. Anderson added that he was in close touch with W.H.O. and he
had serious doubts whether W.H.O. would actually help carry out the post-

partum component of the project. He added, however, that the UN Population
Division was indeed looking for new directions to extend its work and would

welcome an opportunity to undertake an evaluation exercise when proje

implementation was well underway.

Mr. Bell said that the background to this project was relevant in

order to understand how and why the population project was developed in
this way. The Government had realized that there was a lack of co-ordination

in the aid being extended by various international agencies in the population
field, and had requested that these agencies co-operate, and co-ordinate
their programs in Indonesia. The joint efforts of IDA and UNFPA, and
collaboration of other agencies active in the population field including
W.H.O., UNICEF and the Population Council, was a result of this Government

request.

Mr. Anderson argued that all inputs of UN agencies should be brought
under the country programming exercise, and this applied to the population
sector as well. The UNFPA could not operate outside the Country Program.

Mr. Anderson said also that he questioned the propriety of the Bank

moving into the "software" field. The Bank was, according to him, creating
its own population policy, health policy and education policy, different

4L2
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Mr. Stokes M. Tolbert March 2, 1972.

from and sometimes even running counter to policies enunciated by "properly

constituted agencies established by the United Nations for these purposes,

causing confusion all around".

Mr. Bell said that as far as the Indonesian Government was concerned all

the agencies including the Bank were properly constituted ones of which the

Government was a member, but they were perhaps not giving co-ordinated assistance

and advice. Mr. Bell reiterated that it was for this very reason that the

Government had made the request he had referred to earlier that such assistance

in the population field should be co-ordinated.

Mr. Anderson also-made a general comment, not specifically related to

the population project, that some agencies like the Bank and W.H.O. were not

fully backing the UN's country programming concept where the Resident

Representative planned and co-ordinated activities at the country 
level.

Mr. Bell responded that there was plenty of ambiguity even in the Country

Program itself. For example, regarding the proposed UN team for Bappenas on

technical assistance, while there was somewhere a reference to the team covering

all sectors, there was another reference that the team would work in areas not

already covered by tile Bank. The Resident Representative said he had himself

noticed that.

PostscriDt

Dr. Ranganathan adds that Dr. Suwardjono and ir. Sujoto had also met Nr.

Anderson and were quite disappointed that UI Population Division had decided

not to participate in the population project. It appears that in response to

Mr. Anderson's suggestion to M r. Sujoto that the UN Population Division could

give assistance, but outside the joint project, Mr. Sujoto had said that any

such assistance had to be part of the joint project. Dr. Ranganathan unde-stanas

that the Government will make a formal request to the UN for participation in

the joint project. They would like to have a formal response from the UN - even

refusing such a request.

It appears also that Mr. Anderson had suggested to Dr. Suwardjono in New

York that it was for the UN to decide how and through which agencies aid to the

family planning program in Indonesia by the "UN family" should be extended.

Dr. Suwardjono had taken the different view that it was the country's prerogative

to decide how and through whom assistance should be accepted, rather than leave

this to the UN.
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TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara (through Mtr.De uh IATE Febr ary 2h, 1972

FF OM: Michael L. Hoffman

SUBJECT: United Nations Fund for Populi on Activities

In connection writh Mr. Salas visit to you tomorrow, I thought that you
might be interested in the following brief notes on the climate in the Pro-
gram Consultative Committee maating yesterday and today in New York. This
Committee groups all the principal donors, the governments that have so far
been recipients of major UNFPA assistance, and the main nongovernmental
organizations active in the population field. It is an unusually compiee tent
group for a U.N. body.

1. The UNFPA allocates funds for country programs on the basis of a
very sketchy shopping list and before it has any defined project or projects.

2. The money is given to the various U.N. agencies who then negotiate
with the government and define "projects". So far the UNFPA rather than the
government decides which agency will do what, except in the case of India,
which refused to have anything to do with this system and simply told the
UNFPA to give the money to the Government of India which would define and
administer its own projects - which the UNFPA did.

3. UNFPA has no idea when or how its funds are actually disbursed by
the agencies and has no machinery at present for finding out.

4. The principal donors are becoming highly critical of this method of
operation. A large part of the discussion on Wednesday afternoon concerned

our joint Indonesia project which both the donor and recipient governmesnts
seemed to like very mach as a pattern. But Salas repeated several times
that UNTPA did not consider it a pattern it would like to repeat.

5. UNFPA does not really like joint inancing with the Bank. It wants
the Bank to do "what it can do best" a. leave the rest to UNFPA. Their
idea of what we can do best is bricks and mortar. As nearly as I can make
out, what they have in mind is a sort of parallel operation that would avoid
pooling funds for disbursement, which they evidently dislike intensely.

6. The most significant thing hayenipg in relation to UNFPA is the
study of its organization and operatio by a subcormnittee headed by Michanek
which is just getting under way. Michne made a very good statement at the
meeting indicating quite clearly that he intends to go into the whoe ques-
tion of UNFPA structure and methods of financing. His stress on the need to
put population projects in the context of general development strategy
pleased Dr. Kanagaratnam. The other members of the subcomrLittce are:
Lleras Camrgo, Trd Canadon, Soleimn Huzayyin (I gp), John D. Rockeofeller 3rd,
and B.R. Son. I gathor that the principal donors aeic insisted on thi study
and are looking to Michnnek to rng about a susta tial reform an par eu-
larly grater finavcial responsiility,

cc. Dr. Karagaranam



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES
FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES POUR LES ACTIVITES EN MATIERE DE POPULATION

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

TELEP4ONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO . NEW YORK

REFERENCE: 14 February 1972

Dear Mr. Demuth,

We have studied with great interest the draft document entitled "Sector

Programmce Paper; Population" which was made available to us by Dr. Kanagratna

on a confiden41al basis for our commentus. This paer prnovJ ide s eful bckgrund

infornation nceeded to jareciate the `lorld Bank' s cna' ding role in c 1t1 a

of popll2iation an famiy plaxning, and outlins 4-ui t e v clearlQ h drction i n

whicn the Bank itn to iove in this s.cor in the coming years.

To a con.siderable extent, the terms of refe -''- ano the objectves of

the 1BRD as outlinD in the paper and those of he- U)FA il the field of

population are siilar. Both organizatios are pre are to assist gove nen ts

upon requeost to promote actiities to redce fertility and slov hi r

nIopulation growh. It Js -notfed e ove, that a ncc from 'e Bd i b

1iimitcd o member countries which ve ognd at a onula l em

exists or which are in fevour o" Lam ey p ng pogrnres r are. n. 1. re

Sector 'aner). The nandate of thei o e, cisroader to icu a

oopula+ion a I iities to Cope with populan proolens, ot neesai i i

to problems of population and control o

In the section of 'uture Activitiote that the experiece o he

Back is that provision of technical assistance and traiing wl e

elements in nearly ever7 country. W1e, of 'ourse, can o.-y c r is experence.

So far, your organizacion has bee 1il e wi t he i n o

physical facili iCS recired for family r. aing r rogrmes. Alough we hav

in priniple not been e"lued from prov i dn or n r SyuCt ion o s Ce have

normally concentra ed our efforts on providing advisory servce , e l si,

eauipient, sunpp lie, salary, support an' other "soft :ear" comuone ts. The

Sector Paper procoses that the Beak xcanis activities to i nu p) rov

more or less, the same types of assistance vmien arc being provi 1 u'PA.

We ps , however, that the cank wouls stl see it as t ain role o prvi

for pnysical facilities . requirecd, and tha th order in which the varsy' p

of activities are listed (items, thn assistance and 'rai ig proe

the item physical acil ities), does not ind icate order of magnitude or pror ity

Mr. .ichard H. De'uth
Director, Development Services Departnent

International Bark for Reconstruction

and Djevelopment
1818 H Street, N
Washington, D.C. 20433
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We welcome the Bank's widening interest in the Family planning programmes
to include the role of communication channels, the commercial sector, private
groups and social policies and related legislation. However, the assistance
required in these areas might best be provided in close cooperation with the
competent organizations in the United Nations System, which have considerable
experience and expertise. The same would apnly to some of the areas of research
of which four main groups have been identified.

We note that the Bank's strategy over the last five years is to establish
projects in the field of population and family planning in some 25 countries,
preferably with large Populations covering more than two-thirds of the ponulation
in developing countries members of the Bark. Q also note that the reuort recognize-,
the difficulties involved in developing ronulation projects in view of the fact
that there are few "institutional consultants" who can undertake feasibility
studies and help in project prenaration. 7e are, of course, to a consimcrable
extent interected in the same countries, and have in many cases, similar interest
and plans. it needs to be recogrized that mrany of the expertise requireu by
you can often more readily be identified and made available by utilizi the
resources of the various organizabions in the United Nations System concerned
with population.

The above comments are based upon the revised paper (dated 20 January)
which you gave zo LY. Gille when he was in Washington earier this wcek. We note
several improverents in the drafting, in particular, in the (new) parrgraphs
6.16 and 6.20, but also that the Chanter on "Activities of other agennies zthan
the Bank7 in the population sector" has been eliminated. in the (new) oaragraph
6.05 outlining the objectives, provision of technical assistance has een added
to the previous items analysis of the population problem, study through sector
missions and project Preparation. A sentence has been added as follcs: "in-,
all of these activities the Bank normally operates in close cooperation with
UIFPA, LED and other appropriate agencies". This seems to us to be a slight
exaggeration of the actual situation at present -- as suggested above there is
considerable room for much closer coonerition on operational aspects as well as
on programming and research aspects of the Bank's work.

In conclusion, it seems to us essential that high level discussions be
arranged to discuss and reach some understanding on close cooperation and
consolidation of our efforts to insure That they will be comp l e menting, rr ther
than competing with each other. The fact is that the United Tations Fnd for
Population Activities, through the various agencies in the United Nations System,
is already making important contributions in the same fiel, and is actually
expecting to have available even larger amounts of resources for population
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activities in the coming five years than what is anticipated in the Bark's
sector plan. The future roles of the two organizations should be clearly /
identified. The conditions under which joint and collaborative rroje(ts
might be developed should be clarified. Arrangcments should be made for
the Bank to makce further use of the xper e and canacity of the tecnical
agencies in the United -mos Systcm. Joint efforts should be arrangedi
so far as possible in scdi n issions to the fi.el nd nrogrrammin actvit Ues
which both tLhe Back and the UHPA mg ht be prepared to surport. Not on] y
shortage of eu)lified personnel, but also diference In saary sc ae ad
work conditions rake co aboration ee nal O n, the whole, it would s em
to us prcferable if the Yorld Bnk w:ould cocentrate on nroviding assisance
to pontion nrogram ofes f0 comonents "or whic i t i est eCinTnedI to uder-
take by virtue of its loans and credits and othr) omonecnts be rovi ded by
TFPPA grants.

Yours sincerely,

T DiCrecto

United Nations Fund for Ponulation Activiies
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UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES
FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES P9UR LES ACTIVITES EN MATIERE DE POPULATION

UNITED NATION

NEW YORK - Z-.//<j
TELEPMONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS; UNDEVPRO . NEW YORK

FPA/522/1
REFERENCE: FPA/520/1 14 February 1972

Dear Mr. Hoffman,

Further to my letter dated 10 February 1972, I enclose

herewith a copy of the terms of reference of the proposed
Sub-Committee of the Advisory Board which will be established

by the Board at its forthcoming meeting in March to look into

various aspects of the operations of UNFPA. I have been in

consultation with Mr. Ernst Michanek, the Secretary-General

of the Swedish International Developmnnt Authority, who is

preparing a preliminary study regarding the work of the

Sub-Committee. The following members of the Advisory Board

will be invited to serve on the Sub-Committee under the

chairmanship of Mr. Michanek:

Dr. Albert Lleras Camargo

H.E. The Rt. Hon. The Lord Caradon

Mr. Soleiman Huzayyin

Mr. John D. Rockefeller, 3rd

Mr. B. R. Sen

It is my intention to bring this matter to the attention

of the Programme Consultative Committee when we meet on

23-25 Fel TiTy.

I had hoped to circulate the proposed UNFPA Work Programme

' for 1972-75 (Agenda Item 3). However since as you will appre-
ciate this is an enormous task requiring full consultations

and coordination with the UN Agencies, the draft document

will only be available when you arrive for the meeting.

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Michael L. Hoffman
Associate Director
Development Services Department
IBRD Rafael /.$alas
1818 H Street, N.W. Executi Director

Washington, D.C. 20433
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FORM NO. 26
(4. 69)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR TERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME Fggggg 13, 1972 R O U T I N G
OF CABLE:

LOG NO.: ACTION OPY:
DEUTV /OFiA/ ;AGARATNLA I.TBAFRAD

TO: INFOFIATION
COPY: POPULATION PROJECTS

FROM: DEODED BY:

TEXT:

f?EaRC PROEAuu1E 00 SULTATIVE CONISITTEE.

PLSASE 0TE ,MTINGS WILL BE 1ELD UN G00f)EREN0 ROOM mBER TWO

AT 1030 NOURS.

RAFAEL N. 8ALAS

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

UWFPA

s

FOR INFORMATION REGARDING INCOMING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE _0MMUNICATIONS SECTION, EXT. 2021

DUPLICATE
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UNITED NATIONS PRGRAMME~jf1 DES~ NATIONS UN *ES
DEVELLOPiMENT PROGRIAMM: <-- POUR> LE DRVEI~,LPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NE YORK

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES
FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIViTIES POUR LES ACTIVIT£S EN MAT!£RE DE POPULATION

TELEPHONE 754-1234 CARLE ADDRESS: UNDEVP4D * NEW fORK

RrrLRENG 7 February, 1972.

Dear Mr. McNmaa,

I was very Clad to havc P chance Lo talk to you at the tin of the

NICHD oycting on resarch relevant to ponulation nobicus. Up areed at

that time that it might be useful fOr me and ry staff to discuos mutual.

problems with Yr. Dnut, Dr. Kanaaratna and prhaps other n ers of

your staff.I

I am writing this letter to you at the su7qstain of our mutual

friedi Senator Joseph TydiAs to say Q 0 he ti s, and 1 a e, that a

maeting with you of thirty or forty Kinutes mighz usefully prude de our

eeLing ith r.Dth Oh. Wrii'h and others.

The United1 -atiuns Fond for Population Activities is alreudy a scrious

factor in the ponulation icM. It hoc-raised 345 million in two years and
nas 0ru0a e'd aUL A25 illiun in i0Y1; in !he next five ;ca. iM ex-. es,

to raise and pronrwe at l ast twice us much as UP figure nnntioned in the

IBRD's Sectoral lan for population (i.e. &10 million for he MBAD and more

than 0300 million for UhFPA).

In a brief meeting with you I would hope to cover several subjects

1. A brief review of the history of UATPA, its rapid growth and the financial

resources presently available and projected for the future.

2. A resus of the unioue chareacter of the Fund, its flexibility and freedom

to act without all of the restrotions affectinS several multilateral

agencies of the UN system.

/...

Mr. Robert S. Mcfamara

President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Develomeant

1818 H Street,. A.W.
Washinqtoa, D.C. 20433



UNITED NATiONCS PR&~1OGRAMYl' >IS NATI'ONS U:'os
DEkVEL~9!EN PROGRAME P OUV LE D Li V EL CP P. ENT

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES
FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES POUR LES ACTIVITES EN MAT;£RE DE POPULATION

c.

3. A review of the Fund's proraramin-, to date with particular attention to
the najor nultidisciplinary agreements we have concluded with a nunber o:
countries.

4. Our sense of tUP importancu that a worhable and effective collaboration be
established in te population field eu en URP and the IRD as the two
largest fundin 1eies in this field in the I system and probably soon
in the world.

5. A resuA of our efforts to establih collaboration with the Bank nnd a
description of the nature of the difficulties which have arise'n on both
sides in cannec;ion with tho joint IKD/U'A .project.

6. An analysis of the proble no to be overcone on bo th sies in esablishin'
workable EHAP/IRAD cooperation in the population Rield and suqnestions
as to how they ray be overcone.

7. In conuection with the later two points T shall T to br:inq out the
proble cr"Pt- by di ferp-t l--rced7 r inour two rysteq roeinm o"!t
of cur habitKa. operatiom. in additio i shall zontion so of the
special characteristics of te populanion field as one in hAch there
are a number or donor agencies operating. A fact which must he taken
into account if our programng operations are to be truly helpful to
Governconts. Above all Ii would like to explore with you how the roles
of the Bank and the Fund nay be harmonized in individual countries in
which we both intend to un ertake substantial commitmcnts.

With bect regards,

Yours sincerely,

Rafat . Salas
Exect M Director
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0-amary 26 , 1971

r. :.rnst I&auok, dr ctor
aiq: Internation.l evelar t
at tority

xlarLuer;:seattn UO

A0i 3 '>tockl. Swden

Dear Dr. 'ielAne

An promised in my letter to you of Tanuary 13, I

am ples to enclose herwih a copy of our Population

Sector Program Paper, dted Janary 20, 1972.

paper ans not yet .en discussed by our Exeutve

Directors and therefore I would ask you to treat it as

strictly confidential and given to you for four personal

use W:,1-.

Wita kind recards.

icerely yours.

Richard . eu
D.irector

Developen Srvie Dep:rtant

ac.

: -tf



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R.H. Demuth DATE: January 26, 1972

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam

SUBJECT: Letter from Mr. Salas, dated January 20, 1972 - Programme Consultative
Committee Meeting, February 23-25, 1972, New York.

1. The attached invitation (a first) is the Committee which has most
of the main donors on it. In the past we have attended the Inter-Agency
Consultative Committee (IACC) which consists of UN Agencies - most of
them receiving funds. The IACC is not scheduled to meet until June.

2. There is some overlap of subject matter at these Committees but
attendance with main donors might be useful to open direct communication
with them and probably comes following the "Indonesia" experience.

3. Could we discuss?

Attachm't - cc inc.

KK:bli



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME ____ POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES
FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES POUR LES ACTIVITtS EN MATItRE DE POPULATION

TELEPHONE 754-1234 CAOLE ADCREM: UNDEVPRO * NEW YOR(

REFERENCE: FPA/522/1

20 January 1972

Dear Dr. Kanagaratnam,

At the last meeting of the Programme Consultative
Committee held in Geneva in October 1971 it was decided
that the presence of a representative from the IBRD at
future meetings of the Committee would be most useful.
I therefore have pleasure in inviting you to attend the
next meeting of the Programme Consultative Committee which
will meet from 23-25 February in New York. The 25th has
been set aside for individual discussions between individual
members of the Committee and with UNFPA if necessary.

I enclose a copy of the Draft Agenda of the meeting.

I hope you will find it possible to attend.

Yours sincerely,

Rafae 4 Salas
Execut Director

Dr. K. Kanagaratnam
Director
Population Projects Department
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433



Draft Agenda

Programe Consultative Comittee Meeting

23-25 February 1972

New York

1. IntroductorY Statement by Executive Director, 
UNFPA

2. Reviev of Major Projects

3. Proposed UNFPA Work Programme, 1972/75 *

4. Evaluation of UNFPA Activities

h UtNFPA and Executingz OrganiZations

5. Relationship between

6. 'Follow-up Action on 
General Assemb)-Y PRcoluto

(No. A/2815 ( aI) aatrd 1 December 1971)

7. Developenlts relative to 
oranizational and procedural matters

8. Other Business

* Documentation on the subject will be circulated in the beginning

of February.

** Attached



FORM No. 75 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

(2-60) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPM'

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE It , NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION ASSOCIATION

Date Jan. 28, 1972
ROUTING SLIP

NAME ROOM NO.

To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply
Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature

Initial Send On

REMARKS
Further correspondence on Programme

Consultative Committee attached.

Do you wish to reply from DSD to the

letter of Jan. 20 or want me to. Either

way is fine with me.

From
K. Kanagarainam



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS XI'I.S
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 1 POUR LE D£VELOPPEMENr

UNITED NATIONS
NES YORK

UNITED NATIONS FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES
FUN-) FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES POUR LES ACTIVITS EN MATItRE DE POPILA-,I'-

-1l.1 794 121A CABLE ADDRESS U Dr VP!."

9ErEREN( E.

FPA/522/1

24 January 1972

Dear Dr. Kanagaratnam,

Programme Consultative Committe Meeting, 23-25 Februar92

Further to my letter dated 20 January 1972 regarding the
Programe Consultative Committee meeting which has been scheduled

. . . from 23-25 February 1972 in New York, I enclose the Draft Agenda
for the meeting.

General Assembly R esolution No. A/2815 (xxvI) dated 14 December
. . . 1971 under Agenda item 6 is attached. The documentation relating

to items 3,4, and 5 w ill be dispatched to you before the meeting.

The meeting will be held at the United 1Nations building in
New York. I shall inform you of the conference room number in due
course.

Yours sincerely,

Rfae Salas

Executi Director

Dr. K. Kanagaratnam
Director
Population Projects Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433



UNIT E D N AT IONS

G E N E R A L eDsr
GENERAL

A S S E M B L Y ES85(ASSEMBLYA/IRFS/2815 (Yx"VT)
7 Januaiy 1972

Twenty-sixth session
Agenda item 44

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY TRE GENERAL ASSFMBLY

/on the report of the Second Committee (A/8563)7

2815 (XXVI). United Nations Fund for Population Activities

The General Assembly,

Recalline Economic and Social Council resolution 1084 (XXXIX) of 30 July 1965
on the work programmcs and Prioriti in the wopulation fields

Pecalline further itts resolutiLon 2211 (XXI) of 17 December ,in response
to which a trust fund, subseuently nned the TTnited 'ations Fund for Poulation

Activities, was established in 1967 by the hecretary-General,

Bearin in mind the International Develorment Strategy- for the Second

United Nations Development Decade, contained in General Assembly resolution
2626 (XXV) of 24 October 1970, with particular reference to the demographic
objectives and policy measures set forth in paragraphs 13 and 65 of the Strater-,

Recognizing the responsibility of the Population Ccmnission to assist the

Economic and Social Council in accordance with its terms of reference, as defined

in Council resolution 150 (VII) of 10 August 1948,

Noting that the Secretary-General has reouested the Administrator of the

United Nations Develorment Pro rame to administer the United Rations Fund for
Population Activities and that an Executive Director for the Fund has been
appointed,

Further notin- with sati sfaction the proress mede to date by the United

Nations Fund for Population Activities to which, so far, tbirty-two countries have
contributed,

Aware that the United Nations Fund for Pcpulation Activities has now becone
a viable entity in the United Rations system,

/...
72-- 007 39



A/RES/2815 (xxvI)
Page 2

Convinced that the United Nations Fund for Population Activities should play

a leading role in the United Nations system in promoting population programmes -

consistent with the decisions of the General Assembly and the Economic and Social

Council - on the problem of fast population growth as well as on the problem of

under-population, which could, among other things, hamper rapid economic

development,

Recognizing the need for the executing agencies of the United Nations Fund

for Population Activities to implement with dispatch, in close co-operation with

the Fund, population programmes reauested by developing countries in order that

such programmes may have the desired impact,

Expressing its appreciation of the efforts of the Secretary-General, which

have resulted in the unprecedented growth and expansion of the United Fations

Fund for Population Activities, and of the support extended by the Administrator

of the United Nations Development Programme,

1. Invites Governments which are in a position to do so and whose policies

would allow it to make voluntary contributions to the United Nations Fund for

Population Activities;

2. Reauests the Secretary-Genernl, in consultation with the Administrator

of the United NALOns Develorment Provrave and the Fecutive Director of the

United Nations Fund for Population Activities, to ine the necersary sterr to

achieve the desired improvements in the administrative machinery of thn Fund aimed

at the efficiert and expeditious delivery of poulaon rrogrmes, includin

measures to quicken the pace of recruiting the experts and personnel required

to cope with the increasing volume of reauests, as well as to consider the traininr

of experts and personnel in the develoing countries

3. Further reauests the Secretary-General to inform the Economic and

Social Council at its fifty-third session and the General Assembly at its

twenty-seventh session of the steps he has taken in the implementation of the

present resolution and of any recommendations he may wish to make in this regard.

2017th plenary meeting,
14 December 1"71.



Draft Agenda

Prograrne Consultative Commttee Meeting

23-25 February 1972

New York

1. Introductory Statement by Executive Director, UITFPA

2. Review of Major Projects

3. Proposed UI FPA Work Prograwe, 1972/75 *

. Evaluation of UNFPA Activities *

5. Relationship between UNPA and EyecutingOrganizations *

6. Follow-up Action on Geeral Assm zbl Roeolution *
(No. A/2815 (XXVI) dated 14 De ic c 1971)

7. P:'c~or-t rcKlatire to oe"uaizationa! and procedural matters

8. Other Eusiness

* Documentation on the subject will be circulated in the beginningof February.

** Attached



UNFPA AND COLLABORATION WITH IBRD IN THE FIELD OF POPULATION



1967 ESTABLISHED BY SECRETARY GENERAL

NOVEMBER 1969 ADMINISTRATION ENTRUSTED TO UNDP

YEAR RAISED OBLIGATED

(IN U.S, MILLIONS)

1967 ,1

1968 1.0
1969 3.9 1.5
1970 15.4 6.8
1971 28,8 16,9
I9 72 (PROJECTED) 40.0 (PLUS)
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n.

1971 DONORS

NO, $
(U.S. MILLIONS)

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 15 27.5

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 30 1.3

45 28.8

1972 DONORS (EXpECTED)

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 15 36,5

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 50 3.5

65 40,0
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UNFPA STAFF

HEADQUARTERS

1971 15 PROFESSIONAL

1972 (JUNE) 27 PROFESSIONAL

IN FIELD
UNDP RESIDENT UNFPA

REPRESENTATIVES SENIOR ADVISERS

1971 97 1

1972 98 10

no('
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UNFPA FUNCTIONS

1. FUND RAISING

2. PROGRAMING, INCL,

POLICY FORMULATION

PLANNING

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT APPRAISAL

3. FINANCING OF PROJECTS AND PROGRATES, INCL,

APPOINTMENT AND INSTRUCTION OF EXECUTING AGENCY

4. COORDINATION OF PROGRATES

WITHIN U.N. SYSTEM

WITH BILATERAL DONORS

5. MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF PROJECTS AND PROGRAMES
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UNFPA FLEXIBILITY

UNFPA CAN

APPROVE PROJECTS WITHOUT REFERENCE TO A GOVERNING BOARD,

COVER LOCAL COSTS, UP TO 100% OF SOME PROJECTS.

COVER RECURRENT OPERATIONAL COSTS, INCLUDING SALARY COSTS, ON
A DECLINING BASIS.

FINANCE SOME CONSTRUCTION,

FINANCE INNOVATIVE PROGRAM1ES,

USE EXECUTING AGENCIES OUTSIDE THE U.N. SYSTEM.

BE ITS OWN EXECUTING AGENCY,

DEAL DIRECTLY WITH GOVERNMENTS,

PROVIDE GRANT MONEY, I.E. NO REPAYMENT OBLIGATIONS - SHORT OR LONG-TERM.
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1

UNFPA PROGRAMMING 197n - 1972

APPROVED 168 REGIONAL AND INTERREGIONAL PROJECTS AND 153 PROJECTS
IN 60 COUNTRIES, INCLUDING MAJOR COUNTRY PROGRAMMlES IN

$(MILLION) IRATION

PAKISTAN 1.746 1 YEAR

MAURITIUS .584 2 YEARS

EGYPT 1,25) 1 YEAR

IRAN 1,630 1 YEAR

THAILAND * 3.362 5 YEARS

PHILIPPINES 3,320 5 YEARS
INDIA 1.0) (INITIAL INPUT IN

(SINGLE PROJECT

* MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
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SCOPE OF UNFPA PROGRAMME

BASIC DATA ON POPULATION

1. CENSUSES

2. VITAL STATISTICS

3. SAMPLE SURVEYS

4. OTHER DATA COLLECTION SCHEME

POPULATION DYNAMICS

1. INTERRELATION OF POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT

2. FACTORS AFFECTING FERTILITY AND WAYS OF CONTROLLING IT

3. URBANIZATION AND MIGRATION

4. ENVIRONMENT

POLICY FORMULATION

1. ADVICE TO GOVERNMENTS ON POLICY FORMULATION

2. EXPLORATION OF MEASURES TO REDUCE FERTILITY OTHER THAN FAMILY PLANNING

#AMILY PLANNING

1. FERTILITY REGULATION TECHNIQUES

2. SUPPORT TO DELIVERY SYSTEMS INCLUDING COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMMES OF

ASSISTANCE

EDUCATION AND COTUNICATION

1. FAMILY PLANNING SUPPORT COWUNICATIONS

2. POPULATION AND SEX EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS

3, OuT-OF-SCHOOL EDUCATION
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REASONS FOR UNFPA/IBRD COLIABORATION IN POPULATION PROGRAtMES

1. IBRD AND UNFPA ARE THE TWO LARGEST FUNDING AGENCIES IN THE

POPULATION FIELD IN THE UN SYSTEM

2. THEY WILL PROBABLY SOON BE THE TWO LARGEST IN THE WORLD

3. IN ANY GIVEN COUNTRY:

A) IN COOPERATION THEIR IMPACT CAN BE EFFECTIVE

B) DISCOORDINATED THEIR OPERATIONS WILL BE WASTEFUL AND

DISORIENTING TO GOVERNMENTS

4. BOTH DONORS AND RECIPIENTS WILL EXPECT UNFPA AND IBRD TO

COORDINATE THEIR PROGRAMES.



EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH UNFPA!/ IBRD COLLABORATION

1, STARTING IN SEPTEMBER 1969 UNFPA OFFICERS HAVE DISCUSSED
POSSIBLE MODES AND COLLABORATION WITH IBRD OFFICERS,

2. AT THE FIRST INDICATION OF A POSITIVE IBRD RESPONSE

(IN THE CASE OF INDONESIA) UNFPA MERGED A SUBSTANTIAL

PROPOSED PROGRAMIE OF ITS OWN INTO A JOINT PROJECT WITH

THE IBRD,



DIFFERENCES IN HABITUAL APPROACH BETWEEN UNFPA AND IBRD

I.

A. UNLESS THERE IS REASON TO THE CONTRARY THE UNFPA PREFERS

TO CHOOSE EXECUTING ORGANIZATIONS FROM WITHIN THE UN SYSTEM;

TO MAKE THE SYSTEM AS A WHOLE MORE USEFUL IN THE POPULATION

FIELD WAS ONE OF THE REASONS UNFPA WAS CREATED,

B. THE JBBM HAS NO SUCH TERMS OF REFERENCE.'

II.

A. THE UNFPA IS A GRANT-GIVING INSTITUTION AND IS USED TO

ARRIVING AT ITS POSITIONS THROUGH AN OPEN PROCESS OF DIALOGUE

WITH GOVERNMENTS AND THE UN AGENCIES,

B. THE IBRD IS A LENDING ORGANIZATION AND ACCUSTOMED TO DOING ITS

OWN PLANNING ON A CONFIDENTIAL BASIS,

III.

A. THE UNFPA WORKS EXCLUSIVELY IN THE POPULATION FIELD, WHERE

NUMEROUS DONOR AGENCIES ARE OPERATING; IT IS THUS USED TO COORDINATION

ITS PROGRAIING WITH THAT OF OTHER AGENCIES,

B. THE JBBM HAS USUALLY LENT MONEY IN FIELDS WHERE IT IS THE SOLE, OR

AT LEAST MUCH THE MOST IMPORTANT LENDER; THUS COOPERATION WITH

OTHER SOUCES OF FUNDS HAS NOT BEEN A MATTER REQUIRING SERIOUS

CONSIDERATION.
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DIFFICULTIES ARISING IN CONNECTION WITH THE JOINT IBRD/UNFPA PROJECT

IN INDONESIA

1. IN ITS ORIGINAL FORM THE PROJECT PUT IBRD BETWEEN UNFPA AND

RELEVANT UN AGENCIES AND RELEGATED THE LATTER TO A SUBSIDIARY

AND TECHNICAL ROLE. THIS OFFENDED THEM.

2, MOREOVER, THE UN AGENCIES ALREADY HAD SUBSTANTIAL PROGRAMES

IN INDONESIA IN POPULATION AND RELATED FIELDS AND THEY WERE

UNCERTAIN HOW THE JOINT PROJECT MIGHT BE HARMONIZED WITH THEIR

ONGOING PROGRAMES,

3. THE UN AGENCIES TOOK OFFENCE AT WHAT THEY CONSIDERED TO BE

INSUFFICIENT CONSULTATION WITH THEM BY THE IBRD AND THE UNFPA

HELD BACK BY THE IBRD S POLICIES,

4. DESPITE IBRD CONCESSIONS FROM NORMAL PROCEDURES IN COURSE OF

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, THE UN AGENCIES REMAIN HIGHLY CRITICAL OF

THE PROJECT, BOTH IN ITSELF AND AS A POSSIBLE PRECEDENT.



UNFPA IDEAS RE FUTURE IBRD/UNFPA COLLABORATION,

CONSULTATION ONLY: IBRD PROJECTS IN SOME SMALL COUNTRIES ON
A

LESS THAN THE SCALE OF THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE,

PARALLEL AND COORDINATED PROGRAfMING: IN IMPORTANT COUNTRIES WITH SUBSTANTIAl

PROGRAMME IN PROCESS OR IN PROSPECT.

FULLY JOINT PROJECTS (WITH THE BANK AS PRINCIPAL EXECUTING ORGANIZATION):

IN SMALL COUNTRIES OR ON A SCALE LESS THAN THAT OF A COUNTRY AS A

WHOLEI



POSSIBLE DIFFERENTIATION OF ROLES IN COORDINATED PROGRAMING

(WITHIN A GIVEN COUNTRY)

A, GEOGRAPHICAL DIFFERENTIATION:

1. IBRD AND UNFPA WOULD TAKE PROJECTS IN DIFFERENT PROVINCES

WITHIN A SINGLE COUNTRY, OR

2. THERE MIGHT BE SOME DIFFERENTIATION AM)NG COUNTRIES - AT LEAST

TO THE EXTENT THAT IBRD MIGHT NOT ATTEMPT MAJOR POPULATION '

PROGRAMES IN""BANK" AS AGAINST "IDA" COUNTRIES,

( E.G. BRAZIL AND MEXICO)

Be FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION:

EXAMPLES

1. IDRB2 MIGHT TAKE:

INFRASTRUCTURE BASE (EDUCATION OR HEALTH) WHILE

UNFPA TOOK:

MORE SPECIFICALLY POPULATION PROJECTS

(UNFPA IS ADMINISTERING MDNEY EARMARKED FOR POPULATION.)

OR

2. TBRD MIGHT TAKE:

CONSTRUCTION OR OTHER CAPITAL COMPONENTS, WHILE

UNFPA TOOK:

SOFTWARE AND RECURRENT EXPENSES.

0R

3, IBRD MIGHT TAKE COMPONENTS WITH

A) INVOLVING INTERNAL FINANCING (REVOLVING FUNDS, INCENTIVE

LOANS, ETC.) OR

B) EXPERIMENTAL NATURE, WHILE

UNFEA TOOK:

OTHER INITIAL AND RECURRENT EXPENDITURES.
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